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Dear Minister Souris

ln accordance with your request, I submit the attached report on the FÍve-year Statutory
Review of the Thoroughbred Racing Act, 1996 and the Australian Jockey and Sydney Turf
Clubs MergerAct,2OlO for your consideration.
I would like to thank the community, racing industry associations, racing clubs, The Greens

and Racing New South Wales for taking the time to submit their views to the Review.
These views have been taken into consideration in making recommendations as to how
the legislation might be amended to reflect better outcomes for the racing industry and the
community.
I

would also like to thank the NSW Office of Liquo¡ Gamíng and Racing for its assistance

Yours sincerely

ru(
Michael Foggo
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Execut¡ve Summary

The 2008 amendments to the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996 contained a statutory
five year review provision to determine whether the polícy objectives of the Act
remain valid and whether the terms of the Act remain appropriate for securing those
objectivesr.

A report of the outcome of the review is to be tabled in each House of Parliament

within 12 months after the end of the period of 5 years - that is by 1 July 2014.

Similar provisions are contained in the Ausfralian Jockey and Sydney Tu¡f Ctub
Merger Act 2010. However, that review is subject to a three year deadline and the
review is to be tabled by 16 November 20142.
As such, the Hon George Souris MP, Minister for Tourism, Major Events, Hospitality
and Racing, Minster for the Arts, and Minister for the Hunter requested both Acts be
reviewed concurrently.
Accordingly, this report is provided to the Minister to enable the statutory requirement
under each Act to be fulfilled.

The review was assisted by submissions from industry associations, race clubs, the
controlling body and the community.
Legislation surrounding the regulating and control of thoroughbred racing has been
the subject of a number of reviews and changes since the nineteen forties.
ln summary, these changes include:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

The prohibition of proprietary racing in 1943 and the requirement that racing clubs
must be non-proprietary bodies with the purpose of promoting the sport of racing:
The 1963 Kinsella Royal Commission which recommended the formation of the
TAB as the funding model for the racing industry and strengthening the
prohibitions on illegal SP betting;
The establishment of the NSW TAB in 1964 as a Government Authority;
The privatisation of the NSW TAB in 1998;
The 1995 lan Temby QC review which found that there was a perceived conflict of
interest in the Australian Jockey Club exercising the dual role of controlling body
and a race club;
The Temby Review resulted in the äurrent arrangements by which Racing NSW is
the controlling body for thoroughbréd racing in NSW.
The 2006 introduction of race fields legislation to broaden the revenue base of the
NSW racing industry and to ensure that all wagering operators pay a fee for the
use of race fields as a wagering platform. The constitutional challenge to the
legislation by wagering operators failed with the High Court ultimately deciding in
2012 in favour of the racing industry and the State;
Also in 2006 Mr Ken Brown AM undertook an independent review of the Act and
in 2008 Mr Malcolm Scott, Barrister-at-law undertook an independent review of
the regulatory oversight of the New South Wales racing industry as a whole.

r Section 53 of the Thoroighbred Racing Act
1996

" Section 49 of the Australian Jockey and Sydney Tutf Clubs Merger Act 2010
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The Thoroughbred Racing Acf has been amended 27 times since its assent in June
1996. Some of these amendments have been consequential, but others have seen
significant changes - for example the introduction of an independent board to the
controlling body, Racing New South Wales, and many integrity and probity
enhancements designed to increase the public trust and confidence in the conduct of
thoroughbred racing.

An important thread running through the legislative framework is that Racing NSW is
independent of Government3 in the day to day control and regulation of the strategic
and integrity management of the NSW thoroughbred racing industry.

The Minister and the Government are nevertheless important stakeholders in that
they strive to ensure that the legislative framework is contemporary, and meets best
practice and community expectations.

The racing environment is subject to continuous changes which include globalisation
and technology in the competition for entertainment and wagering revenues, the
need to keep up to date with drug testing for new drugs and the simple axiom that
where there is ready cash it is necessary to guard against the infiltration of criminal
elements and the manipulation of race outcomes.
Nevertheless, it is somewhat unexpected that in the context of these significant
changes, that only 13 submissions were received by the Review. This may mean
that many of those changes have been accepted by the racing industry, or that there
has been a "review overload". Given the matters raised by the submissions, the
Review believes that the former is the case.

The Review believes that its recommendations, if adopted, will further assist the
industry in resolving the many challenges that face the thoroughbred racing industry.

3

Section 5 of the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996
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Summary of Recommendations

2.1

The Thoroughbred Racing Act 199G

Recommendation I
The Review recommends that formal objects be inserted into the Act at the next
available oppoftunity fo assrsf with clarifying the statutory role of Racing NSW. The
obiects may be drawn from sections 11, 13 and 14 of the Act with emphasis on fhe
following provisions:

-

Duty to act in the public and industry interest.
Control, superuise and regulate thoroughbred racing in NSW.
lnitiate, develop and implement policies conducive to the promotion, strategic
development and welfare and the protection of the public interest as ff
relates to thoroughbred horse racing in NSW.

-

-

The Review also recommends that a drafting omission be conected in that the word
'representative' be deleted from the long title of the Act.
lChapter 5.3)

Recommendation 2
The Review supports the continuation of the cunent provisions forthe appointment of
members of Racing NSø However, consideration should be given in the future to
aligning the appointment processes of Racing NSl4/, HRNSW and GRNSW.
The Review notes that the provisions in the Act that deal with conflicts of interest at
the time of appointment (and arising after appointment) of members of Racing NSt4/
were strengthened in 2011. The Review recommends that it would, as a matter of
principle of good govemance, be appropriate for similar strengthening of the conflict
of interest provisions in relation to the Acts that esfab/rsh Greyhound Racíng NSt4/
and Hamess Racrng NSt4/.
(Chapter 5.4)

Recommendation 3
The Review recommends no changes be made to the cunent structure to incorporate
a fufther independent oversight of the thoroughbred racing industry.
(Chapter 5.5.1)
Recommendation 4
The Review recommends that the functions and powers of Racing NSt4/ be reviewed
to make ce¡tain thatthey are explicit and cover ffie necessary areasto ensure that
Racing NSt4/ can undertake its broader responsibilities (note: Recommendations 5,
6, 7 and 8 that follow). That review should be undeftaken in consultation with atl
industry representatives, including Racing NSW, race clubs, and industry
assoclafions.

(Chapter 5.5.1)
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Recommendation 5
The Review supports the recommendations in the advice of Mr Armati in regard to
the provision of powers to Racing NSt4/ to take appropriate action against unlicensed
persons.
(Chapter 5.5.1)

Recommendation 6
The Review notes that the recommendation from the 2006 Brown Review to
distinguish between 'industry'assefs and'club'assefs has not been undertaken.
The Review recommends that the task be undeñaken as a matter of priority and
preferably by an independent person with knowledge of the operation of the racing
industry. Such a formal consultative review with industry stakeholders would assrsf
with clarifying the role of Racing NSt4/ to meet its statutory responsibility to initiate,
develop and implement strategic policies consr'sfenf with Recommendation 4 above.
(Chapter 5.5.2)

Recommendation 7
The Revíew recommends that the provisions of the Thoroughbred Racing Act be
reviewed to overcome the current deficiencies in the appointment of an administrator
over a race club and clarify the powers of Racing NSW and the administrator.
(Chapter 5.5.2)

Recommendation 8
The powers of Racing NSl4/ in relation to placing conditions on a race club's
registration; imposing directions and penalties for failure to comply; and the cosfs of
complying with minimum standards should be reviewed as paft of a general review of
the powers and functions of Racing NSW to ensure greater clarity.
The general review should also take account of the recent Supreme Coutt decision in
the matter of Dr Ross Gregory Pedrana v Racing NSt4/ (2014) fo assess if there any
i m plication s which req u ire legi slative action.

(Chapter 5.5.2)

Recommendation 9
The Review notes that section 148 (Consultation and Planning) was a recent
amendment to the Act to facilitate formal consultation between Racing NSW and
stakeholders. The Review notes that submr'ssion makers continue fo express
concems in this area.
The Review does not recommend that the Act be amended again but that Racing
NSW review its consultation policies, pafticularly in relation to the development of the
industry strategic plan to ensure that appropriate consultation is made with all
stakeholders within the thoroughbred racing industry.
(Chapter 5.5.3)
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Recommendation

l0

The Review recommends that consideration be given to the NS14/ Bookmakers Cooperative Limited being appointed an eligible industry body for the purposes of the
Racing lndustry Consultation Group.
(Chapter 5.5.3)

Recommendation

11

The Review recommends that matters concerning the distribution of funds through
private industry agreements (ie the Racing Distribution Agreement and the lnter-code
Agreement) should not be ovenidden by legislation but remain rssues for the racing
industry to resolve in accordance with the terms of those agreements.
Further, the Review nofes the race fields scheme is esfabÍ'sfied under the Racing
Administration Act 1998 and that it is outside the scope of this Review.
(Chapter 5.5.4)
Recommendation 12
The Review nofes that the NSW Parliament has enacted the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1979 as ff¡e statute that covers the field for the prevention of cruelty to
alltypes of animals.
The 1979 Act is the responsibility of another Minister and subject to its own statutory
review processes and the issues are therefore not within the scope of this Review.
(Chapter 5.6)

Recommendation 13
Similarly, the Review does not suppoft legislation requíring the collection and
collation of data or the imposition of fees on the industry to support a thoroughbred
reh ab ilitation scheme.
(Chapter 5.6)

Recommendation 14
The Review does not recommend, at this time, the easing of the 'eligible company'
provisions in the Act for the following reasons.
a

The statutory scheme for the licensing and regulation of bookmakers rs spread

over several Acts - the three racing controlling body Acts, the Unlawful
Gambling Act 1998 (in particular section 11 which prohibits secref financial
interests and section 11A prohibiting remote access to betting) and Pa¡ts 3 and
3A of the Racing Administration Act 1998 which regulate the scope of betting
activities by licensed bookmakers.
a

t

The Review considers that the statutory framework is largely outside the terms
of reference of the review of the Act and that it would be prudent to defer to a
review of the whole scheme to avoid unintended consequences.

A

change to this policy is a matter for Government that should follow an
appropríate consideration involvíng expert advice from the Office of Liquor
Gaming and Racing, the Attorney General's Depañment (noting that the
Page 5

Unlavvful Gambling Act 1998 is the principal criminal statute in relation to
gambling matters), the racing controlling bodies and that group should consult
with interested parties.

Separately, in relation to the proposal for the consolidation of the licensing of
bookmakers under the auspices of Racing NSW, the Review nofes that the sharing
of licensing affangements may be achieved by way of section 18(4) of the
Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996 (and conesponding provisions of the Greyhound
Racing Act 2009 and Harness Racrng Act 2009).
Section 18(4) cunently provides that the three NSt4/ racing controlling bodies may
enter into anangements to share the administration of licensing and registration
functions. The consent of the Minister is a pre-requisite to such an anangement.
The Review recommends that the three NSt4/ racing controlling bodies consider the
consolidation of bookmaker licensing under the relevant corresponding sections in
their respective Acts and inform the Minister of any proposal, or otherwíse.
(Chapter 5.7)

2.2

The Australian Jockey and Sydney Turf Glubs Merger Act 2010

Recommendation l5
The Review does not recommend any changes to the objects of the Meryer Act.
(Chapter 6.3.1)

Recommendation l6
The Review recommends that there be no change to the numbers of elected and
independent directors to the Australian Tu¡f Club Board, nor the cunent selection
panelorifs process.
(Chapter 6.3.2)

Recommendation 17
The Review notes that for the foundation Board it was a necessity to have a full
complement of directors given the workload and merger change management needs
ahead. The Review a/so nofes that the Merger Act provides, after the four year term
of the foundation Board, for the terms of Independent Directors to be staggered at
the discretion of the selection panelfo do so as necessary.

The Review recommends that the ATC obtain legal advice in relation to the
amendment of its constitution for this purpose having regard to the Coryorations Law
and section 9 of the Act.
The review nofes that it may be possrö/e to give effect to staggered terms without
amending the Act.
(Chapter 6.3.2)
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Recommendation

l8

The Review recommends that the Govemment response fo the possible amendment
of Section 23 of the Merger Act be deferred until such time as the ATC and Racing

NSt4/ engage in a formal consultation with lndustry stakeholders and that there is a
consensus view to lifting the restriction based on detailed consideration of ensuring
that Sydney racecourse infrastructure and its utitisation are maximising wagerinþ
tumover for the present and the future in accordance with strategic devetõpment and
public interest goals.
(Chapter 6.3.3)

r:
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GIossary of Terms and Acronyms

AJC

Australian Jockey Club

Appeal Panel

A

ARBL

Australian Racing Board Limited

ARR

Australian Rules of Racing

ATC

Australian Turf Club

Controlling body

A body responsible for the control and regulation of a

b.ody of suitably qualified persons appointed by
Racing NSW under Parl 4 of the Thoroughbred Racing
Act to hear appeals against certain decisions of the
stewards of Racing NSW, the stewards of a committee
of a registered race club or a racing association

code of racing, Íe Racing NSW, Harness Racing NSW
and Greyhound Racing NSW
GRICG

Greyhound Racing lndustry Consultatíon Group

GRNSW

Greyhound Racing NSW

HRICG

Harness Racing lndustry Consultation Group

HRNSW

Harness Racing NSW

ntegrity Assurance Committee

A committee established by Racing NSW under section
23 of the Act to have primary oversight of those aspects
of the functions of Racing NSW that relate to race

I

stewards, drug testing

and control,

licensing,

handicapping and horse racing appeals.
lntraCode Agreement

The commercial agreement between Racing NSW, the
ATC, the Provincial Racing Association of NSW and
Racing NSW Country which provides for the obligations

of race clubs and for the distribution of monies to race
clubs
OLGR
PRA

Office of Liquor, Gaming and Racing

Principal Racing Authority,

ie a

principal club or

controlling body
Racing Appeals Tribunal

lndependent appeals tribunal appointed by the Minister

for Racing on the recommendation of the Attorney
General to hear appeals against certain decisions of
racing authorities

Racing Distribution Agreement

The commercial Agreement between the TAB and the
racing industry for the provision of racing and the
distribution of revenue

Race Fields Scheme

Provisions under the Racing Administration Act 1998
which prohibit wagering operators from publishing NSW
race field information without prior approval from the
respective controlling body and allowed the controlling
bodies to impose a fee for the use of that race field
information.

RICG

Racing lndustry Consultation Group

sTc

Sydney Turf Club

TAB Limited

A wholly owned

subsídiary of Tabcorp Holdings Pty
a 99 year licence to conduct
totalizator and other wagering activities in NSW

Limited which holds

Page
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The Review Process

4

Section 53 of the Thoroughbred Racing Acf provides that the legislation is to be
reviewed 5 years after the assent to the 2008 amendments (the lhoro ughbred
Racing Fufther Amendment Act 2008) to determine whether the policy objectives of
the Act remain valid and whether the terms of the Act remain appropriate for securing
those objectives.
Secfion 53 Review of Act

(1)
(2)
(3)

The Minister is to review this Act to determine whether the
policy objectives of the Act remain valid and whether the terms
of the Act remain appropriate for securing those objectives.
A review under fhis secfion is to be undertaken as soon as
possrb/e after the period of 5 years from the date of assenf fo
the Thoroughbred Racing Amendment Act 200A.
A report of the outcome of the review is to be tabled in each
House of Parliament within 12 months after the end of the
period of 5 years.

A report on the outcome of the review is to be tabled in each House of Parliament

within 12 months after the end of the períod of five years from the date of assent (ie
1 July 2014).
An identically worded review provision (but with a three year deadline) is contained in
section 49 of the Ausfralian Jockey and Sydney Turt Clubs Merger Act 2010 (the
Merger Acf,). However the report of the review of this Act is to be tabled in each
House of Parliament wíthin 12 months after the end of the period of three years from
the date of assent (ie 16 November 2014).

On the basis that both Acts relate to the conduct of thoroughbred racing in New
South Wales, the Minister approved of the two statutory reviews being undertaken
concurrently. Mr Michael Foggo accepted the Minister's invitation to undertake the
reviews.

Advertisements were placed in the Daily Telegraph and Sydney Morning Herald
newspapers of Saturday 2 November 2013 inviting submissíons to the statutory
reviews during the period 18 November 2013 to 13 December 2013 from any
interested person or organisation. A similar advertisement was published in the
Government Gazette of 25 October 2013.

Consultation
On 29 October 2013 the Office of Liquor, Gaming and Racing (OLGR) wrote to the
following key stakeholders inviting submissions to the statutory reviews:.
Racing NSW
Australian Turf Club
Provincial Racing Association of NSW
Racing NSW Country
Thoroughbred Breeders NSW
NSW Racehorse Owners Association
NSW Trainers' Association
Australian Jockeys Assocíation (NSW Branch)
NSW Bookmakers Co-operative Limited
Page 9

ln its correspondence to Racing NSW, the OLGR sought that all race clubs be
advised of the reviews and that the advertisement inviting submissions be published
on the Racing NSW website. The advertisement was also published on the OLGR
website.
Submissions were received from:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7a.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Racing NSW Country
Mr Peter Mair
NSW Trainers'Association Ltd
Racing lndus!ry Consultation Group (RICG)
NSWRacehorseOwners'Association
Thoroughbred Breeders NSW
NSW Bookmakers' Co-operative Limited
NSWBookmakers'Co-operatíveLimited
RNSW - re Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996
RNSW - re Australian Jockey and Sydney Turt Clubs Merger Act 2010
Confidential
Confidential
The Greens NSW
Australian Turf Club (part confidential)

These submissions were published on the OLGR website unless it was considered
appropriate for a submission (or part of a submission) to be treated as confidential.
As well, the Review met with the following stakeholders
Australian Turf Club
N SW Bookmakers' Co-operative Limited
Racing NSW
Racing lndustry Consultation Group

The Review also had a telephone conversation with Racing NSW Country
The Review will dealwith each Act in turn.
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Review of the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996

5.1

Background to the Administration of Racing in NSW

ln May 1840 a group of prominent citizens formed the Australian Race Committee to
conduct a number of organised race meetings at a site in Homebush.

ln January 1841 a permanent not for profit body called the Australian Jockey Club
(AJC) was established and regular race meetings were conducted at Homebush until
1859 when the Club moved its activities to a grant of land at Randwick. By that time
many race meetings were also regularly conducted in country areas.
ln 1851 the AJC declared local Rules of Racing and most groups that conducted race
meetings in the Colony adopted those Rules and sought the assistance of the AJC's
Committee in settling disputes.

ln 1882 the principal race clubs of the Colony - the AJC,.the Victorian Race Club and
the South Australian Jockey Club agreed to a uniform set of Rules (with minor local
variations) which are known as the Australian Rules of Racing.

ln 1883 the AJC opened a register of all racing clubs that adopted its Rules. Race
meetings organised by other than permanent race clubs could also be registered.

By 1885 there were 201 registered race clubs along with 210 registered race
meetings. Horses running at any unregistered race meeting were disqualified from
registered race meetings. ln 1889 a requirement was introduced for trainers and
jockeys to be registered and registered jockeys were prohibited from riding at
unregistered race meetings.
Despite these control measures, unregistered pony racing and proprietary racing with
bettíng continued to be conducted at privately owned racetracks.

The incursion of the unregistered race clubs and the spread of both on-course and
off-course betting led to the introduction of the Gaming and Betting Act 1906. This
Act permitted betting on racecourses, introduced new controls aimed at street betting
and betting shops, and limited the number of race meetings held in the Sydney
metropolitan area.

The Act also established a licensing system for racecourses and a Racíng Advisory
Board responsible for allocating unregistered race dates, while the AJC remained in
control of allocating registered race dates.

ln 1932 under threat from the Government of the day all of the former pony clubs
sought registration with the AJC and by January 1933 unregistered racing in Sydney
ceased, however proprietary racing continued.
There were a number of efforts to abolish propríetary racing but it was not until after
the establishment of the Sydney Turf Club (STC) by the Sydney Tutf Club Act 1943
that proprietary racing ceased in November 1945.
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ln 1995 following the referral of tapes of telephone conversations intercepted by the
Australian Federal Police, the NSW Crime Commission commenced an investigation
into what the medía termed the "Jockey Tapes" scandal.
As a result of the Crime Commission Report, in June 1995 the then Government
engaged lan Temby QC (who had been assisting the Crime Commission in its
hearings) to review the rules governing the conduct of thoroughbred racing and the
mechanism for ensuring compliance with these rules. ln addition, Mr Temby was to
report his findings and recommendations for changes considered necessary to:
a

a

prevent unfair competition in the conduct of thoroughbred racing, prevent
fraud and corruption in thoroughbred racing and associated betting activities,
and
maintain public trust and confidence in the conduct of thoroughbred racing.

Following the recommendations of the Temby Review, the AJC Principal Club Act
1996 (later changed to Thoroughbred Racing Board Act 1996) was passed which:

(i)
(¡i)

created the Thoroughbred Racing Board (which underwent a name change to
Racing NSW in 2004), and
transferred the control and regulation of thoroughbred racing from the AJC to
Racing NSW.

Racing NSW was created as a representative body, with members nominated by the
AJC, the STC, the Provincial Association of NSW, the NSW Country Racing Council
and the new Racing Industry Participants Advisory Committee.

ln 2004 the legislation was amended to implement recommendations of the 2001
statutory review of the Act which included:
strengthening of Racing NSW's registration and licensing functions so that it
could expressly take into consideration a person'S non-spent criminal
convictions,
improvements to certain procedural and administrative aspects about the
manner in which the Racing lndustry Participants' Advisory Committee
operated,
providing Racing NSW with a right of appeal to the Appeal Panel and also the
Racing Appeals Tribunal against the adequacy of penalties imposed by the
Stewards or the Appeal Panel,
clarification that a hearing before the Appeal Panel or Racing Appeals Tribunal
is in the nature of a new hearing; that fresh evidence may be given at the
appeal; and that the body hearing the appeal may vary the decision appealed
against by substituting any decision that could have been made by the body
that made the original decision, and
providing that a third person may be appointed as the Racing Appeals
Tribunal.
ln 2006 a further independent review of the Act was conducted by Mr Ken Brown AM

who was requested to review the legislation to determine whether the policy
objectives of the Act remain valid and whether the terms of the Act remain
appropriate for securing those objectives.
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Based upon recommendations of the Brown review the Act was amended in 2008 to:
a

a

provide for an 'independent' Board of Racing NSW,
clarify the powers of Racing NSW, and
strengthen industry consultation mechanisms.

The new'independent' model provided for'selection on merit' in accordance with
'skills based criteria' by an Appointments Panel consisting of industry
representatives. The fundamental issue with the previous 'nominee' structure was
the tendency towards the expectation by the nominating body that their nominee
would promote the narrower factional interest.

The legislation was further amended in November 2008 to require the five appointed
members of Racing NSW to be persons recommended for appointment by a
Selection Panel established by the Minister (instead of being appointed on the
nomination of the Appointments Panel provided for by the earlier amending Act).
The amending legislation also required that the legislation is to be reviewed 5 years
after its commencement to determine whether the policy objectives of the Act remain
valid and whether the terms of the Act remain appropriate for securing those
objectives.
One of the recommendations of the Brown review was for the OLGR to coordinate
the implementatíon of an appropriate review into the powers and procedures of
controlling bodies in respect of the regulatory oversight of the racing industry across
the three codes.
Mr Malcolm Scott, a Barrister at law, was requested by the then Minister for Gaming
and Racing to conduct an independent review to examine across the three codes of
racing the role and operating environment of racing stewards, and the appeal
process and structure in relation to disciplinary decisions made in relation to
breaches of the Rules of Racing by licensed persons. The Scott review also
proposed a response to the behaviour of unlicensed persons that contributed to a
breach of the Rules of Racing and in circumstances where it may constitute criminal
behaviour.
While the Scott review recommended no changes to the structure of Racing NSW, it
recommended an independent board model for Greyhound Racing NSW and
Harness Racing NSW. This later recommendation, supported by a similar
recommendation in a 5 year review of the Greyhound Racing Act 2002 and the
Hamess Racing Act 2002, was implemented by Government in July 2009.

The outcome is that each of the three controlling bodies

-

Racing NSW, Harness
Racing NSW and Greyhound Racing NSW now have independent boards.

Concerns later emerged that the eligibility arrangements for membership of Racing
NSW were not suited to ensuring that its members are able to comply with the duty to
act in the public interest and in the interests of the horse racing industry as a whole in
New South Wales.
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There were also concerns that the Racing NSW membership of five was insufficient
to manage the workload - in terms of size and range of skills - to undertake the
many reforms necessary to ensure the future viabiliÇ and sustainable economic
development of the thoroughbred racing industry.
This led to legislation being introduced in 2011 which
a

a

a

a

a

a

increased the membership of appointed members of Racing NSW from five to
seven members,
strengthened the eligibility requirements so that a person is not eligible for
appointment if they have been an employee or member of the committee of a
race club or like in the 12 months preceding appointment,
strengthened the eligibility requirements to expressly prohibit membership of
Racing NSW if the independent Selection Panel forms the view that an
applicant has a direct or indirect pecuniary interest that is considered to be a
conflict of interest which is incompatible with membership of Racing NSW,
amended the Act so that the independent Selection Panel may submit to the
Minister a list of eligible candidates for membership of Racing NSW and that
the Minister may make a final selection from that list,
strengthened the conflict of interest provisions in the Act requiring the
disclosure of a direct or indirect interest in a matter under consideration by
Racing NSW,
amended the Act in relation to the appointment of the Chair and Deputy Chair
of Racing NSW so that the Minister makes those appointments, and that the
Minister may seek the advice of appointed members for that purpose, and
terminated the appointments of existing members of Racing NSW.

ln 2013 the Act was further amended to provide Racing NSW with the power to
impose a wider range of sanctions on race clubs for failing to comply with a condition
of registration and to achieve consistency with Racing NSW's existing powers in
respect of a race club's failure to comply with directions in relation to minimum
standards of operation.

This last reform provided Racing NSW with additíonal tools to effectively manage the
conduct of race clubs and ensure the continued viability and development of the
industry.

Outcomes
With a range of Reviews and legislative change particularly over the past 20 years,

the critical question is whether the industry is better placed today than it has been in
the past. One way to test that is to look at the decisions and outcomes to, in some
way, measure its advancement.
There is no doubt that the industry has been required to meet significant challenges
during this period, including:
a

¡
a
a

The erosion of wagering turnover following the advent of internet bookmakers.
The impact of the equine influenza on wagering turnover and foaling levels.
Falling race day patron numbers.
The impact of the global economic crisis.
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The following outline of achievements comes from a document provided to the
Review by Racing NSW. While the Review has not sought to veriñ7 all the

statements made, it nevertheless provides a view as to the success or othenrvise of
the present framework under the Thoroughbred Racing Act.
Race Fields Legislation

With turnover on thoroughbred racing leaking to interstate corporate wagering

operators, and thus eroding revenues paid to the industry, Racing NSW lobbièd the
NSW Government to enact a legíslative solution through the Raórng Administration
Act 1998 (Race Fields Legislation).

This Act prohibited wagering operators from publishing NSW race field information
without prior approval from the respective controlling authority and allowed the
controlling authorities to impose a fee for the use of that race field information.

Ultimately, Racing NSW imposed a uniform fee of 1.5o/o of turnover subject to a
exempt fee threshold of $5 million. The scheme came into effect on 1 September
2008 following the promulgation of a regulation under the Racrng Administration Act.
Despite legal challenges, the High Court upheld the validity of the race fields scheme
implemented by Racing NSW and allowed Racing NSW to release $102m accrued
as race field fees and ensured certainty with regard to the collection of recurrent fees
of more than $60m per annum.

Racing NSW advises the recurrent revenue will be applied to prize money, the
accrued revenue is currently being applied to a major infrastructure program for the
race clubs' racecourses.
Expanding the lndustry's Revenue Base
Racing NSW assumed a pivotal role in renegotiation of the industry's commercial
arrangements during the takeover of TAB Ltd by Tabcorp. This generated an
additional $12m per annum in product fees for the industry.
ln addition Racing NSW has been able to facilitate:

-

new agreements with Sky Channel for the provincial and country clubs
resulting in increased revenue of $2.4m per annum,

a further round of negotiations with the State's off-course wagering operator,
Tabcorp, which resulted in an additional $15m being injected into the NSW
racing industry,
the extension of TAB's on-course advertising exclusivity to a value of $5
million indexed annually, the settlement of an agreement with TAB for the
payment of fees ín respect of its off-shore operations which has generated
annual revenue of $6.41m, and
the introduction of legislation by the Government to remove a statutory 16%
cap on totalizator commission deductions. The industry's revenues were
increased by $9.2m per annum as a result of this initiative.

AJC/STC Merger
Racing NSW played an integral role in the 2011 merger of the AJC and the STC and
the formation of the Australian Turf Club (ATC).
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As part of the process Racing NSW was

instrumental

in

encouraging the

Government to approve the conduct of the computerised racing game "Trackside" by
TAB. This then allowed Racing NSW to sell its future revenues from this game to
TAB for $150 million which was then applied towards the construction of a new world
class grandstand and associated spectator facilities at Royal Randwick Racecourse.

ln addition, during the merger Racing NSW was able to negotiate a $24m grant from
the Government to be applied towards capital improvements at the Rosehill Gardens
Racecourse.
Racing NSW also negotiated from TAB an extension of the product fees on fixed
odds racing to all races on which TAB offers fixed odds markets. This has added an
additional $5 million in revenue to the racing industry.
Equine I nfluenza Outbreak

ln 20O712008 Racing NSW was able to procure a $235m rescue package from the
Federal Government after it devised a scheme whereby owners were encouraged to
keep their horses being trained while racing was stopped due to the outbreak of
Equine lnfluenza. ln effect owners were able to have their horses trained with the
Federal Government indirectly paying the majority of training fees.

Further, as soon as racing was able to recommence after four months of being
shutdown, horses were available to compete as they continued to be trained during
this closure period.
Relevant NSW Ministers were lobbied for the provision of further financial assistance
a $7.5m grants scheme for the industry's
participants and race clubs and the establishment of a Special Mortgage Deferment
Scheme for racing industry participants, and a further one off grant to help promote
the industry following the resumption of normal racing activities.

which resulted in the provision of

World Youth Day Negotiations
Racing NSW coordinated planning for the use of Royal Randwick Racecourse for the
conduct of World Youth Day activities in 2008. This included dealing with the NSW
Government and the Catholic Church, and Racing NSW was able to negotiate a $40
million compensation package for the racing industry.
Substantial Improvements in Efficiency and Cost Control

Racing NSW carried out a total review of its internal operations and undertook a
major restructure of its operating procedures, staffing requirements and reporting
processes. ln addition a restructure was implemented of the administration of
country racing. These initiatives resulted in total cost savings of $6.5m (35% of the
organisation's operating budget). Under Racing NSW the costs of administering the
NSW thoroughbred industry are approximately $30 million per annum less than those
of Racing Victoria Ltd in administering the smaller Victorian industry.

Racing NSW has also restructured the administration of country racing which
resulted in further savings of $3m per annum; and undertook a complete review of
the industry's insurance requirements and renegotiated all existing policies at
favourable terms and conditions. This initiative resulted in total savings to the racing
industry of $3m per annum.
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Welfare and Safeg of lndustry Participants

Racing NSW has initiated a number of major programs to promote the welfare and
safety of industry participants and horses, including:
a

a

a

coordinating a comprehensive review of jockeys' safety in this country which
resulted in a number of ground-breaking recommendations which will provide
long term benefits to the health and welfare of Australia's jockeys;
creating a Jockeys' Career Fund to assist jockeys to adjust to their new
circumstances following their retirements by way of retraining, relocation or by
granting general financial assistance;
promoting superannuation arrangements for jockeys;

initiating

a

complete overhaul

of the industry's training

programs and

establishing an industry wide training scheme to fulfil the needs of the industry
and its participants;
organising a partnership arrangement with TAFE for the provision of further
training for industry participants; and
entering into a joint venture with Corrective Services NSW for the rehabilitation
and re-training of retired racehorses.
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5.2

Overview of Submissions

-

Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996

A total of 13 submissions were received in response to the advertisements

and

written invitations.

Alf 13 submissions deal with issues related to the Thoroughbred Racing Acf, with
three of these dealing with issues concerning the Merger Act. A list of
persons/entities that made a submission is provided in Chapter 4.
It is interesting to note that apart from the ATC, no race club made a submission.

Also of interest is the limited range of issues that have been raised as part of the
Review. The submissions concentrated on issues surrounding Racing NSW, animal
welfare and some other matters.

The significant provisions of the Thoroughbred Racing Acf involve, amongst others,
the integrity of the thoroughbred racing industry, including:
a
a
a
a

a
a

Registration and licensing functions of Racing NSW.
Establishment and role of the lntegrity Assurance Committee.
Race broadcasting arrangements.
Appeals to the Racing Appeals Tribunal or NSW Civil and Administrative
Tribunal.
Establishment and role of the RICG.
Establishment and role of the Appeal Panel.

None of these provisions were the subject of submissions (or were only touched on
as part of a complaint about outcomes of these processes). The Review, therefore
does not intend to comment on these provisions on the assumption that the industry
generally is supportive of the current arrangements.
Racing NSW stated in its submission that it was of the view that "fhe Act's framework
remains cunent, sound and achieves the obiectives of Govemment."

Key themes in the suömíssíons
Many of the submissions from industry groups focused on the make-up of the board
of Racing NSW, and its roles and responsibilities. Three submissions were received
from the public. Two submissions raised the issue of animalwelfare.

As previously stated, the submissions themselves can be found on the
we b s ite at htt p ://wvvw. o I g r. n sw. g ov. a u lrac i n g-h

OLGR

o m e. a s p

Accordingly, the Review has placed the issues raised by those lodging submissions
under five headings:
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

Validity of the Act's Objectives
Membership of Racing NSW
Roles and Responsibilities of Racing NSW
AnimalWelfare
Other lssues
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T.lpre were a range of issues raised under the Ro/es and Responsíbitities of Racing
NSt4/ heading, and the Revíew has grouped these into four areas for discussion
purposes.
Under each heading, the Review makes some background comments, outlines the
submissions and the persons/entities that raised them, followed by a policy

discussion and recommendations, if any.

Each of these headings will be dealt with in turn in the foilowing pages.
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5.3

Policy Objectives of the Act

Background
Unlike lhe Merger Act, the Thoroughbred Racing Acf contains no formal objects.
This was in line with the legislative drafting protocols of its time.
The "long title" of the Act states:
"An Act to make provision for the establishment, management and functions
of Racing New Soufh Wales as the representative body to control
thoroughbred horse racing in the Sfafe; and for other purposes".

When introducing the Thoroughbred Racing Amendment Bill 2008 into the NSW
Legislative Assembly, the Hon Graham West, MP stated:
"The main purposes of the bill before the House are to reform and update
the statutory affangements that underpin the govemance arrangements for
Racing NSW; to clarify the powers and functions of Racing NSt4/ for its
controlling body responsibilities in relation to the thoroughbred racing
industry in New Soufh Wales; and to provide for necessary savings and
transitional arrangements. The oppoñunity to make fhese reforms ,s
essential, timely and significant. The objectives of the reforms are to
promote the future viability of the thoroughbred racing industry, to give
certainty to the many thousands of pafticipants that depend on it for a living,
to give appropriate acknowledgement to the custom and tradition of our
racing heritage, and to ensure that the many pafticipants and members of
the public that enjoy the spectacle of racing continue to do so.'n
Submissions

o

The objectives of the Act remain valid - ATC

a

The policy objects of the Act now lag behínd the development of community
attitudes to animal welfare - The Greens

a

The Act achieves the objectives of Government

-

Racing NSW

With no formal objectives written into the Act, it is possibly not surprising that there
was little discussion on the topic.

The ATC submitted that the objectives of both Acts 'have ongoing validity and
relevance".

The issues raised by The Greens in support of animal welfare provisions to

be

included in the Act are discussed under the Animal Welfare theme (Chapter 5.6).
Racing NSW stated that it was "of the view that the Act's framework remains current,
sound and achieves the objectives of Government."

Policy Discussion
An objects clause

is a

provision that outlines the underlying purposes of the
legislation and can be used to resolve uncertainty and ambiguity.
I

Hansard 19 June 2008

-

Legislative Assembly
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Some objects provisions give a general understanding of the purpose of the
legislation while others set out general aims or principles that help the reader to
interpret the detailed provisions of the legislation.

Objects clauses may assist the courts and others in the interpretation of legislation.
Section 33 of the NSW lnterpretation Act l98Z states the following:
"ln the interpretation of a provision of an Act or statutory rule, a construction
that would promote the purpose or object undeflying the Act or statutory rule
(whether or not that purpose or object rs expressly stated in the Act or
statutory nJle or, in the case of a statutory rule, in the Act under which the
rule was made) shall be prefened to a construction that would not promote
that purpose or object."

It is now usual for objects to be inserted into new Acts but they are not usually
inserted into existing legislation when they are amended.
The Thoroughbred Racing Acf deals with significant issues including ensuring the
integrity of all persons involved with racing and maintaining public confidence. There
is also a range of persons and entities that are required to make determinations
under its provisions.

The Review believes that formal objects in the Act would assist the public and
decision makers in the understanding and interpretation of the legislation.
Later in the Review (Chapter 5.5) the Review notes that the definition of the functions
and powers of Racing NSW is far from clear. The provision of objects into the Act
would assist in better interpretation of those functions and powers.

The Review also notes that there is a drafting omission in that the

word

'representative' is retained in the long title of the Act which reads as:
"An Act to make provision for the establishment, management and functions of
Racing NSt//as the representative body to control thoroughbred horse racing in
ff¡rs Sfafe; and for other purposes.

Racing NSW has been an independent Board since amendments made in 2008

Recommendation I
The Revíew recommends that fonnal objects be insefted into the Act at the next
available oppoñuni$ úo assrsf with clarifying the statutory role of Racing NSt4/. The
objects may be drawn from sections I 1 , 13 and 14 of the Act with emphasr.s on fhe
following provisions:

-

Duty to act in the public and industry interest.
Control, superuise and regulate thoroughbred racing in NSW.
Initiate, develop and implement policies conducive to the promotion, strategic
development and welfare and the protection of the public interest as ff
relates to thoroughbred horse racing in NSW.

-

-

The Review also recommends that a drafting omission be conected in that the word
'representatíve' be deleted from the long title of the Act.
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5.4

Membership of Racing NSW

General Dlbcussíon
Section 6 of the Thoroughbred Racing Acf states:
Membership

(1)

Racing NSW is to consist of the Chief Executive and
appointed by the Minister from time to time.

(14)

The Minister is to appoint members as follows:
(a) except as provided by paragraph (b)-each person appointed must be
selected from a recommended members list that is provided to the
Minister by the Selection Panel under section 7 in relation to the vacancy
or vacancies concerned,
(b) in the case of any casual vacancy (a vacancy in the office of an
appointed member occurring other than by reason of the completion of
the member's term of office)+ach person appointed must be selected
from a list of persons recommended for appointment to fill the vacancy or
vacancies concerned that is provided to the Minister by Racing NSW.

(18) The number of

7 other members

a

persons listed in
list of persons recommended for
appointment to fill any casual vacancy or vacancies must be more than the
number of persons required to fill the vacancy or vacancies concerned.
Note. See section 7 (2) (c) fora comparable requirement in relation to lists provided by the
Selection Panel.

(2)

A person is not eligible to be an appointed member of Racing NSW if the
person:

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

is currently, or during the previous 12 months has been, an employee of
a race club, racing association or eligible industry body, or
is currently, or during the previous 12 months has been, a member of the
governing body of a race club, racing association or eligible industry
body, or
holds a licence issued by Racing NSW or by a racing association, or
is regístered by or with GRNSW under the or HRNSW under the
Harness Racing Act 2009, or

(e) is currentlv, or during the previous 10 years has been, warned off,

(f)
(g)
(h)

(3)

disqualified or named on the Forfeits List under the Australian Rules of
Racing, or
during the previous 10 years has been convicted in New South Wales of
an offence that is punishable by imprisonment for 12 months or more, or
convicted elsewhere than in New South Wales of an offence that, if
committed in New South Wales, would be an offence so punishable, or
is an undischarged bankrupt or is taking advantage of the laws in force
for the time being relating to bankruptcy, or
is a mentally incapacitated person.

A person is not eligible to be appointed as a member of Racing NSW if the
person is a member of the Selection Panel at the time the Selection Panel
makes its recommendation for the appointment concerned.
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(4)

A person is not eligible to hold office as an appointed member of Racing NSW
for more than 8 years in total (whether or not involving consecutive telms of
office).

(5)

The chief Executive does not have a vote at meetings of Racing NSW.

(6)

whíle a person is an appointed member of Racing NSW, any entiflement of
the person to vote as a member of a race club or of an eligible industry body is
suspended.

Section 7 of the Act outlines the establishment and role of the Section Panel:
Selection Panel

(1)

The Minister is to establish a Selection Panel:
(a) to prepare and provide to the Minister a list of persons recommended
for appointment as members of Racing NSW when any vacancies arise
(a recommended members list), and
(b) to prepare and provide to the Minister a list of persons recommended
for appointment as the Chairperson or DepuÇ Chairperson of Racing
NSW when any vacancies arise, and
(c) to recommend the terms of office for persons included in any such list.

(2)

A list provided to the Minister under this section:
(a) must list the persons recommended for appointment and recommend
terms of office for the persons listed, and
(b) may list persons as being recommended for appointment both as
members of Racing NSW and as the Chairperson or Deputy
Chairperson of Racing NSW, and
(c) must list more persons than the number of persons required to fill the
vacancy or vacancies concerned.

(3)

The Selection Panel must not include a person in a recommended members
list unless the Panel is satisfied that the person has experience in a senior
administrative role or experience at a senior level in one or more of the fields
of business, finance, law, marketing, technology, commerce, regulatory
administration or regulatory enforcement.

(4)

a recommended members list, the Selection
Panel must conduct a probity check of the person (with the level of scrutiny as
determined by the Minister). The Minister is to appoint a Probity Adviser to
assist the Selection Panel to conduct probity checks.

(5)

The Selection Panel is to choose between candidates for inclusion in a list to
be provided under this section on the basis of merit, with merit to be
determined on the basis of a candidate's abilities, qualifications, experience
and personal qualities that are relevant to the performance of the duties of
membership of Racing NSW or the duties of the Chairperson or Deputy
Chairperson (as the case requires)

(6)

The Selection Panel must not include a person in a recommended members
líst if the Panel is satisfied that the person has a direct or indirect pecuniary
interest in any matter that gives rise (or is likely to give rise) to a conflict of
interest of a nature that is incompatible with membership of Racing NSW.

Before including a person in
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(7)

The term of office for which the Minister may appoint a person selected from a
list provided under this section may (but need not) be the term of office
recommended by the Selection Panel.

The provisions outlined above are quite straightforward and appear well understood
by those that made submissions on the topic of membership of the board of Racing
NSW.

The history of the introduction of an independent board for Racing NSW and the role
of the Selection Panel has been outlined previously under the heading Background to
the Administration of Racing in NSW (Chapter 5.1). ln its initial stages, its
membership was nominated by various industry associations, but following
recommendations by the Brown Review in 2006, legislation was passed in 2008 to
establish an independent board.
The current provisions were passed by Parliament in 2011

SuömLssions
Generally speaking most of the industry associations supported a move to a mix of
"experienced industry representatives" and independent directors on the board of
Racing NSW. The submissions promoted either one or three directors appointed by
RICG with the remainder of the board being made up of independent directors.
The major reasons cited were that industry representatives have a close association
with their respective industry areas (breeders, trainers, owners, etc) and therefore a
better understanding of issues that affect those areas. They would also bring an
"industry perspective" to the board.

o

A mix of experienced industry representatives and independent Directors on
the Board of RNSW would lead to better outcomes - RICG; NSW Trainers'
Association; Thoroughbred Breeders NSW Limited; NSW Racehorse Owners
Association;ATC

.

An industry representative should be elected to the Board of Racing NSW
from stakeholders represented on the RICG - Racing NSW Country; RICG;
NSW Racehorse Owners Association

o

The Board of Racing NSW is accountable to the Minister rather than the

o

The Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson should be elected by the Board of
Racing NSW not the Minister - RICG; NSW Trainers' Association; NSW

racing industry - RICG; NSW Trainers'Association; Thoroughbred Breeders
NSW Limited; NSW Racehorse Owners Association

Racehorse Owners Association

o

A member of RICG should be on the Selection Panel for the Board of Racing

a

The eligibility rules under the Act should be removed to enable persons

NSW appointing non-industry members - RICG; NSW Trainers' Association;
Thoroughbred Breeders NSW Limited; NSW Racehorse Owners Association;
ATC

serving on governing bodies of race clubs or eligible industry bodies who have
the required qualifications to be appointed to the Board of Racing NSW - NSW
Racehorse Owners Association
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Policy Díscussion
The suggestion for "industry representation" appears to come from the desire of
representative bodies to have a greater voice in decision making at the Racing NSW
board level. That suggestion, together with the view that board members are
accountable to the Minister rather than the racing industry, strongly implies that the
board of Racing NSW should be beholden to the racing industry.
The Review considers that these views are not consistent with the objectives of the
Thoroughbred Racing Act or the roles and responsibilities of Racing NSW for a
number of reasons.
First, Racing NSW has a broader range of responsibilities than simply looking after
sectional interests within the racing industry. Although these interests may bè very
important for the well-being of the thoroughbred industry, one of Racing NSW's
primary roles is to:
"initiate, develop and implement policies considered conducive to the promotion,
strategic development and welfare of the horse racing industry in the State and
the protection of the public interest as it relates fo fhe horse racing industry'a
Second, Racing NSW is under a statutory duty:

"lt is the duty of each appointed member of Racing NSt4/ to act in the pubtic
interest and in the interests of the horse racing industry as a whole in NSW.'z

ln undertaking these responsibilities, it may mean that on occasions the interests of
sections of the racing industry must play a subservient role to the best interests of the
overall industry and the public interest. The Review believes that an independent
board is better equipped to deal with these types of responsibilitíes in an objective
manner.
Third, Racing NSW's role as racing industry regulator means there must be clear
delineation between the regulator and the industry which it regulates. Not only can it
not be beholden to the industry that it is required to regulate, it cannot appear to be
beholden to it.
Under its powers, Racing NSW can register or licence, or refuse to register or
licence, or cancel or suspend the registration or licence of, a race club, or an owner,
trainer, jockey, stablehand, bookmaker, bookmaker's clerk or another person
associated with racing.
Given these powers, appointing a person to represent the interests of these areas to
Racing NSW's board is problematic - even though it may be only one of the seven
members.
While the Review concedes that industry knowledge would assist decision making for

the board, on balance it is of the view that maintaíning independence is a more
important policy criteria. lt is the Review's position that direct industry representatíon
on Racing NSW could jeopardise the current and required independence of a
regulatory body.

r Section 13(1)(c) of the Thoroughbred
Racing Act 1996
Section I 1 of the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996

2
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The reasons why Racing NSW was established as an independent entity with the
roles and responsibilities of the Principal Club was to remove the previous conflicts
that saw a race club not only conducting its own racing activities, but regulating its
own conduct as well as the conduct of other competing race clubs.
The view that Racíng NSW is responsible to the Minister - and not the industry - is an
interesting proposition. Expressed in other terms, it implies that the regulator must
be responsible to the industry that it regulates.

Some of the submissions go further and would have the industry appointing its own
regulator as well. Best regulatory practice would not support these views.
Section 5 of the Act states that Racing NSW "does not represent the Crown and is
not subject to direction or control by or on behalf of the Govemment." The Act also
provides specific functions and responsibilities for Racing NSW. These provisions do
not support the proposition that members or Racing NSW itself is responsible to the
Minister.

The legislation surrounding the independent membership of Racing NSW closely
follows the legislation for the boards of Harness Racing NSW (HRNSW) and
Greyhound Racing NSW (GRNSW). However, there are a number of small, but
important, differences.

First, under the harness and greyhound legislation, the Selection Panel must
recommend to the Minister only the number of names for which there are vacancies.
That is, the Minister has no ability to appoint a lesser number (or choose from a
greater number as is the case with Racing NSW).
Second, the Minister appoints the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of Racing NSW which is not the case with HRNSW or GRNSW. In those cases the boards appoint
their Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson from among themselves.

Third, the harness and greyhound legislation does not impose a 12 month
moratorium on appointments of persons who are members of race clubs, industry
associations, etc. However, prior to appointment to HRNSW or GRNSW, the
recommended applicant must resign their position/s.

These three differences have only been recently introduced (2011) with limited
numbers of appointments made under the new process. Given the views of the
industry, perhaps these three issues should be reviewed in the future with a view to
aligning the appointment processes in a manner which overcomes industry concerns.
While the Review acknowledges that there are people who are presently ineligible to
be appointed to the board that possess the necessary aptitudes to be appointed, the
independent member framework has a successful record since its commencement in
2008. The ATC's submissions states in this regard:
"Over the past few years, RNS[¡/ has fulfilled many of rfs assþned regulatory
and integrity roles with distinction:

.

RNSt¡/'s successfu/ defence of the Race Fields Fee Scheme through
the "race fields legislation" resulted in an equitable, largely platform
agnostic framework for wagering distributions to the industry.
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'
'
'

NSLl/'s racing industry integrity poticies and stewardship are best
practice i ntem ation ally.
RNsl4/ suppoñed the orderty merger of AJC and src, and was
effective in securing and administering the provision of funding for the
redevelopment of Randwick Racecourse and Rosehitl Gardens
Racecourse.
RNS[4/ supported the aggregation of ffiese sfafe's racing coverage
media rights within a singte industry owned media assef.,,

For these reasons, the Review does not support a change from the present

independent membership of the board.

As far as the makeup of the Selection Panel, there is nothing in the Act that would
preclude a member, or an appointee of RICG from being appointed to the Panel.
That is a matter for the Minister's discretion under section 7 of the Act and the
Review does not support the introduction of specific legislative provision in that
regard.

The Review supports the current arrangements.

Recommendation 2
The Review supporfs the continuation of the cunent provisions for the appoíntment of
members of Racing NSW. However, consideration should be given in the future to
aligning the appointmentprocesses of Racing Nsw, HRNSW and GRNSW.
The Review notes that the provisions in the Act that deal with conflicts of interest at
the time of appointment (and arising after appointment) of memberc of Racing NSt¡/
were strengthened in 2011. The Review recommends that it would, as a matter of
principle of good govemance, be appropriate for similar strengthening of the conflict
of interest provisions in relation to the Acts that estabtísh Greyhound Racing NSt/t/
and Hamess Racrng NSt4/.
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5.5

Roles and Responsibilities of Racing NSW

There were a large number of issues raised under this general heading. For ease of
discussion, the Review has listed them under four themes:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Ro/es, responsibilities and powers (see 5.5.1)
Defînition of "industry assefs" (see 5.5.2)
Consultation (see 5.5.3)
Revenue distribution (see 5.5.4)

5.5.1

Roles, responsibilities and powers

Background
Section 13 spells out the functions of RNSW, section 14 its powers and section 294
its power to set minimum standards for race clubs.
Functions of Racing NSt¡/

(1)

Racing NSW has the following functions:

(a) all the functions of the principal club for New South Wales and
committee

of the principal club for New South Wales under the

Australian Rules of Racing,

(b)

to control, supervise and regulate horse racing in the State,
(b1) such functions in relation to the business, economic development and
strategic development of the horse racing industry in the State as are
conferred or imposed by this Act
(c) to ínitiate, develop and implement policies considered conducive to the
promotion, strategic development and welfare of the horse racing
industry in the State and the protection of the public interest as it relates
to the horse racing industry,
(d) functions with respect to the insuring of participants in the horse racing
industry, being functions of the kind exercised by the AJC on the
commencement of this section, and such other functions with respect to
insurance in the horse racing industry as may be prescribed by the
regulations,
(e) such functions as may be conferred or imposed on Racing NSW by
or under the Australian Rules of Racing or any other Act,

(0
(2)

such functions with respect to horse racing in New South Wales as may
be prescribed by the regulations.

The functions of Racing NSW are not limited by the Australian Rules of
Racing and are to be exercised independently of the Australian Racing
Board.

(3)

The AJC ceases to have the functions that are solely the functions of the
principal club for New South Wales or committee of the principal club for
New South Wales under the Australian Rules of Racing.
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Powers of Racing NSt4/

(1)
(2)

Racing NSW has power to do all things that may be necessary or convenient
to be done for or in connection with the exercise of its functions.
Without limiting subsection (1), Racing NSW has power to do the following:

(a)

investigate and report

on proposals for the construction of new
racecourses, and inspect new racecourses or alterations or renovations
to existing racecourses
(b) register or licence, or refuse to register or licence, or cancer or suspend
the registration or licence of, a race club, or an owner, trainer, jockey,
stablehand, bookmaker, bookmaker's clerk
another person
associated with racing, or disqualify or suspend any of those persons
permanently or for a specified period,
(c) supervise the activities of race clubs, persons licensed by Racing NSW
and all other persons engaged in or associated with racing,
(d) inquire into and deal with any matter relating to racing and to refer any
such matter to stewards or others for investigation and report and,
without limiting the generality of this power, to inquire at any time into
the running of any horse on any course or courses, whether or not a
report concerning the matter has been made or decision arrived at by
any stewards,
(e) allocate to regístered race clubs the dates on which they may conduct
race meetings,
direct and supervise the dissolution of a race club that ceases to be
registered by Racing NSW,
(g) appoint an administrator to conduct the affairs of a race club,
(h) register and identify galloping horses,
disqualify a horse from particípating in a race,
exclude from participating in a race a horse not registered under the
Rules of Racing,
(k) prohibit a person from attending at or taking part in a race meeting,
impose a penalty on a person licensed by it or on an owner of a horse
for a contravention of the Rules of Racing,
(m) impose fees for registration of a person or horse,
(n) require registered race clubs to pay to it such fees and charges
(including fees for registration of a race club) as are required for the
proper performance of its functions, calculated on the basis of criteria
notified to race clubs by Racing \SW,
(o) consult, join, affiliate and maintain
liaison with other associations or
bodies, whether in the State er elsewhere, concerned with the breeding
or racing of galloping horses,
(p) enter into contracts,
(q) acquire, hold, take or lease and dispose of real and personal property
borrow money,
(s) order an audit of the books and accounts of a race club by an auditor
who is a registered company auditor nominated by Racing NSW,
scrutinise the constitutions of race clubs to ensure they conform to any
applicable Act and the Rules of Racing and that they clearly and
concisely express the needs and desires of the clubs concerned and of
racing generally,

or

(f)

(i)
(j)

(l)

(r)
(t)
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?-

(u)

(v)
(w)

publish material, including periodical publications, to inform and keep
informed the public concerning matters relating to racing, whether in the
State or elsewhere,
undertake research and investigation into all aspects of the breeding of
horses and of racing generally,
take such steps and do such acts and things as are incidental or
conducive to the exercise of its powers and the performance of its
functions.

As can be seen in section 13, the Thoroughbred Racing Acf defines the functions of
Racing NSW to include the functions of the "principal club for New South Wales" as
set out in the Australian Rules of Racing (ARR). The Australian Racing Board
Limited (ARBL) makes the ARR.

The ARBL is a "not-for-profit organisation with objectives that are concentrated on
developing, encouraging and promoting the sport of thoroughbred racing throughout
Australia. lts members are the Principal Racing Authorities (PRAs) that superuise
and control thoroughbred racing in each Sfafe and Tenitory. Under its Constitution
ARBL is esfaö/ished to make, change and administer the Australian Rules of Racing
and to otherwise do all things whatsoever that the Board consrders to be conducive
to developing, encouraging, promoting or managing the Australian thoroughbred
racing industry" - ARBL website.
The ARR defines a PRA, "as a body, statutory or otherwise, that has the control and
general superuision of racing within a Sfafe or Tenitory þrovided any Member
thereof is not a direct Govemment appointee), and means in the Sfafe of New South
Wales, the NSW Thoroughbred Racing Board". Rule AR7 of the ARR defines the
powers of the PRA.

Submissíons
A major issue that needs to be addressed is the definition of the role, responsibilities,
functions and powers of Racing NSW. A number of submissions were made in this
regard and are outlined below:

lndependent oversight

.

The establíshment of a mechanism to ensure independent oversight of the
thoroughbred racing industry [is recommended]- The Greens

F u nction

.

s and re spon si bil itie s

The Act should explicitly define the roles and responsibilities of Racing NSW
and race clubs - ATC

Policy Díscussion
lndependent oversight
The Greens recommend that there should be a mechanism to ensure independent
oversight of the thoroughbred racing industry. Their submission suggests that it
could be achieved by the creation of an independent Racing lntegrity Commissioner.
This would overcome The Greens' víew that there is a current conflict of interest in
Racíng NSW acting as both the regulator and promoter of thoroughbred racing in
New South Wales.
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The Review does not support the introduction of an over sighting regulator for Racing
NSW. This would add a deal of complexity in a range of ãreaé. Ãs outlined above
and below, ít is difficult enough to quickly understànd the present functions and
powers of Racing NSW, without giving another body the power to oversight and call
into question the role and determinations of Racing NSW.
Racing NSW is not the sole promoter of thoroughbred racing in NSW. All race clubs,
trainers, bookmakers, the TAB, etc share in this role. Section 13(1Xc) provides that
Racing NSW has the power to initiate, develop and implement policies considered
conducive to the promotion, strategic development and welfare of the horse racing
industry in the State and the protection of the public interest as it relates to the horse
racing industry.
Many Acts require regulatory bodies to exercise their functions in the context of the
broader public interest. This requires regulators, in exercising their powers, to
balance the outcome and impact of their regulatory decisions on the appropriate
development of the industry that they are regulating. As such, the Review does not
see that there is a direct conflict of interest in Racing NSW's roles in respect of the
regulation and the promotion of the racing.

At one point, the regulatory and commercial functions of the harness and greyhound
authorities were separated - one regulatory body covering both codes and a
commercial body for each code. The separation was far from successful, and has
now reverted to a regulatory/commercial body for each code.
Given the current structures surrounding the ARBL at a national level, it would be
dìfficult to impose a further level of regulation over Racing NSW without a major
change to those structures.
The Review sees little benefit being achieved by adopting the suggested approach rather substantial costs could be imposed on the racing industry to fund its
operations. The question then becomes, ¡f there is a Commissioner for
thoroughbreds, what about harness racing and greyhound racing?
Recommendation 3
The Review recommends no changes be made to the cunent structure to incorporate
a fufther independent oversight of the thoroughbred racing industry.

Functions and responsibilities
The functions and powers of Racing NSW are somewhat less clear than they could
be. The submissions to the Review on this important topic appear more as a request
for clarification of what constitutes the functions and powers of Racing NSW - rather
than a total re-definition of those powers.
Courts generally have found that the powers and functions of bodies set up by
legislation are limited to the explicit powers and functions set out in their establishing
legislation (or in other legislation that explicitly provides that power or function for the
statutory body). Particularly where decisions of statutory bodies affect the rights and
liabilities of others, courts will look to the legislative framework to ensure there is
express and clear provision for the body to exercise those powers. Where those
provisions do not exist or are not explicitly stated, courts will find those
determinations are ultra vires.
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Generally speaking, Racing NSW's functions and powers are found in the
Thoroughbred Racing Act in sections 13, 14 (set out above) as well as 294, 298,
29C and 29E.

While section 13 empowers Racing NSW with all the functions of the principal club
for NSW and committee of the principal club for NSW under the ARR, it also states
that the functions of Racing NSW are not limited by the ARR and are to be exercised
independently of the ARBL.
Many of the powers that are contained in the ARR are also listed throughout the
Thoroughbred Racing Acf (particularly section 14). The Review understands that this
is necessary because were the ARBL to cease to continue, Racing NSW would still
require those powers to continue to undertake theír important role in the regulation of
the NSW racing industry.
The 2006 lndependent Review of the NSW Thoroughbred Act conducted by Mr Ken
Brown AM (the Brown Report) recommended "that the Act be amended so as fo
clearly provide that a function of Racing NSt4/ is to manage and co-ordinate the
conduct and operations of the thoroughbred racing industry in New Souffi Wales".

The Review supports this recommendation and believes that clarity in this regard particularly following a consultative process - would ultimately lead to enhanced
relationships, better consultation and better outcomes.
Throughout the industry, there continues to be a lack of understanding and certainty
of the functions and powers of Racing NSW and this needs to be addressed. Some
of the areas of uncertainty are further discussed at Chapter 5.5.2 below.

Recommendation 4
The Review recommends that the functions and powers of Racing NSW be reviewed
to make ce¡tain that they are explicit and cover fhe necessary areas to ensure that
Racing NSt¡/ can undeftake its b¡oader rcsponsibilities (note recommendations 5,6,7
and 8 that follow). That ¡eview should be undeftaken in consultation with all industry
representatives, including Racing Nsytl race clubs, and industry associations.

Unlicensed persons

Background
The issue surrounding the powers of Racing NSW to deal with unlicensed persons
has been raised previously as part of the Brown Review and the Malcolm Scott
Review. The area is complex, involving amongst other issues the legal rights of
individuals, particularly where criminal behaviour may be concerned.

Suþmr'ssions
o

The Act should empower Racing NSW to take action against non-licensed
persons

-

Racing NSW

Policy Discussion
Earlier in 2013, the Minister engaged Mr David Armati
proposal by Racing NSW in relation to:
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to

provide advice on a

Empowering Racing NSW to compel unlicensed persons to:
produce documents, however created, and information to Racing NSW
or other designated bodies,
attend hearings by stewards, the Appeal Panel or the Racing Appeals
Tribunal, and
answer questions at such hearings.
Empowering appropriate bodies to impose penalties for non-compliance.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Establishing procedural mechanics to effect these powers.
Providing appropriate protection against self-incrimination or liability in criminal
or civil proceedings or any other proceedings arising from such actions.
Mr Armati has provided advice to the Minister, which is now attached as a separate
annexure to this Review. The Review supports the recommendations in Mr Armati's
advice.

Recommendation 5
The Review supports the recommendations in the advice of Mr Armati ín regard to
the provision of powers to Racing NSt/t/ to take appropriate action against unlicensed
persons.

5.5.2

Definition of "industry assets"

Background
The considerable doubt and concern within the thoroughbred racing industry and
Racing NSW itself as to the definition of the functions and powers of Racing NSW
leads to a wide range of issues including:-

Control over "industry assets"
Appointment of adm in istrators
Action against non-licensed persons
lmposition of minimum standards on racing clubs
lmposition of conditions on race clubs
lssuing directions to race clubs
These issues are discussed in turn

Control over "indusf4l assefs"

Submlssions
a

The Act should provide a power for Racing NSW to intervene in relation to
industry assets to ensure that their use, or proposed use, does not adversely
impact on other sections of the industry - Racing NSW

a

With industry consultation, those activities and assets that attract Racing
NSW's powers and functions need to be identified, the extent of those powers

and functions defined and the requirement for compensation where the
retention of assets or activities increases a race club's costs
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-

ATC

The Act should provide a requirement that race clubs obtain approval from
Racing NSW for the disposal of race club assets - Racing NSW
Policy Discussion
The notion of "industry assets" has particular relevance to the racing industry. The
majority of funding for the operations of race clubs and their infrastructure comes
from revenues distributed through the Racing Distribution Agreement and the
lntracode Agreement - and not from their own operations.

This means that no one single race club would be self sustaining without the
operations and revenues generated by other clubs and distributed through various
funding agreements. This interdependence demands a coordinating authority with
the power to ensure that each of the parts act in accordance with the interests of the
whole.

Similar views were expressed in the Brown Report. Mr Brown AM made several
recommendations concerning the powers and functions of Racing NSW. While some
of these recommendations have resulted in amendments to the Act, the
recommendations for a review of Racing NSW's powers, including the power over
"industry assets" remain unfulfilled. ln that regard, Mr Brown stated:
"The proposition that certain "club assets" may also be "industry assefs"
and in tum should come under the puruiew of the controlling body, is I feel
a fair and reasonable one.'a
He went on:
"The critical lssues are:-

.
.
.

the definition of an industry asset;
in what circumstances should RNS[¡/ have the power to interuene in
the use or application of an industry asset; and
the nature of that power ie whether in the form of a binding direction
with conditions, or a simple right of veto over the proposed use of the
assef. should certainly not extend to a power to direct the
expropriation of a club's real property.'z

lt

The Brown Report also recommended that the Thoroughbred Racing Act be
amended to include an express power (in accordance with regulations under the Act)
for Racing NSW to intervene in relation to industry assets and the formulation of
those regulations be proceeded by extensive industry consultation to determine what
is an industry asset, the circumstances which would justify intervention and the form
of that intervention.

This Review supports those recommendations. The outcome would be to provide
Racing NSW and the industry far greater certainty over future decision making.
The Board of a race club is not limited to ensuring that pies are hot and that the beer
is cold on a race day. The club has a duÇ to promote racing generally, create its
own character and to create revenues so that the club may operate to ensure its
ongoing and future viability.
' Page 20 of the Brown Report
'zPage 21 of the Brown Report
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Nevertheless, Racing NSW has a statutory duty to take a strategic view to ensure
that racing infrastructure is properly matched to maximising wagering revenues for
the whole industry. This is achieved largely through the allocation of rãce dates, IAB
and race fields payments (prize money and infrastructure).

A special point should be made about the long standing practice of advancing funds

to race clubs by way of Interest Free lnterminable Loans (lFlL) for infrastructure
needs. The principle is that the disposal of an lFlL funded asset triggers the
repayment of the loan to the racing controlling body. The industry funds are then
available for reallocation for industry purpose.

Some factors which might guide the definition of an industry asset would include
whether: the asset is an lFlL funded asset; it is above an identified financial
threshold; its disposal would adversely affect the racing industry (particularly in terms
of the need to maintain necessary racing infrastructure or the amenity of members)
and the proposed disposal is value for money (ie not an inappropriate fire sale or a
transaction which benefits a third party at the expense of club members or the racing
industry).

The Review notes that it may be appropriate for the controlling body and clubs to
engage in an asset register review to assist with such a process so that an overall
view of assets may be assessed.

Recommendation 6
The Review notes that the recommendation from the 2006 Brown Review to
distinguish between'índustry'assefs and'club'assefs has not been undeftaken.
The Revíew recommends that the task be undeftaken as a matter of príority and
preferably by an independent person with knowledge of the operation of the racing
industry. Such a formal consultative revíew with industry stakeholders would assrsf
with clarifying the role of Racing NSt// to meet its statutory responsibility to initíate,
develop and implement strategic policies consistent with Recommendation 4 above.
Ap poi ntm

e

nt of ad m i n i strato rs

Background
A number of respondents raised the issue of the appointment of administrators by
Racing NSW either in writing or at a meeting with the Review. All raised the fact that
the existing provisions were inadequate.

Suömrssions
a

The power to appoint administrators to race clubs by Racíng NSW should be
more strictly defined or repealed - Confidential submissions

Policy Drscussíon
It is the Review's opinion that given the functions and responsibilities imposed on
Racing NSW, it is necessary for it to have the ability to appoint an administrator over
a race club. lf, for example, a race club becomes bankrupt, the sale of its assets
may mean their loss to the broader racing industry.
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The current legislation is defìcient in a number of areas. For example, it provides no
processes or requirements in relation to:
a
o

The circumstances in which Racing NSW can appoint an administrator.
Whether there is a requirement for Racing NSW to provide the race club with
a naturaljustice process prior to the appointment.
Who bears the costs of appointment?
What is the timeframe for the duration of the administration?
What are the powers of the administrator?
What are the liabilities of the administrator?
How the administration is terminated and a new race club board appointed.
Whether an administrator can be appointed in lieu of or as part of a sanction.

The current provisions do not provide for circumstanees where, for

example

administrators are appointed under other legislation eg Companies Code.

Recommendation 7
The Review recommends that the provisions of the Thoroughbred Racing Act be
reviewed to overcome the cunent deficiencies ín the appoíntment of an administrator
over a race club and clarify the powers of Racing NSW and the administrator.

Other specific powers
Background
A number of submissions suggested a range of clarifications should be made to
Racing NSW's powers.

Suömíssions

The Act should be amended to define the conditions that Racing NSW is
permitted to impose on race clubs' registration - Confidential submission.
a

The Act should define "racecourse" so as to exclude those areas not directly
used for race meetings - Confidential submission

a

The Act should empower Racing NSW to issue directions to race clubs on any
matter relating to licensed persons and impose a range of penalties if the race
club fails to comply - Racing NSW

o

Racing NSW needs power to direct racing clubs to ensure OH&S and safe
and well maintained training tracks - NSW Trainers'Association

a

The cost of compliance to Racing NSW minimum standards be recognised
and compensated through an appropriate funding mechanism - ATC

Policy DÍscussion
Each of these matters is important for individual race clubs and their operations.
These issues should be dealt with as part of a broader review of the powers and
functions of Racing NSW as recommended above, and resolved in a consultative
manner. The Review supports greater clarity in these areas, but makes the following
comments.
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occupational Health and Safety (now known as "wHS" workplace Health and
Safety) issues are the responsibility of individual race clubs and not the responsibility
of Racing NSW.

-

The WHS legislation imposes specific responsibilities on employers, etc to ensure a
safe workplace and Racing NSW should not be placed in a position to second guess
WorkCover NSW.

The minímum standards publíshed by Racing NSW are broadly defined. Given the
vast differences between various race clubs and racecourses, a pragmatic approach
needs to be adopted. lssues involving disputes between Racing NSW and race
clubs as to the specific details should be left to those bodies to negotiate, particularly
gíven the financial impact that could be imposed on race clubs.
Separately, the Review notes on the issue of intervention in clubs non-racing
activities that such a process must acknowledge the rights of clubs to do so to
broaden and diversify their revenue base and also, in particular, the statutory powers
of supervision of Randwick Racecourse for that purpose by the Trustees on behalf of
the Minister.
The Review notes that race clubs are non-proprietary bodies and that their charter is
essentially to conduct and promote racing. The Review also notes that clubs raise
revenues from non-racing activities for racing purposes as funding is scarce. ln
some circumstances such non-racing activities may adversely impact on
preparations for race days. The Review has already identified that this issue be
considered as part of the lndustry/Club asset review (Recommendation 6 above).
Finally, the recent Supreme Court decision ín the matter of DrRoss Gregory Pedrana
v Racing NSt4/ (2014) was made after the Review had a chance to assess if there
any implications which require legislative action.

Recommendation 8
The powers of Racing NSt4/ in relation to placing conditions on a race club's
registration; imposing directions and penalties for failure to comply; and the cosfs of
complyíng with minimum standards should be reviewed as paft of a general review of
the powers and functions of Racing NSW to ensure greater clarity.
The general review should also take account of the recent Supreme Coutt decision in
the matter of Dr Ross Gregory Pedrana v Racing NSt4/ (2014) fo assess if there any
implications which require legislative action.

5.5.3

Consultation

Suómrbsions

There was a concern expressed with the consultative processes between the
industry and Racing NSW. This was expressed in two ways. The flrst requested
industry representation on the Racing NSW Board, the second requested a better
consultative process.

o

The industry needs greater input to the decision making by Racing NSW. The
present Act allows Racing NSW to pay lip service to recommendations and
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consultat¡on with RICG - RICG; NSW Trainers Association; Thoroughbred
Breeders NSW Limited; NSW Racehorse Owners Association; ATC

Racing NSW should consult more with the industry over industry issues,
including the Racing NSW Strategic Plan

-

ATC

The NSW Bookmakers Co-operative should be added to the list of nominated
representative organisations on the (thoroughbred industry) RICG - NSW
Bookmakers' Co-operative

Policy Drccussion
As stated above there was general complaint about the lack of, and difficulties with
an appropriate level of consultation between the industry and Racing NSW.
The Thoroughbred Racing Act:
establishes the RICG
defines its rñembership
defines its functions (consultation with Racing NSW)
requires RICG to meet with Racing NSW at least 12 times ayeat
RICG has the function of consulting with and making recommendations to RNSW on
matters concerning horse racing in the State. The recommendations are to be made
in writing and tabled at the next meeting of RNSW or may be presented in person at
that meeting by the Chairperson of RICG (section 3aQ) of the Act).

is to respond RICG in writing in relation to any such
recommendations within a reasonable time after they are received. lf Racing NSW
does not support a recommendation made by RICG the response by Racing NSW is
to include its reasons for not supporting the recommendation (section 34(3) of the
Act).
Racing NSW

to

The Act also requires that Racing NSW is to undertake formal consultation on a
regular basis with RICG and other horse racing industry stakeholders in connection
with the initiation, development and implementation of policies for the promotion,
strategic development and welfare of the horse racing industry (section 148(2) of the
AcÐ.

'

Racing NSW is also required to prepare a strategic plan for the horse racing industry
every 3 years. Each strategic plan must be prepared in consultation with RICG and
other horse racing industry stakeholders (section 148(3) of the Act).

A progress report on implementation of the business plan of Racing NSW and the
strategic plan is required to be outlined in its annual report (section 148(4) of the
Act).

It is the Review's opinion that these provisions are appropriate and should provide a
structured process for the industry to present their views and recommendations to
Racing NSW.

However, even with these requirements, RICG's view is that the industry needs
greater input into decision making by Racing NSW, with Racing NSW required to
have "an acceptable levelof accountability to the industry".
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RlcG's view is that there should be
board member of Racing NSw
elected/nominated by RICG and that this direct representation would have the benefit
of "realtime inputfrom the grass roots during Boaud Meetings".

a

The Review has previously dealt with the membership of the board of Racing NSW
(see Chapter 5.3) and does not support a change to the present membership
requirements.

The statements regarding the development of the Racing NSW strategic plan are
somewhat concerning. However, given the issues that have surrounded the industry
in recent time - race fields legislation, merger of the AJC and STC, the development
of The Championships racing program etc, it is not surprising that Racing NSW's
focus may have been elsewhere.
The Review did not test these complaints to any depth.

But leaving the regulatory functions of Racing NSW aside, there is a fundamental
requirement for it to consult widely with the broader racíng industry on its commercial
responsibilities. As stated in the Brown Report when similar criticism about the lack
of consultation was raised - "Sound and proper consultation is the very essence of
good govemance. " - Page 27 of the Report.
Recommendation 9
The Review notes that section 148 (Consultation and Planning) was a recent
amendment to the Act to facilitate formal consultation between Racing NSW and
stakeholders. The Review notes that submr'ssíon makers continue fo express
concems in this area.
The Review does not recommend that the Act be amended again but that Racing
NSW review its consultatíon policies, pafticulafly in relation to the development of the
industry strategic plan to ensure that appropriate consultation is made with alt
stakeholders within the thoroughbred racing industry.

Membership of RICG
The provisions under the Thoroughbred Racing Act in relation to the establishment of

the RICG do not provide for the opportunity to appoint a representative of the NSW
Bookmakers Co-operative to the Group.
Under the Greyhound Racing Act 2009 the NSW Bookmakers Co-operative is an
"eligible industry body" appointed by the Minister and may nominate a representative
to the Greyhound Racing Industry Consultative Group (GRICG). The Review
understands that the Co-operative also had representation on the Harness Racing
lndustry Consultative Group (HRICG) at certain times.

The Review is of the opinion that consideration should be given to the possibílity of
the Co-operative being appointed to the various consultative groups. This should be
undertaken in consultation with RICG and HRICG representatives.

Recommendation

l0

The Revìew recommends that consideration be given to the NSt/t/ Bookmakers Gooperative Limited being appointed an eligible industry body for the purposes of
Racing I ndustry Consultation Grou p.
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åt

5.5.4.

Revenue distribution

Submrssions
This area is a perennial issue raised by the various racing codes and sections within
those codes. At present, the NSW Legislative Council has established a Select
Committee to inquire into Greyhound Racing in NSW, which has included a reference
to racing industry funding.

.

Racing NSW should be required to distribute all Race Fields Fee Scheme
revenue using a performance based formula to allocate proportionate
distributions to race clubs in a timely manner - ATC

o

Racing NSW should be required to establish a process to provide visability of
industry revenue collected by Racing NSW under various agreements - ATC

o

The Act should be amended to require Racing NSW to distribute funds
received from racing revenue which are to be allocated to race clubs
immediately on receipt of such funds, and payment of all TAB distributions be
restructured to allow monthly payments to race clubs Confidential
submission.

-

Policy DiscussÍon
Racing NSW is a signatory to a series of agreements which deal with issues related
to wagering and racing revenue and the requirement for the provision of race
meetings. The Racing Distribution Agreement, lnter-Code Agreement and lntra-Code
Agreement are complex, multi-partied, interlocking agreements that require
unanimous agreement by all parties to be changed.

These arrangements exist external to the Thoroughbred Racing Acf and appear to
derive from the exercise of powers under the Totalizator Act 1997.

The Thoroughbred Racing Acf is silent on wagering other than a reference to Racíng
NSW's power to licence bookmakers and bookmaker's clerks.
Unlike the provisions in the Hamess Racrng Act and the Greyhound Racing Act,
Racing NSW has no legÍslative authority to distribute royalties received other than in
accordance with the lntra-Code Agreement.
Similar concerns were raised in the Brown Report which recommended that Racing
NSW be granted the same right to distribute these funds wíthout the obstruction of
any agreement. The then Government chose not to follow that recommendation.

Governments generally

arc loath to use legislation to interfere with existing

commercial arrangements.

The various agreements enable the parties to change these agreements, albeit with
unanimous agreement.
The Race Fields revenues appear to fall outside the ambit of these agreements, and
according to Racing NSW those funds are being applied to increasing prize money
and infrastructure.
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Essentially it is the Review's opinion that the distribution of revenues received from
wagering turnover is an issue for the industry to resolve.
However, the Review supports the following statements in the Brown Report:

"The formLtlation of a scheme of distribution should not be hindered or
impeded by sectional industry rnferesfs. tt shoutd be devised in close
consultation with stakeholders, particularly racing clubs and should have
regard for the needs and relevant importance of each of the metropolitan,
provincial and country secfors. I agree with RNSW's view that it shoutd
not be based on a simple market share distribution formula.

A sound scheme of distribution should also have account of the need for
clubs to budget and forward plan with confidence and certainty. It shoutd
have reasonable tenure and contain details of the processes for its

periodic review.'a

The Review does not consider it appropriate for Government to interfere in these
areas - particularly when the provisions of the Thoroughbred Racing Act state that
Racing NSW does not represent the Crown and is not subject to direction or control
by or on behalf of the Government.

Recommendation

11

The Review recommends that matters conceming the distribution of funds through
private industry agreements (ie the Racing Distribution Agreement and the lnter-code
Agreement) should not be ovenidden by legislation but ¡emain r.ssues for the racing
industry to resolve in accordance with the te¡ms of those of agreements.
Further, the Review nofes the race fields scheme r's esfaö/rsf¡ed under the Racing
Admínistration Act 1998 and that it is outside the scope of this Review.

1

Page 25 of the Brown Report
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5.6

Animal welfare

Background
A number of submissions were received in regard to animal welfare, particularly as it
relates to thoroughbred horses.

Suóm[çsíons
a

The treatment of horses is not adequately addressed in the Act - The Greens

a

The treatment of horses is not properly regulated by those in charge
Confidential submission

-

a

The Act should require Racing NSW to collect, collate and publicise data on
horses born, injured and killed in the racing industry each year - The Greens

a

The legislation should require that the thoroughbred racing industry collect a
small levy on betting turnover to fund re-homing and rehabilitation programs
for retired thoroughbred horses - The Greens; Confidential submission

Policy Dlscussion
The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1979 provides a range of powers for Police,
RSPCA officers, and appointed government inspectors to investigate cases of animal
cruelty and to enforce animal welfare law. In the course of investigating animal
cruelty offences, officers and inspectors are empowered to:
enter property
seize animals
seize evidence of animal cruelty offences
issue animal welfare directions/notices
issue on-the-spot fines, and
initiate prosecutions under animal welfare legislation
Persons found guilty of cruelty to an animal are subject to fines of up to $27,500 and
imprisonment for 6 months, while conviction of aggregated violence to animals
attracts four times these penalties.

Thoroughbred racing and its associated activities are conducted under the ARR
which contain provisions relating to horse welfare. Racing NSW advises it also
publishes on its website the "Welfare Guidelines for Australian Thoroughbred Racing"
which were adapted from the "lnternational Group of Specialist Racing Veterinarians
Welfare Guidelines for Horse Racing".

Racing NSW advises that

it

also operates

a

comprehensive Thoroughbred
Rehabilitation Program which is directed at the treatment of thoroughbred horses at
the completion of their racing career.

The Thoroughbred Rehabilitation Program is a joint venture with NSW Corrective
Services and TAFE which aims to:

.

re-house thoroughbred horses when they retire from racing,
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a

re-educate and re-train thoroughbred horses for deployment in a new equine
career such as equestrian competition - for example dressage and eventing or
for mounted police and security work and for recreation and leisure
purposes, and

-

provide inmates with skills training and prospective employment opportunities
in the thoroughbred and other equine industries through the completion of
relevant TAFE qualifications offered through the program.

The Program is a not-for-profit venture with any proceeds of the sale of re-trained
horses being put back into the ongoing administration and development of the
Program. Racing NSW provides funding and administrative support to the Program.
These animal welfare initiatives are identified in Racing NSW's Strategic Plan for the
future of the thoroughbred racing industry in this State and are aimed at ensuring the
future welfare of racehorses once they are no longer required to compete.

The Greens submission recommends that the Thoroughbred Racing Acf incorporate
provisions relating specifically to the treatment of horses in order to reflecl changing
community expectations on the prioritisation of animalwelfare in the racing industry.
The Greens argue that this would ensure that breaches of animal welfare are
punishable, criminal offences, rather than being dealt with "in-house" by Racing NSW
as part of its self-regulatory process.
The Review agrees that animal welfare is an important issue for all the racing codes.
However, it does not support the racing legislation providing its own scheme of
offences and procedures in dealing with this issue. This would possibly result in
individual schemes for thoroughbreds, harness and greyhounds, as well as the
existing scheme under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act. This would be
somewhat confusing for those charged with enforcing the legislation.
Notwithstanding that Racing NSW may deal with an individual who breaches racing
rules as part of its responsibilities, it does not preclude police or others from taking
criminal proceedíngs against that person for animal cruelty.

A confidential submission raised a large number of issues concerning the treatment
of horses. Due to its confidentiality, it was difficult for the Review to take some of
these issues further. The overwhelming majority of people within the racing industry
have the welfare of horse deep at heart. However, the Review supports better
education of the racing industry on animal welfare and research into issues that
continually affect the heath of horses.

The Review is of the opinion that the provisions of the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Acl the ARR and RNSW guidelines on animal welfare provide a regulatory
framework that protects the welfare of horses. Regulators need to be vigilant to
ensure that this framework is effectively enforced.
Provision of data
ln terms of the other issues raised under this heading, the Review fails to see that a
requirement to provide data in relation to the destination of thoroughbreds once they
have left the industry will necessarily enhance their wellbeing.
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Given that there are around 7,000 foals each year with an average life expectancy of
over 20 years, a significant administrative burden would be placed on the industry,
and presumably Racing NSW to maintain this data.

The issue at heart is the well being of the horse itself - whether it be a thoroughbred,
harness, stock or any other variety. There are significant powers under the
Prevention of Cruelty Acf to deal with these issues.

Other rehabilitation funding

As detailed above, Racing NSW is undertaking a Thoroughbred

Rehabilitation

Program, and the Review is not supportive of a similar program being funded and
incorporated into the Thoroughbred Racing Aci

Recommendation 12
The Review notes that the NSW Parlíament has enacted the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1979 as the statute that covers the field for the preventíon of cruelty to
alltypes of animals.
The 1979 Act is the responsibility of another Minister and subject to its own statutory
review processes and the issues are thereforc not within the scope of this Review.

Recommendation 13
Similarly, the Review does not suppoft legislation requiring the collection and
collation of data or the imposition of fees on the industry to support a thoroughbred
re h abi I itatio n sche me.

5.7

Other issues

Suömissíons
There were a number of submissions that did not fall under the general themes
outlined above. These included:
a

"Taxes and levies" should first be paid to Government and any distribution to
'racing' or any other expenditure separately accounted for - Mr Peter Mair

a

The definition of "eligible company" in section 144 should be amended to
enable a more flexible approach (as in Victoria) - NSW Bookmakers Cooperative Limited

a

Some form

of simple and cost free

reciprocal licensing capability be
introduced to allow Thoroughbred-licensed bookmakers to field at Harness
and Greyhound race meetings in NSW - NSW Bookmakers Co-operative
Limited

Policy Discussion
Mr Peter Mair raised a range of issues - many of which do not come within the terms
of reference for this Review which relates to the objects and provisions of the
Thoroughbred Racing Act.
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Mr Mair is of the view that "all money collected as govemment endorsed 'taxes and
levies' should first be paid into the public purse and any distribution of 'racíng' or any
other expenditu re se parate ly accou nted for"'.
Mr Mair is critical of the current funding regime that represents owners as participants
deserving to recover expenses - as distinct from being classified with punters.

The Review does not endorse these views.

Bookmaking issues

The NSW Bookmakers Co-operative Ltd raised two issues for the

Review's

consideration. The first relates to the limitations placed on an "eligible company" as
defined in the Act.

Section 14A of the Thoroughbred Racing Acf enables bookmaking licences to be
held by either an individual or a proprietary company - which must be an "eligible
company". ln defining "eligible company" the Act imposes restrictions on the
directors and shareholders of that company.

NSW has a longstanding policy that a licensed bookmaker should be a natural
person that is over 18 years of age and meets the appropriate polity and financial
capacity tests. The eligible company provisions were introduced relatively recently
and provide for directors of that company to be close family members and each to be
licensed as a bookmaker in the usualway
The current provisions were introduced in 2002 as part of the NSW Government's
response to the National Competition Policy.
The NSW Bookmakers Co-operative points out that many of the limitations imposed
under the NSW legíslation in respect of 'companies' are not evident under the
Victorian model. According to the Victorian Bookmakers Association this absence of
unnecessary restrictions has had no discernible detrimental impact on Victorian
bookmakers, whether they be new entrants or pre-existing license holders, nor on the
wider racing and wagering industry in that State.

The number of bookmakers has been declining over the years, but it is widely
accepted in all racing codes that their presence on the race track brings a level of
"colour" to the race day. lf as stated in the submission, that the changes in Victoria
have resulted in additional numbers of bookmakers, then the Review supports the
request by the NSW Bookmakers Co-operative for change.
However, it is not clear whether these changes would result in a greater presence of
on-course bookmakers. lt may be that an unintended consequence would be a
desire for corporate bookmakers to move their operations to online and office
premises away from the racecourse.

While the Review has been told that Racing NSW supports the proposition, similar
provisions apply under the Greyhound Racing Act and the Hamess Racing Acf. Both
GRNSW and HRNSW should be consulted to ascertain their views.
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Further, the Review notes that the statutory scheme for the licensing and regulation
of bookmakers is spread over several Acts - the three racing controlling body Acts,
the Unlawful Gambling Act 1998 (in particular section 11 which prohibits secret
financial interests and section 114 prohibiting remote access to betting) and Parts 3
and 3A of the Racing Administration Act 1998 which regulate the scope of betting
activities by licensed bookmakers.

A change to this policy is a matter for Government that should follow an appropriate
consideration involving expert advice from the Office of Liquor Gaming and Racing,
the Attorney Generals Department (noting that the Unlavvful Gambling Act 1998 is the
principal criminal statute in relation to gambling matters) the racing controlling bodies
and that group should consult with interested parties.
The second matter raised by the NSW Bookmakers Co-operative seeks to enable
bookmakers who are licensed by Racing NSW to also field at greyhound and
harness race meetings. ln effect this would be similar to the existing provisions
relating to telephone and internet betting, where the Minister can authorise a NSW
licensed bookmaker to field telephone and electronic betting on any of the racing
codes under the Racing Administration Act.

The Bookmakers Co-operative submission stated:
"Cunently the minor codes are having difficulty attracting bookmakers to
their race meetings, with the additional licensing related costs and
administrative effo¡t required by our members being a key disincentive.
Again we have discussed this recommendation with the RNS[4/ Chief
Executive, who has indicated he is supportive of the concept on a "one
way" basis (i.e. that there would be no automatic right for Hamess and
Greyhound bookmakers to field at thoroughbred meetings under their
existing'minor code' lssued licenses)."
The Review would also support a fundamental review of this area in consultation wíth
Racing NSW, HRNSW and GRNSW with a view to consolidating these provisions
under the responsibiliÇ of Racing NSW.

Recomrqendation l4
The Review does not recommend, at this time, the easing of the 'eligible company'
provisions in the Act for the following reasons.'
a

The statutory scheme for the licensing and regulation of bookmakers t's spread

over several Acts - the three racing controlling body Acts, the

Unlavvful

Gambling Act 1998 (in pañicular section 11 which prohibits secret financial
interests and section 11A prohibiting remote access to betting) and Pa¡ts 3 and
3A of the Racing Administration Act 1998 which regulate the scope of betting
activities by licensed bookmakers.
o

a

The Review considers that the statutory framewo¡k is largely outside the terms
of reference of the review of the Act and that it would be prudent to defer to a
review of the whole scheme to avoid unintended consequences.

A change to this polícy is a matter for Govemment to that should follow an
appropriate consideration involving expeft advice from the Office of Liquor
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Gaming and Racing, the Attorney Generals Depaftment (noting that the
Unlawful Gambling Act 1998 r.s fhe principal críminal statute in relation to
gambling matters), the racing controtting bodr'es and that group should consult
with interested pafties.
Separately, in relation to the proposal for the consotidation of the licensing of
bookmakers under the auspices of Racing NSW, the Review nofes that the shãring
of licensing arrangements may be achíeved by way of section 1s(4) of the
Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996 (and conesponding provísions of the Greyhound
Racing Act 2009 and Harness Racing Act 2009).
Section 18(4) cunently provides that the three NSl4/ racing controtling bodies may
enter into anangements to share the administration of licensing and registration
functions. The consent of the Minister ís a pre-requisite to such an arangementThe Review recommends that the thrce NSt4/ racing controlling bodies consider the
consolidation of the bookmaker licensing under the relevant conespondíng sections
in their respective Acts and infotm the Minister of any proposal, or otherwise.
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6

Review of the Australian Jockey and Sydney Turf Glubs
Merger Act 2010

6.1

Background to the Merger Act

The Australian Jockey Club was formerly the 'principal club' for horse racing in New
South Wales, having been founded in 1841. The Club conducted racing at the
Randwick and Wanrick Farm Racecourses.
The Sydney Turf Club, the State's second metropolitan race club, was established in
1943 and ultimately conducted its racing activities at the Rosehill Gardens and
Canterbury Park Racecourses.
From time to time since the transfer of the Australian Jockey Club's responsibility for
the control and regulation of thoroughbred racing to Racing NSW, the future viability
of the two metropolitan race clubs continuing to conduct racing in opposition was
raised.

A 2009 a report by Ernst & Young, followed by reports by L.E.K. and a

Merger
Benefits Team established by the Government all concluded that the merger of the
Australian Jockey Club and Sydney Turf Club was of benefit to the racing industry
and the economy of New South Wales.

ln 2010 legislation was introduced to give effect to the proposed merger of the two
clubs. The objects of the Australian Jockey and Sydney Tutf Clubs Merger Act 2010
are:

(a)

to facilitate the merger of Australian Jockey Club Limited (the AJC) and the
Sydney Turf Club (the STC) into a new racing club (the merged racing club)
incorporated under the Corporations Act 2001 of the Commonwealth (the
Corporations Acf) for that purpose (including by making provision for the
transfer of certain assets, rights and liabilities and employees to the merged
racing club),

(b)

to make provision in relation to the corporate governance of the merged racing
club,

(c)

to provide for the functions of the merged racing club in relation to Randwick
Racecourse and certain other racecourses,

(d)

to provide for the granting of further leases over Randwick Racecourse,

(e)

to provide for the repeal of the Australian Jockey Club Act 2008 and the
Sydney Tu¡f Club Act 1943, and Australian Jockey and Sydney Turf Clubs
Merger Bill 2010,

(f)

to make provision for matters of a savings or transitional nature, and

(g)

to make

consequential amendments
instruments.

to certain other Acts and statutory

The following year the legislation was amended to replace the life term tenure
provisions for Randwick Racecourse Trustees and provide the Randwick Racecourse
Trust with a modern governance structure.
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The legislation
a

a

a

a

a

a

provided for the tenure and appointment of the Randwick Racecourse Trust in
accordance with modern practice, including replacing life tenure of Trustees
with fixed term tenure,
dissolved the existing three member Trust and replaced it with a new three
member honorary Trust that has a Chairperson and two members,
provided for a maximum term of I years overall, with terms of up to 5 years for
the Chairperson and up to 4 years for a member,
provided that the Minister responsible for racing may terminate a trustee's
appointment at the discretion of the Minister,
required that the Trust must seek the approval of the Minister before
consenting to additional activities, including subleases, at the Racecourse,
and
generally prohibited the sale or disposal of any land or buildings at the
Racecourse by the Trust without Ministerial approval.

The current 99 year lease of Randwick Racecourse to the ATC for the purpose of
conducting racing and associated activities was not affected by the amendments to
the arrangements for the Trust.

6.2

The Review Process

As previously stated it is proposed to undertake the review of the Australian Jockey
and Sydney Tu¡f Clubs Merger Acf concurrent to the review of the Thoroughbred
Racing Act.
Section 49 of the Merger Act provtdes that three years after Assent (16 November
2010) a review is to be undertaken to determine whether the policy objectives of the
Act remain valid and whether the terms of the Act remain appropriate for securing
those objectives.
Review of Act

(1)
(2)
(3)

The Minister is to review this Act to determine whether the policy objectives of
the Act remain valid and whether the terms of the Act remain apprcpriate for
securing those objectives.
The review is to be undeñaken as soon as possrb/e after the period of 3 years
from the dafe of assent to this Act.

A report on the outcome of the review rs fo be tabled in each House of
Parliament within 1 2 months after the end of the períod of 3 years.

The review report is to be tabled in Parliament by 16 November 2014.

The three year review deadline was identified so as to be conducted a year before
the end of the four year term of the foundation ATC Board.
The Review Process is set out in Chapter 4 above.
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Overview of Submissions - Australian Jockey and Sydney Turf
Glubs Merger Act 2010

6.3

Of the 13 submissions received in response to the Review, only three dealt

with

issues surrounding the Ausfralian Jockey and Sydney Tutf Clubs Merger Acf. These
issues are listed below:

6.3.1

Validity of the Merger Act's objectives

Section 3 states the objects of the Merger Acf are as follows:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Ø
(g)

to facilitate the merger of the AJC and fhe SIC into a new racing club
incorporated under the Corporations Act (including by making provision
for the transfer of certain assefs, rights and liabilities and employees to
the merged racing club),
to make provision in relation to the corporate governance of the merged
racing club,
to provide for the functions of the merged racing club in relation to
Randwick Racecourse and ce¡tain other racecourses,
to provide for the granting of fufther /eases over Randwick Racecourse,
to provide for the repeal of the Australian Jockey Club Act 2008 and the
Sydney Turt CIub Act 1943,
to make provision for matters of a savíngs or transitional nature,
to make consequential amendments to ceñain other Acts and statutory
instruments.

Submissions
Two submissions were received in regard to the objects of the Merger Act.
a

The objectives of the MergerAcf have been mostly achieved and the objectives
3 (b), (c) and (d) are of ongoing validity and relevance - ATC

a

The objects of the Act remain valid

-

Racing NSW

Policy Discussíon
There was little comment on the objects of the Merger Act. The merger has been
successfully comp leted.

The Review sees no requirement to make recommendations for change.

Recommendation 15
The Review does not recommend any changes to the objects of the Merger Act.

6.3.2

Membership of the board of the ATC

Submissions
Again only the ATC and Racing NSW made submissions on the topic of membership
of the board of the ATC.
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'
.

The ATC Board should comprise 3 members elected at a general meeting of the
Club and the remaining 4 be nominated for appointment by the Selectioñ panel
- Racing NSW

The Selection Appointment Panel should comprise a person nominated by the
Chairperson of Racing NSW, a director of the ATC nominated by the ATC Eioard
and an independent person nominated joíntly by the unanimous agreement of
the Chairperson of Racing NSW and the ACT Board - Racing NSW

o

ATC Board appointments should be made by the Chairperson of Racing NSW
rather than the Minister - Racing NSW

.

No change should be made to the number of ATC Directors, but their terms
should be staggered to ensure retention and transfer of knowledge - ATC

Policy Discussion
The Merger Act (sections 6 and 10, and Schedule 1) outlines certain mandatory
corporate governance provisions and provides the framework for the constitution of
the ATC's board and the appointments process.
The Review understands that the preferred position advanced by the Merger Benefìts
Team was an independent Board structure with appointments on merit assessed
against skills based criteria.

This was a sensitive issue in terms of the proud heritage of each club and the
perception that members would be excluded from serving as directors.

ln the event, the view was that a review down the track might find that

those

concerns had settled.
Following the appointment of the first board (9 members during the first 12 months),
the current board consists of 7 members, each of whom are appointed for 4 years.

The Board must comprise 4 directors (Elected Directors) elected by resolution
passed at a general meeting of the ATC, and 3 directors (lndependent Directors)
appointed by the Minister on recommendation of an appointments selection panel in
accordance with section 10 of the Merger Act.

The appointments selection panel who is to recommend to the Minister

the

lndependent Directors is constituted by the following persons:

.
o
o

a person nominated by the Chairperson of Racing NSW,
a director of the merged racing club nominated by the board of directors of the
club who is an independent director, and
a director of the merged racing club nominated by the board of directors of the
club who is not an independent director.

The Racing NSW position is that in view of the large investment in new facilities at
the ATC's racecourses (Racing NSW $150m and the NSW Government $24m) there
should be a greater level of independence on the board.
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Racing NSW suggests that there should be 4 lndependent Directors, and 3 Elected
Directors, and that the appointments selection panel should be comprised of:

.
.
'

a person nominated by the Chairperson of Racing NSW
a director of the ATC nominated by the ATC Board; and
an independent person nominated jointly by the unanimous agreement of the
Chairperson of Racing NSW and the ATC Board.

The ATC submits that no change should be made to the number of ATC directors or
the basis of their appointments.

The Review notes that an amendment to the ATC Constitution requires a

750/o

majority to give effect to change in the structure of the Board.

The Review is of the opiníon that at this point in time there should be no change to
the number of the Elected and lndependent Directors appointed to the Board or to
the selection process. This view is based on the fact that the ATC board
arrangements have only been in place for just 3 years, and during that time it has
been reduced from 9 members to 7, undertaken a significant merger of the two
largest race clubs in New South Wales, as well as a capital works program involving
over $174m.
Over the recent past, a new Chair and Vice Chaír have taken office and two directors
have resigned. There is a general meeting of the ATC in November 2014 that will
elect directors for those two positions and in the meantime the board has appointed
two members to act in these positions. In addition the recent resignation of an

independent director requires

that an appointments selection panel will

be

established to recommend to the Minister a replacement appointee for the unexpired
period of that director's term of office.

Given this changing environment, there is little scopÞ to determine if change is
required. The Review suggests that these matters could be reviewed at a later date,
if the ATC and Racing NSW make consensus submissions to Government for
change.

Recommendation l6
The Review recommends that there be no change to the numbers of elected or
independent dircctors to the Australian Turt Club board, northe cunent appointments
selection panel or ifs process.
The further matter raised by the ATC is of some concern. That issue relates to the
staggering of the appointment dates for directors. As arrangements currently stand,
it is possible that all board members could retire at the same time, leaving little
corporate memory and knowledge transfer at the board level.

The Review understands that the foundation Board appoíntments were made for

4

years in the context of significant workload and merger change management needs.r
In the case of lndependent Directors, appointments after the foundation board may
be made for such period as the panel considers appropriate not exceeding four years
and the maximum term of 8 years.2
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The Review notes that under the legislation and the ATC Constitution, an Elected
Director may be removed from office by resolution passed in general meeting.3

Accordingly, the Review understands that there are present means by which
staggered terms may be achieved after the foundation Board arrangements.
The ATC should take further advice on amending its Constitution on this point noting
the 75o/o majority rule and the Ministerial consent required under section 9 of the Act.
As the ATC submission points out, the ATC Constitution would require amendment to
give effect to the new appointment periods.

Recommendation 17
The Review notes that for the foundation Board it was a necessity to have a futt
complement of directors given the workload and merger change management needs
ahead. The Revíew also notes that the Merger Act provides, after the four year term
of foundation Board, for the terms of Independent Dircctors to be staggered at the
discretion of the selection panelto do so as necessary.

The Review recommends that the ATC obtaín legal advice in relation to the
amendment of its constitution for this purpose having regard to the Corporations Law
and section 9 of the Act.
The review nofes that it may be possrb/e to gíve effect to staggered terms without
amending the Act.
' Section 10(8)(a) of the Ausfralian Jockey and Sydney Turt Ctubs Merger Act 2010
2 Section 10(8)(c) and clause 4(5) of Schedule 1
of the Australian Jockey and Sydney Tutf Ctubs
Merger Act 2010 respectively
" Clause 7 of Schedule 1 of the Australian Jockey and Sydney Tutf Ctubs Merger Act 2010

6.3.3

Ten year moratorium on the sale or disposal of racing infrastructure

Submissrons
Two submissions were received on this issue

- one in support of retaining the
moratorium (Thoroughbred Breeders NSW); and the other in support of relaxing the
restriction if there is industry and member support (ATC).

Policy Drscussion
The Review notes that there is frequent speculation by racing media commentators
about the possible sale of Canterbury Park Racecourse and there are a range of
strong views within the thoroughbred racing industry about the merits of doing so.

Section 23 of the Merger Act places a ten year moratorium of the sale of certain
assets of the ATC.

The second reading speech for the Merger Act in 2010 gives guidance as to the
policy rationale for section 23. lt states:

"Clause 23 of the Bill provides for a ten year moratorium on the sale of ceftain
racecourse land that becomes vested in in the merged club. The clause has
been expressed rn terms of other than Randwick Racecourse and Wa¡wick
Farm. Ihrs ,'s because the former is Crown land and simply cannot be sold by
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the merged club and the latter is excluded in recognition of a pre-existing
arangement relating to the establishment of the lnglis complex at Warwick
Farm. fhß ,s a safeguard that has been included at the explicit request of the
AJC, STC and Racing NSt¡/ to demonstrate that there is no intention to resoftto
a fire sale of land."
As a matter of principle, the Review is open to the proposition that the owner of

an

asset should be able to deal with that asset in an appropriate manner.
Given the consultation that occurred through the Merger Working Party (AJC, STC,
Racing NSW and Government) following the Ernst & Young and LEK Consulting
Reports and prior to the introduction of the merger legislation, it is considered
appropriate that formal consultation be conducted jointly by the ATC and Racing
NSW with the racing community.

The Review is not expert in these maüers but acknowledges that the issue

is

complex and that there are strong views in the racing community about the sale of a
metropolitan racecourse. Accordingly, the proposal should be properly tested and
that such evidence should inform the industry position before it is put to Government
for an amendment that must be considered by Parliament.

The Review notes the following matters, which are not intended to be an exhaustive
list, for consideratíon:

.

The optimal allocation of race dates, trials and training facilities etc across
Sydney Metropolitan racecourses should be reviewed for example against'wear
and tear' from possible over-racing, and the patterns of weather which might
require transfer of a race meeting or trials between racecourses. The
fundamental principle is to ensure that utilisation of Sydney racecourse
infrastructure is maximising wagering turnover for the present and the future in
accordance with strategic development and public interest goals.

.

Canterbury Park Racecourse is currently the home of night racing in Sydney
and is often programmed with a Moonee Valley race day to maximise wagering
turnover. Should it be sold, what are the future plans?

.

Are there any obligations under the Racing Distribution Agreement (RDA) that
require consideration?

.

There has been a long standing practice since before the privatisation of the
TAB to provide infrastçucture to race clubs by what are termed lnterest Free
lnterminable Loans (lFlL). The rationale for this funding mechanism is that the
loan is repayable if a race club sells its assets and ceases to conduct racing. ln
that event the industry funds revert to the relevant racing controlling body (ie
Racing NSW) to allocated for industry purposes. The Review is not aware of
the extent of such obligations or of how such funds might be re-allocated.

.

The strong inference from the above is that a racecourse is an 'industry asset'
and that a Metropolitan racecourse is a significant element which influences
wagering turnover and therefore can affect the overall size of TAB distribution
and race fields revenues that might be available to all sectors of the
thoroughbred racing industry.
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Also racecourses must be licensed and cancelled by the Minister pursuant to
the Racing Administration Act 1gge1

'

The Minister would be responsible for proposing an amendment to Section 23 to
Cabinet and managing its consideration thróugh Parliament. The industry
formal consultation process should be informed by an evidence based cost
benefit analysis that demonstrates a benefit to the r.aäing industry and the State.
Any proposal to the Minister should have the full suppórt of the racing industry
to enable the Minister to manage the Executive and Parliamentary arms oÎ
Government.

Recommendation l8
The Review recommends that the Government response to the possrb/e amendment
of Section 23 of the Merger Act be defened untit such time as'the ATC and Racing
NSt4/ engage in a fotmal consultation with industry stakeholders and that there is a
consensus view to liftíng the restriction based on detailed consideration of ensuring
that Sydney racecourse infrastructure and its utitisation are maximising wagerinþ
tumgver for the present and the future ín accordance with strategic develõpment and
public interest goals.

6.3.4

Other issues

SuómLssions
One other issue was raised for consideration
a

Any changes to the Merger Acf should not increase the powers of Racing NSW
over any race club - Thoroughbred Breeders NSW

Policy Díscussron
There was no recommendation to the Review that put fonruard a case for the powers
of Racing NSW to be increased under the provisions of the Merger Act. The'Merger
Act only has reference to the ATC, not other race clubs. Discussion on the functions
and powers of Racing NSW is outlined further at Chapter 5.S.

1

Sections 7 and g of the Racrng Administration Act 19gB
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Report on the Powers
of Racing NSW over
Unlicensed Persons

David Armati

2L December 2013

The Hon G Souris
Minister for Tourism, Maþr Events, Hospitality and
Racing,
Minister for the Arts, Miníster fo¡ the Hunter,

'

Level 30

Governor Macquarie Tower,
1 Farrer Place,
Sydney 2000

Dear Minisler,
I have pleasure in delivering to you my report on the powers
of Racing NSW to compel unlicensed
persons to produce documents or things, attend
inquiries and answer' uestions.

My report was prepared in accordance with your requ€st
to me of 23 Jury 2013.
a copy of the report. I have made some
one change. That change is in recommendation 7
report. lt compr¡ses the addilion of the words
or things after a Supreme Court order"- This
datíon was limited to those circumstances.

l.regret th-e delay in províding the report occasioned by the t¡me
taken by the Department of
Attorney General and Justice to consider the issues after a conference
*itn tnem on z Àulust
2013' I understand the recent court cases referred to ín the r"port
n*ã"r¡tated a detailed-and
understandable consideration.
As referred to in the report there are presently lwo matters that may
necessÍtate a delay in
implementing any of the recommendations, iímey are to be accepíed.
They are the current raview by Mr Foggo of the Thoroughbred Racing
Act and ongoing court
cases.

I remain available to discuss the report with you and your officers.

Thank you for entrusting me with this most comprex and interesting
issue.

PO Box 499
Roseville 2069
041 1631 938
armati @ bigpond.nel.au
15 January 2014

UNLICENSEII PERSONS

Tru

HON G SOURTS, MINISTER FOR TOtruSM, MAJOR EVENTS,
IIOSPITALITYAIYD RACING ON TIIE POTVERS OFRACING NS}Y

REPORT TO

REPORTBYI'BARMÄTI LLB

2l

I

December 2013

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On 23 July 2013 you asked me to inquire into and report to you on the powers of Racing NSWto
compel unlicensed persons to produce documents and ihings and to attend inquiries and answer
questions.

As requested I have consulted Racing NSW and The Department of Attorney General and Justice

My report recommends legislative amendment to the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996 to remove
unceftainty as to whether Racing NSW has the nccessary powers, to specifically vest Racing NS\ù/
with the necessary powers> to express the necessary powers a¡rd the safeguards required if they are
to be exercised.

My recommendations

are:

L I recommend that there be legislative change to require pelsons not licensed by Racing NSW to
be compelled to attend an inquiry, answer questions and/or produce documents or things.
2. I recommend that appropriate powers with appropriate derivative protections be given to Racing
NSW by amendment to the Thoroughbred Racing Act.
3. I recommend that the Thoroughbred Racing Act be amended to empower Racing NSW to compel
unlicensed persons to:
(i) produce documents, however created, and information to Racing NSW or other
designated bodies,
(ii) attend hearings by stewards or the Appeal Panel and,
(iii) answer questions at such hearings;

4. I recommend that the Government consider using the model contained in the Australian Sports
Anti-Doping Authority Act 2006 or, adopt such other model tiom existing legislation that the
Government considers appropriate.
5. I recommend that the legislative amendment contain derivative provistons.
6. I recommend that there be judicial oversight of Racing NSW of the type set out in this report,
7. I recommend that Racing NSW and the stewards, in conducting an inquiry where a person
attends or produces documents or things after a Supreme Court order, be required to have the
presence ofa legally qualified person.
8. I recommend that the legislative amendments include criminal sanctions for non-compliancc and
that those sanctions provide for a monetary penalry and a term of imprisonment.

9. I reconlmend that ,if criminal sanctions of a monetary nature ate included, that consideration be
given to including a continuing daily monetary penalty until the order is complied with.
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10.

I

recommend tåat,

if the Govemment is not to act urgently on these recommendations, that they

be refened to the statutory review of the Thoroughbred RacingAct.
11.

I recommend that the Covernment have regard to any pending

cases that might impact upon the

recommendations in this report.
12. I recommend that the Minister write to Racing NSW suggestÍngthat it should liaise with the
Police to establish protocols for the notification by Racing NSlil to the Police of any actívþ
comiug to the notice of Racing NSW which might involve criminal activity.
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UNLICENSEI} PERSONS
REPORT TO THE HON G SOURIS, MINISTER FOR TOURISM, MAJOR EVENTS,
HOSPITALITYAND RACING ONTHE POWERS OFRACING NS\ry
REPORT BY DBARMATI LLB
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December 2013

BACKGROUND
The ter¡ns of reference
By letter dated 23 Juty 2013 to me from Ms Elisabeth Tydd, then executive director, Department
Trade and Invesfment, Oflice of Liquor Gaming and Racing, I was appointed by the Ministe¡ to:

of

"Inquire into and report on the attached legislative proposal of Racing NSW to the Minister
dated l3 June 2013 to:
L Empower Racing NSV/ to compel unlicensed persons to:
(i) produce documents, however created, and information to Racing NSW or other
designated bodies,
(ii) altend hearings by stervards, the Appeal Panel or the Racing Appeals Tribunal, and,
(iii) answer questions at such hearings;
2. Empower appropriate bodies to impose penalties for non-compliance;
3. Establish procedural mechanics to effect these powers;

4. Provide appropriate protection against self'-incrimination or tiability in criminal or civil
proceedings or any other proceedings arìsing from such actions.,,

Attachment I to this report is the letter of Racing NSW of l3 June 2013.
As the original rcqucst from R.acing NSW of l3 June 2013 clid nol include a request for a power to
compel the production of documents and other things, Racing NSW, after a meeting with me on l5
July 20 I 3, formally requested that that power be conside¡ed and it is noted that on 5 August 20 I 3
the Minister authorised me to consider that additional power.

Attachment 2 to this report is a letter of Racing NSW to the Minister of 5 August 2013 and his
endorsed agreement.
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Nature of the tnquiry
By the letter of appointment I was required to report as soon as reasonably practicable and
empowered to conduct such interviews and attend upon such persons or entities as I saw fìt. I was
required to consult with officers of the NSW Department of r\ttorney General and Justice.

My consideration of this issue was timited by the initial request for a prompt report and advice from
your otficers that it was not necessary for me, at the present time, to consutt a number of agencies
such as the Law Society of NSW, BarÂssociation of NSW, entities involved with civil liberties,
joumalists and national racing bodies.
Accordingly I limited my attendances to Racing NSW a¡rd the NSW Department Attorney General
and Justice. A number of legislative provisions and legislative proposals together with numerous
court decìsions, submíssions and reports have been considered and are referred to in the body ofthe
report.
Delay in the Provision Of This Report
In accordance with my duties I consulted with ofücers of the NSW Depaftment ofAttorney General
and Justice on the first available munrally convenient date of 7 August 2013 . Comment was not
received from those ofücers until 5 Decembe¡ 2013. Delay was occasioned by the need for those
offtcers to consider very recent and highly relevant court decisions. I note that I have kept the
Minister and his officers advised of the reasons for the delay in the provision of this report. Those
reasons include a necessitl' for input from those officers to ensure the proposal will have
appropriate ministenal approvals and address the necessary issues.

THE ISSUES REPHRASED

l. Does Racing NS\M have power to compel unlicensed persons to produce documents and things
and give evidence. If the answer is yes then no other maÍters need be considered.
2. If the answer is no then should Racing NSW have those powers,
3. ffthose powers are necessary what should they be.
4. How should those powers be exercised.
5. What satèguards should be put in place if those powels are to be exercised.

THE LEGISLATIVE SCTTEME AT PRESENT
The relevant act is the Thoroughbred Racing
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Act 199ó ("the Act").

"fhis is an act
to:
"An Act to make provision for the establishment, management and functions
of racing New
South Wales as a representative body to control thoroughbred horse racing
in the State; and for
other purposes."
Section 4 establishes Racing NSW as follows:

"(1) There is established by this Act a body corporate with the corporate name of Racing
New South Wales.
(2) Racing New So[th Wales may, in the exercise of its fi:nctions, use the
',Racing
name

NSW"''

Section 5 makes Racing NSW independent of government as follows:
"Racing NSW does not represent the Crown and is not subject to direction or control
by or
on behalf t¡f the Govemment."
Sections 6 to l2 provide for the membership, selection of, terrns of, remuneration ofì duties
of,
requirement to comply with a code of conduct an<l exculpation of personal liability of the
members

of Racing NSW" Importantly the duties include that in section 1l which

is as follows:

" 1 I . It is the duty of each appointed member of Racing NSW to act
in the public interest and
the interests of the horse racing industry as a whole in New South \D,ales."

Section l3 sets out functions of Racing NSW, relevantly, as tbllows:

"(l)

Racing NSW has the following fìrnctions:
(a) all the functions of the principal club for New South Wales a¡rd committee
of the
principal clubs in New south wales under the Australian Rules of Racing,
(b) the control, supervise and regulate horse racing in tbe State,
(bi) such functions in reladon to . . . . strategic development of the horse racing
industry in rhe State...
(c) to initiate, develop and implement policies considered conducive to the.....
welfare of the horse racing industry in the State and the protection of the public
interest as it relates to the horse racing induslry,

(d)... insurance..,
(e) such functions as may be conferred or imposed on Racing NSW by or L¡nder
the
Australian Rules of Racing or any olher Act,
(t) such functions with respect to horse racing in New south wales as may be
prescribed by üre regulations.
(2) The functions of Racing NSW are not limited by the Australian Rules of
Racing and are
to be exercised independently of theAust¡alian Racing Board,
(3 & 4) not relevant"
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Section [4 sets out the powers of Racing NSW, relevantly, as follows

I) Racing NSW has power to do all things that may be necessary or convenient to be done
for or in con¡ection with the exercise of its functions.
(2) without limiting subsection (1), Racing NSW has power to do the folrowing:
(a) not relevant
(b) register or licence, or refuse to register or licence, or cancel or suspend the
registration or licence of, a race club, or an owner, trainer,jockey, stable hand,
bookmaker, bookmakers clerk or another person associated with racing, or disqualif,
or suspend any ofthose persons permanently or for a specified period,
(c) supervise the activities of race clubs, persons licensed by Racing NSW and all
other persons engaged in or associated with racing,
(d) inquire into and deal with any matter relating to racing and to refer any such
matter to stewards or others for investigation and report and, without limiting the
generality of this power, to inquire at any time into the running of any horse on any
course or çourses, whether or not a report concerning the matter has been made or
decision anived at by any stewards,
(e -j) not relevant
(k) prohibit a person from attending at or taking part in a race meeting,
(l) impose a penalty on a person licensed by it or on an owner of a horse lor a
contravention of the Rules of Racing,
(m-v) not relevant
(w) take such steps and do such acts and things as are incidental or conducive to the
exercise of its powers and the performance of its functions."
"(

Sections I 4AA to I 8A cover registration and licensing of people and bookmakers, consuttation and
planning, terms of otfice of va¡ious members and staff. The only section of relevance is l4AA
which mandates titness and propriety of persons to be registered or licensed.
Section 19 provides some relevant procedural matters as follows:
"

l9 ( l) Racing NSW rnay regulate its proceedings as it considers appropriate, subject

to this

section.

(14) P roceedings in respect of an inquiry conducted by Racing NSW may be conducted in
public or in private, or partly in public and partly in private, as Racing NSW may decide.
(lB) In conducting an inquiry, Racing NSW may examine any witness on oath or
aflirmation, or by use of a statutory declaration.
It is interesting to note powers vested in the Integrity Assurance Committee, created by Racing
NSW under section 23, as they are set out in section 234, Those powers extend to compelling a
racing official who is under investigation to provide information and records and for examination et
cetera of those records and provide consents for committees to obtain information from other
persorls. Those othe¡ persons do not incur a liability to another person if they comply. Criminal
sanctions are provided for non-compliance.

Sec{ion 29 requires Racing NSW to provide an Annual Report to the Minister for tablìng in
Parliament.
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The remaining provisions of the Act need not be considerecl on the issues,

It might

be noted that Part 4 provides for the Appeal Panel which would of course be relevant to do
with any appeal from the stewards or Racing NSW from any person aggrieved by a decision. If the
power to deal with unlicensed persons exists then those appeal rights would not be dishubed.

It might also be noted that there is no Regulation

made under the provisions of the Act.

Of intcrest is the provision in the Racing Appeals Tribunal Act rvhich empowers the tribunal to
compel persons to attend hearings or produce documents as follows:
" l6A (1) The Tribunal may, by written notice served upon any person, require the person to
attend at a time, date and place specif,red in the notice for the purpose of:
(a) giving evidence relating to an appeal being heard or to be heard by the Tribunal,
ol'

(b) producing any document, relating to such an appeal, specifìed in the notice that is
in the person' s possession or under the person's control,
(2) a person who is served with a notice under this sectíon must not, without
reasonable excuse. fail or refuse to comply with the requirements of the notice.
Maximum penaþ:5 penalty units."
Subsection l6A(3) provides for conduct money

RULES OF RACING OF RACING NSW
In accordance with section l3 (lXe) of theAct Racing NSW has functions conferred from'Ihe
Australian Rules of Racing ("4R") and has also adopted Local Rule s ("LR").
The relevant parts of the rules of racing a¡e as set out below

ARi is the det-rnition

section and says:
a "partícipant in racing" includes a t¡ainer, a person employed by a hainer. a nominator, a
rider, a riders agent and any person who provides a service or seryiçes connected with the

keeping, training or racing ofa horse,
a "person" includes any syndicate, comp¿uiy, combination of persons, firm, or stud ownìng
or racing a horse or horses."
AR2 provides:

"Any person who takes part in any matter coming within these Rules thereby agrees with the
Australian Racing Board and each and every Principal Racing Authority to be bound by'
them."
AR7 sets out powers of a Principal Racing Authority (rvhich I note includes Racing NSW)
relevantly and paraphrased as follows:
"(ii) have the control and general supervision of racing within its terrìtory.

I

it shall think
giving
any
re¿rson
without
tìt, and at any time to suspend, vary or revoke any such licence

(iii) (b) to license jockeys, trainers and others on such terms

and conditions as

therefore.

(c) to inquire into and deal with any matter relating to racing. . . the running of any horse
upon any coulse
(d) to penalise:
(i) any person contravening lhe Rules or disobeying any proper dircction of
any official, or
(ii) any licence person or offrcial misconduct or negligence in the
performance of his duties as led, or could have led to a breach of the Rules,

AR8 provides for the powers of the stewa¡ds relevantly and paraphrased as follows:
"(b) to require and obtain production and take possession ofany mobile phones, computers,
electronic deyices, books, documents and records, including any telephone or financial
records relating to any meeting or enquiry.
(e) to penalise any person committing a breach of the rules'
(y) To exercise any other powers and duties taid down for them by the Principal Racing

Authoriry concerned.
(z). ., where a person has been charged with a breach ofthese Rules (or a local rule...) or a
person has been charged with the commission o I an indictable criminal oftbnce, tlte
stewards... of the opinion that the continued participation of that person in racing might
pose an unacceptable risk to, prejudice or undermine the image, interest or integrity of
racing, may:
(a) suspend any licence, registration, right, or privilege granted under these Rules to
that person;
(d) make any dther direction or order related to that person which is in the interests

of racing,"
AR69 and following deal with syndicates and thereby catch any person involved in a syndicate'

ARl75

sets out offences and the powers of a committee or steward and relevantly and paraphrased

as follows:

"(a) Any person, who, in their opinion, has been guiþ of any dishonest, com.rpt tiaudulent,
improper or dishonourable action or practice in connectiou with racing.
(aa) any person, who in their opinion, engages in conduct that corrupts the outcome of the
race or is intended to comlpt the outcome of a race ' . . . '
(b) any person who corruptly gives or oflers any money, share in a bet, or other benefit to
any person having ofticial duties in relation to racing, or to any owner, nominator, trainer,
ride¡ or person having charge ofor access to a racecourse'
(0 Any owner, nominator, lessee, member of a syndicate, traine¡ jockey, rider, apprentice,
stable hand, bookmaker, bookmaker' s clerk, person having ofücial duties in relation to
racing, person attendant on or connected with the horse, or any other pe$on who refuses or
fails to attend or give such evidence as directed at any inquiry or appeal when requested by
the Principal Racing Authority or Stewa¡ds to do so.
(g) any person who gives at any inquiry or appeal any evidence which in their opinion is
îalse or misleacling in any particular.
(gg) any person who makes any false or misleading statement or declaration in respect ol
any matter in connection with the administration or control of racing.

I

ß)

any person who has committed any breach of the Rules, or whose conduct or negligence

has led or could have led to a breach of the Rules,

(l) any person who attempts to commit, or conspires rvilh any other person to commit, or
any person who connives at or as a parfy to another committing any breach of the Rules.
(p) Any person who fails or refuses to comply with any order, direction or requiremcnt of
the Stewa¡ds or any ofticial.
(q) any person who in their opinion is guilty of any misconduct, improper conduct or
unseemly behaviour."

ARl75A

states

"Any person bound by these Rules who either within a racecourse or etsewhere in the
opinion of thc Committee of any Club or the Stewards has been guilty of conduct prejudicial
to the image of, or interest, or welfare of racing may be penalised."

AR 192 states:
"Any person found by the Principal Racing Authority or by the Stewards to be a defaulter in
bets or any person posted as a defaulter in bets by any Club recognised by a Principal
Racing Authority for the purposes of this Rule, may be disqualifìed until his default is
cleared or his posting rernoved."

ARl97

states:

"No person shall be entitled to rnake any claim for damages by reason or in consequencê
the imposition, annulment, removal, rnitigation, or omission of any penalty imposed or
purporting to be imposed under the Rules."

ARl99B

is the rule that provides that any person attending or required to attend an inquiry or
hearing is not entitled to be [egally represented.

The Local Rules apply
LR3 states:

"Any person who takes part in any matter coming within the Rules of Racing, or to which
the said rules apply, thereby agrees to be bor¡nd by them."
LR6 states:
''The Boa¡d has power to warn offany or all racecourses within its control any
person whose presence there on in the opinion of the Board is not desirable."
The porvets of the stewards, which need not be set out, are expressed in

LRl2 to l7A.

Powers and procedwal requirements for the appeal process are set out in LRl04 to 107.
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BYLAWS
The Racecouse (General) By Law 1990, clause 14, provides

a

general power to refuse admission to

racecoutses.

DOES RACING NSW HAVE THE POWERTO COMPEL UNLICENSED
PERSONS?
The problem 1'or Racing NSW is set out in the letter to you
on page l:

of l3

June 2013 in the following terms

"Licensed persons are expressly bound by the Rules ofRacing and subject to the procedures
and findings of the stewa¡ds and associated Appeals Panel and Racing Appeals Tribunal. In
some circumstances, certain unlicensed persons may be held by implication to have
subjected themselves to the same regime. However, the issue is not well defined and
cla¡ifìcation would be important, for example, in relation to the behaviour of racecourse
attendees or the behaviour ofunlicensed persons in ¡elation to the "conduct prejudicial"
provisions."

It is trite to say that the Act and the Rules of Racing apply to licensed persons
A reading of the Act and Rules of Racing taking into consideration the powers and functions of
Racing NSW could lead to a findíng that those provisions extend to unlicensed persons.
However, there are reasons why a contrary conclusion is arguable Those reasons are to be found in
case law, fiom actions taken in other States to remove doubt and reinforced by recent inquiries.
Caselaw

A number of cases have provided decisions reading down powers relating to racing and others
making decisions in other fields which provide by implication a similar reading down of the powers
relating to racing. They are encapsulated in Clenrents.
Racing cases
-Roberts
The New South V/ales Thoroughbred Racing Board Appeals Panel in the Matter of the Appeals of
Dr Tim Roberts determined on22 April 1988 the powers of the then Thoroughbred Racing Board to
discipline a Victorian vet. That vet was not licensed in NSW but treated a race horse in NSW,
Various breaches of the Australian Rules of Racing were dealt with. Challenge was taken to the
powers of the board to deal with him on thc basis the rules did not apply to him.

In paragraphs 16 to 27 the Panef set out the reasons. These paragraphs are attached as they have
been downloaded from a PDF.
See attachment 3 - Robefs case
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Essentially the Panel was dealing with rules of racing which a¡e the same
statutory provisions as those that now apply.

¿rs

now and similar

Firstly, reliance is placed on the decision of the Privy Council in Stephen v Naylor and the terms of
the act.

As referred to in Clements below that Privy Council decision is no longer binding. Its ratio is that
you can put yourself within the rules if your actions related to racing and were within the purview
of the rules.
Secondly, the then legislative scheme which is now mirrored in section l3 of the Act, contains
statutory recognition of the Rules of Racing and authorizes and empowers the board and its
stewards to give eftèct to those Rules. That happens because the scheme ofthe act, through
functions and powers, gives effect to the Australian Rules of Racing.

a

-Clements
The most recent direct case was determined in the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal on
30 July 2010 in a matter of Clements v Racing Victoria t,td (Occupational and Business Regulation)

[2010] VCAT I144 ("Clements"). This decision is not binding on the relevant authorities in New
South Wales but it was presided over by a Supreme Court judge and it would be necessary to fìnd
reasons to distinguish the findings as they deal with the Australian Rules of Racing. It is highiy
persuasíve. It is undoubtedly conect in its legal conclusions.
It dealt with the application of ARB to an unlicensed person. AR8 deals with the power of stewards
to obtain production and take possession ofphones. computers, documents et cetera and is set out
above. Mr Clements, a professional punter frequently attended race meetings and had discussions
w'ith jockeys and placed bets with Betfair. He was not a licensed person. He was required to
produce records but did not and was warned off. It was an agreed fact that at no time had he agreed
to be bound by the Rules. He did not submit to the jurisdiction of the stewards or the relevant boa¡d
The judgment analysed a number ofAustralian and English cases. Its key findings are;

l. A number of Local Rules were said to bring him within the jurisdiction but at 38 it was said:
"But the mere assertion oljurisdiction does not confer it.''
2, The decision did not follow Stephen v Naylor (1937) 37 SR (NSW) 127 where the Privy Council
said at l5;
"the lespondent lvas disquatified because he impeded by lying during the course of a
nec€ssary and proper enquiry and he has to suffer not because he consented to be bound by
the rules, but because he permitted himself so to act as to bring his actions within their

purview."

At 42 and following

he rejected a premise of the Privy Council.
"T'he Privy Council effectively treated the Rules as if they had statutory fbrce such that they
apply to anybody who came within the tenns."
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3.

At 45 and following he determined that racing type decisions were those of domestic hibunals

and that their authority is derived solely from contract, that is, from the agreement of the parties
concerned, At 48 and following he said:

"48 The general proposition espoused in Lain's case has also been applied to racing in
Australia. In Harper v Racing Penalties Appeal Tribunal of Westem Australia the Supreme
Court of Western Australia (per Malcolm CJ, Kennedy, Franklyn, Anderson and Owen JJ)
determined that the Rules of Trotting were intended to have consensual or contractual force
and did not f-orm part of the statute law of that state. The legislatíve position in WA has
altered since these cases were decided.
49 For completeness we note that in a case sometime after Stephen v Naylor the
Privy Council made reference to the fact that the disciplinary powers of racing bodies rest
on consensus. In Calvin v Carr an owner challenged a disciplinary ruling by the Australian
Jockey Club. After referring to the relevant rules and provisions of the Australian Jockey

Club Act 1873 their Lordships said:
"Although these rules end statutory provisions contain a good deal of repetition and
circularity it is clear that they provide a comprehensive scheme or code for the
administration of racing and for the exercise of discipline through domcstic bodies
whosejurisdiction, though reinforced by statute, is founded on consensual
acceptance by those engaged in the various activities connected with horse racing,"
50. A necessary corollary to the contractual sowce of the Stewards'powers is that
those powers do not extend to individuals who do not agree (either expressly or by
implication) to be bound by the RuÌes. This was succinctly stated by Denning LJ (as he then
was) put it in Lee v The Showmen's Guild o[Great Britain:
"The jurisdiction of a domestic tribunal ...must be founded on a contract,
express or implied. Outside the regular courts of this country, no set of
men can sit in judgment on their fellows except so far as Parliament
authori[zJes it or the parties agree to it."
51. This general proposition has also been heLd to apply to racing tribunals. As Sir
Thomas Bingham MR observed in R v Disciplinary Committee of the Jockey
Club, Ex pafte Aga Khan:
"The Jockey Club cannot, of course, impose contractual conditions on
those who do not seek any licence or permit liom it and therefore do not
enter into any contract with it. This is a class which includes members of
the general public ..."
54. As Lawton LJ said in Law v National Greyhoiurd Racing Club Limited:
"A stewards' inquiry under the defe ndants' Rules of Racing concemed
onJy those who voluntarily submitted themselves to the stewards'
jurisdiction. There was no public element in the jurisdiction itself. Its
exetcise, lrowever, could have consequences from which the public
benefited, as, for example by the stamping out of malpractices, and from
which individuals might have their rights restricted by, for example, being
prevented liom employing a trainer whose licence had been suspended.
Consequences afTècting the public generally can flow tiom the decisions
of many domestic tribunals ... the courts have always refused to use the
orders of certiora¡i to review the decisions of domestic tribunals,"
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55' Similarly, in D'souza v Royal Aust¡alian and
New zealandco'ege of
Psychiatrists and o¡s Ashley J (as he then was)
held that a decision of-the college to
deny the plaintiffreilowship was not amenabre judicial
to
review despite the
public consequences olsuch a decision.
56. [t seems to us that the 'gap' identifred by Dr pannam
can be remedied by
legìslative amendment to give the Rules statutory force.,,
4.

At 65 and following

he deart with common-law statutory construction:
"65' The standard or usltal approach to statutory construction
is informed by the

conìmon law presumption that fundamental rights and
freedoms cannol be
abrogated without 'a clear expression of an unmistakabre
and unambiguous

intention'. This involves favouring an interpretation which prorJuces
the least
ìnfringement on common raw rights. In R v secretary
of state for the Home
Departnent; Ex parte pierson, Lord Steyn described this
approach as ,the
principle of legality,.
66. 'rhe right to privacy and to protection from trespass are protected
by this
common law doctrine. In coco v R the High court herd thai the
Invasion of
Privacy Act 1971 (Qld), which authorised the use of listening
devices in certain
circumstances, did not confer a right on a judge to authorise-entry
onto premises
fbr the purpose of installing and maintaining a listening device, where
to do so
would otherwise constitute a trespass.,'
5' At 67 and follorving he dealt with the principle of legality
a¡d its application to the rules

racing:

"67 - In Electrolux Home products pty Ltd v Australian
explained the rationale t-or the principle in these terms:

workers'union Gleeson

"The joint judgment in Coco went on to identis, as the rationale
for the
presumption against modification or abrogation of f,rndamental
rights an
assumption that it is highly improbabte that pa¡liament would.bverthrow
findamental principles, inf.inge rights, or depart from the generar system
of law" without expressing its intention with ,.inesistible ciearness,'. In
R
v Home Secretary; Ex parte pierson, Lord Steyn described the
presurnption as an aspect of the princìple of legality which governs
the
relations between Parriament, the executive and the .ou,tr. ih"
presumption is not merery a common sense guide to what a parliament
in
a liberal democracy is likely to
is,
the existence of which is
n
which statutory language will
ct
of the lule of law"

h
known
be

implications might encourage grave forebodings in the minds of those who
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cherish individual freedom and are wedded to the idea that no man ought
to be made to suftèr loss or damage by an arbitrary assumption of

jurisdiction ..."
ó9. It seems to us that the principle of legatity applies with equal force to the
interpretation of rules of domestic tribunals. Just as domestic tribunals are subject to
the rules of natural justice - an aspect of the rule of law - so too should their
rulcs be construed by reference to the principle of legality. Any doubt in
interpretation should be resolved in favour ofthe person saíd to be subject to the
rules.
70. Such an approach applies to both the language of the relevant rule and to the
class ofpersons it purports to cover.
71. The application of the princíple of legalify in the context of this case supports a
conclusion tha¡ the powers in AR8 do not extend to persons who have not agreed to be
bound by the Rules. It would be contrary to this principle to extend the
application ofthe Rules to persons who have not agreed to be bound by the
Rules but have, by their actions, brought themselves 'within the purview of the
Rules'. Such a test is simply too vague and imprecise to provide a proper basis fbr
the conferral of coercive power."
6. His conclusions are found in paragraphs 72-75
"72, In conclusion, and contrary to the decision ofthe Board, we haye decided
that Mr Clements was not subject to AR8. The source of the Stewards' powers
under that rule is contractual and those power.s do not extend to persons w-ho have
not agreed (either expressly or by implication) to be bound by the Rules. Tlrc
contractual nature of the powers of a domestic tribunal (such as the Stewards and the
Board) is clearly supported by authority in both England and Aushalia and our

conclusion is also consistent with the principle of legality.
73, To the extent that Stephen v Naylor stands lor a broader proposition - that
rules such as AR8 apply to persons who, by their actions, bring themselves within
the purview of the Rules - we respectfully decline to follow that decision.
74. We acknowledge the pubtic impodance of the disciplinary functions exercised by
tlrc Stew.ards and the Board in protecting the integrity of racing. But such a
public benefit does not alter the contractual source oftheir powers. To the extent
that our decision creates a regulatory gap, it can be addressed by the legislature.
75. As M¡ Clements was not subject to AR8 it necessarily tbllows that the Board
had uo j urisdiction to record a hnding that he breached AR I 75(p) and nor did the
Board have jurisdiction to impose a penalty- We will order tlnt the finding and
penalty be set aside."

Pedrana v Racing NSV/ (veterinary case)-19 December 2013

I have not seen the pleadings or draft decision in this matter. I understand an injunction was refused
by the Supreme Cou¡t of NSW. That injunction was sought by a number of vets seeking to restrain
Racing NSW from implementing LR82C on l5 January 2014 so as to require vets to be licensed if
they are to provide seryices to thoroughbred horses in training or competition. As I understand the
case is expected to be heatd on 4 February 20 I 4 and will provide a parallel consideration of the
issues addressed in this paper, that is, statutory powers vested in Racing NSW.
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Non-racing cases
The use of compulsory question and compulsory production of document powers
have been
constrained by recent cases. The interrelationship of the criminal law and the

activities likely to be
investigated mean that the courts will read down laws that attempt to impose those powers.
This
will apply even if the prohibition on use of those answers or documents in other proceedings
(commonly now called "de¡ivatiye powers',) is in place.

x7
X7 v Australian Crime Commission [20131 HCA 29 dealtwith the power of an examiner under the
Australian Crime Commission Act 2002 to conduct an examination of a person charged
with a

Commonwealth indictable offence where that examinatjon concerns the subject matter of the
offence charged. The High Court found that the act did not authorise the examiner to require
the

person to answer the questions.

The necessity for clea¡ legislative wo¡ds was emphasised ar24, 125 and l5g;

"French J and crennan J 24.The rule of construction mentioned above, that
statutory provisions are not to be constued as abrogating ímportant common law
rights and immunities in the absencc of clear words or recessary implication to
that effect, applies to the examination provisions. involving as they do an
abrogation of the privilege against selËincrimination. The rule is based, in paÍ, on "a
working assumption about the legislature's respect ftrr the law", which in this case is
evidenced in provisions protecting from prejudice the fair trial of an examined person w.ho
has been charged with an offence.
Hayne J and Bell J I 25. As has been explained, if an alterarion of that kind 1s to be
made to the criminal justice system by statute. it must be made clearly by express
words or by necessary intendment. Ifthe relevant statute does not provide clearly
for an alteration of that kind, compelling answers to questions about the subject
maner of the pending charge would be a contempt.

Kiefel Jl58'The requirement of the principle of legality is thar a srarutory intenrion to
ablogate or restrict a fundamental freedom or principle or to depart from the general system
of law must be expressed with irresistible clearness. That is not a low standard. It will
usually require that it be manifest from the statute in question that the legislature has
directed its attention to the question whethel to so abrogate or restrict and has determined to
do so.

This èase is furthcr cxamined in respect of later issues in this paper.
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Lee
Lee v NSW Crime Commission [2013] HCA 39 dealt with the NSW CriminalAssets Recovery Act
1990 which contains a power to examine persons in aid of confiscation order applications even
though they had been charged with serious críminal offences. That case examined the presumption
of innocence, the privilege against self-incrimination and the right to silence and a number of rules
ofstatutory construction. It noted recent legislative interventions against those protections with
appropriate derivative use Iimitations, The High Court found that the legislation permitted a
compulsory examination in those circumstances.

In parts of the judgement the cou¡t reite¡ated the necessity for clear legislative words, for example,
af 3

,l7l

and2l6:

"F¡ench CJ 3.In some cases, a person under statutory examination may already be
facing criminal charges and find himself or herself being asked questions touching
matters the subject of those charges. Whether a statute authorises a compulsory
interrogation of an accused person in those circumstances is a question of
ståtutory interpretation. The courts do not interpret a statute to permit such
questioning unless it is expressly authorised ol permitted as a matter of necessary
inrplication. V/hen the text, context and purpose of a statute permit a choice to be
rnade, the courts will choose that interpretation which avoids or minimises the
adverse impact of the statute upon common law rights and freedoms. I-lowever,
subject to constihrtional limits, where a parliament has decided to enact a law
which abrogates such a right or freedom. its decision must be respected.

Bell J l7l As Gleeson CJ observed inAl-Kateb v Godwin, the principle of
legality is not new. In 1908, O'Connor J. in Potter v Minahan, refened to a
passage from the f'ourth edition of Maxwell on Statuteswhich stated that "[i]t is in
úe last degree improbable that the Legislature would overthrow fundamental
principles, inliinge rights, or depart li'om the general system of law, without
expressing its intention with irresistible clearness". Absent that clarity of
expression, the courts will not construe a statute as having such an operation. [n
Electrolux Home Products Pty Ltd v Australian Workers' Union, Gleeson CJ said "[t]he
presumption is not merely a common sense guide to what a Parliament in a
liberal democracy is likely to have intended; it is a working hypothesis, the
existence of which is known both to Parliament and the courts, upon which
statutory language will be interpreted. The hypothesis is an aspect of the rule ol
law." The principle has been cited and applied on many occasionsas a rule of
statutory construction. The principle was applied in X7

216.In these statements, Gibbs CJ and Brennan J may be taken to have had in
mind the principle of tegality. Gibbs CJ spoke of the need lor clarity of expression

il

law

that the
the privìlege is to be ovenidden; Brennan J spoke of the presumption of the
principle
to
which
essential
is
legislature does not intend to deny or restrict a fundamental
the criminal justice systern. It will be recalled that their Honours were refening to legislation
which, on its face, appeared to deny the privilege, but was not explicitly made applicable to
accused persons. As was explained earlier in these reasonsf, by rct'crcncc to Potter v
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Minahan, a statutory provision will be taken to have intended such an effect only if that
intention is unambiguously clear, This is not a low standard."

Baff
Baff v Commissioner of Police l20l3l NSWSC 1205, Adamson J found as a matter of construction
that the words of the Police Act 1990 and the Police Regulation 2008 were not such as to currail or
abrogate the privilege against self-incrimination. The case dealt with a refusal by a potice ofñcer to
answer questions by the Commissioner of Police on the basis of self-incrimination in relation to his
apparent use of a firearm which discharged and injured a person. He said at 112
" I I 2. I discern neither in the Act nor the Regulation any indication that Parliament has
directed its attention to the privilege against self:incrimination, much less consciously
decided on its curtailment or abrogation."

Intersta te legislative changes

Victoria

It is informative to note that, possibly posL Clements, that a bill has been introduced into the
Victorian Parliament to expressly amend the Racing Act 1958 to:
l. Provide the Racing Integrity Commissioner with the po\r'er to compel witnesses tû appear
bel'ore inquiries and hand over evidence:
2, Make it clea¡ that Racing Victoria has power to apply the Rules of Racing to non-licensed
persons; and
3. Require that the Rules of Racing Victoria includes specifìc provisions to ensure thai
persons appearing befbre the Racing Victoria Racing Appeals and Discíplinary Board are afforded
procedural faìmess.

In his media release, the Premier, Mr Naphtine, said that the legislative changes were designed to
remove any doubt that Racing Victoria has the power to apply the rules of racing to non-licenscd
persons similar to the powers exercised by other Victorian racing controlling bodies.
See attachment 4- media release

Queensland

On I May 20t3 amendrnents to the Racing Act20O2 coûrmenced and were made to invest the
Integrity Commissioner with power when conducting an audit or investigation to give a written
notice requiring a person to attend bef'ore the Commissioner to answer questions or to produce
documents or things. Offence provisions for non-cornpliance are provided.
See
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Attachment 5 -Part 3 sections I l3AT to l l3AY

Recent Inquiries

Brown
In a 2005 review entitled "Review of NSV/ Thoroughbred Racing Act, 1996", Mr Ken Brown AM,
from pages 23 dealtwith "Integrit¡r Issues,,. He said atpage24:
"Unlicensed Persons
Licensed persons are expressly bormd by the Rules of Racing and subject to the procedures
and hndings of the stewa¡ds and associated Appeals Panel and Tribunals. In some
circumstances, certain unlicensed persons may be held by implication to have subjected
themselves to the same regime. However, the issue is not well defined and clarification
would be important, for example, in lelation to the behavioru of racecourse attendees or the
behaviotrr ofunliccnsed persons in relation to the "conduct prejudicial" provisions.''
He noted at page 25 under the title "Operational Issues":
"a number of international jurisdictions provide stewards with greater operational flexibilíty
in methods uscd for surveillance and gathering evidence. Vy'hether thcre should be an
expansion of stewards'powers in this a¡ea is an important matter for ertemal

determination."
Racing Regulatory Oversight Review-Scott report June 2008

In its submissions to thís review Racing NSW said on 8 April 2008 on page2:
"While substantive changes are not required, legislation could assist implementation of the
integrity tìurctions for thoroughbred racing in NSW by:
- Clarifiing tbe status of the Rules of Racing to remove potential uncertainty as to whether
certain categories of people who do not hold licences issued by Racing NSIW a¡e subject to
the rules and the enfbrceabiliry of sanctions imposed on such people under the Rules; and
. Aligning the mechanisms for requiring the provision of evidence across the various stages
ofthe disciplinary and appeals processes."

At page I I the uncertainry of the present powers was repeated and accordingly

the legislation

should be amended,
The Scott report díd not make specific recommendations on this requesl Various structural changes
were recommendcd which effectively involved absorbing the stewards and other Racing NSIV
inquiry powers in a Registrar and the Racing Appeals Tribunal. The effect of those recommended
changes wouid have meant the pow'er contained in s I 6A of the Racing Appeals Tribunal Act, set out
above, continued to operate. That would have achieved the result ofincorporating the powers of
compulsion in the inquiry body. Those recommendations were not adopted by Government.
Wood

The NSW Law Reform Commission conducted an inquiry into activities that might consritute
cheating at gambling.
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Racing NSW made a submission on l6th February 20ll a¡rd invited cla¡ification on the issue
whether the stewards a¡e able to exercise the power:s in the Rules of Racing against non-licensed
persons to the extent that they are participating in thoroughbred racing.
tt did so noting the tension between Ciements and Roberts cases.It is submitted powers of a
coercive nature should be given to both Racing NSW a¡d the police.
The report is Cheating at Gambling, report 130, of the New South Wales Law Reform Commission
of August 201l. At paragraphs 4.l4 to 4.1'l the report said:

"Jurisdiction over non-participants
4.14 one particu.lar problem with the disciplinary powers of sports controlling
bodies is that they can only apply to those who have agreed to be bound by the
codes ofconduct or contractual terms and, therefore, cannot adequately deal with
the involvement of people who do not fall within their jurisdiction.
4' I 5 In this regard, we draw attention to a proposal of Racing NSW that the law,
presumably the Thoroughbred Racing Act 1996 (NSW), should be amend.ed ro
clarif,, that Racing NSW, and its stewards, are permitted to exercise their powers
under the Rules of Racing against "non-licensed" people, in particular, to compel
their participatìon in inquiries.20
4.16 In substance, Racing NSW's concern was that it, and the police, require
additional coercive powers because ofthe serious risk that illicit conduct poses to
the integrity of racing. It argued that the warning-offpower is not suffîcient to
deal with non licensed people who may be involved. individually or in association
with licensed people, in such conduct. Racing NSW also recommended that a
spccifìc oftÞnce should be created for a person who does not comply with a
direction given by Racing NSW or by Stewards, to participate in any inquiry
conducted undçr the Act or the Rules of Racing.
4.17 There was not, however, unanimity in this respect and, in the time
avaílable, we have not had the opportunity to consult with the Australian racing
and wagering community as to the necessity foc or the ramitications of, any such
amendment.

"

Conclusion on This lssue
For some time there has þeen uncertainty on the issue. On one hand there are expressed view.s that a
reading of the functions and powers of Rac[ng NSW in the Act in coniunction with the Rules of
Racing are wide enough to empower the slewa¡ds to exercise tJre desired powers. On the other hand
there are powerful arguments to the contrary.
Iu reporting to you I do not believe it is necessary for me to come to a concluded víew on whether
the pow'er exists. The more prudent recommendation, consistcnt with tbe reasons set out as to w.hy
the power should exist, is that it is appropriate to remove uncertainly.
I have not had the benefit of arguments in suppor.t of or against either proposition. My report is
based upon my own rcsearch and the submissions and materials provided to me.
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I believe that the recent case law striking down legislative provisions because of the principle of
legality and the rights against self-incrimination et cetera and the applicable statutory interpretation
rules requiring express words are such that the Act probably cannot be read in a fashion which can
bind nonlicensed persons on the issues. I pref'er to consider rnore recent case law because ofthe
broader public policy issues identified.

I am inclined to the view that the functiou powers in section I 3 ( I ) (a) and (e) of the Act cannot be
read so as to confèr statutory force on the Rules of Racing. The Act does not appear do it in tÌrose
provisiotts or elsewhere in an express fashion. I do not believe it is open to bê implied.

I believe that recent case law requires a more robust examination of the express words used to see if
they in fact do create the functions and powers in question. As said in Roberts case there might be a
statutory recognition. It would have to be found in the words ín l3(l)(a) "has the ., functions... of
the principal club under the Australian Rules of Racing" or (e).,functions ..,on Racing NSW by or
under rhe Australian Rules of Racing...". I am troubled by the suggestion that this is so express that
it is intended that unlicensed persons, who would lall within various terms such as "any person" as
against other expressions such as "licensed person", are caught by the rules. There is some argument
that there is an implication. It is such an impost upon the principle of legality and avoidance of selfincrimination et cetera that it is diffrcult to see that Parliament intended those words, and thercfore
those rules, to extend to unlicensed persons.
I note the expressed recognition in Clements of the diftèrence in Victorian legislation from that
applying in New South Wales, particularly at the time of Roberts, but in the same wording toclay, It
appears in recognition of that difference the Victorian govemment has introduced amending
legislation.

I reiterate that it may be possible to resolve the tension between Clements and Roberts and their
apparenl conflict because of the necessary application of a more strict reading of the Act under
recent case law, and the tàct that we are no longer bound by decisions of the Privy Council.

ff t am correct

that would mean that an unlicensed person could oniy come within the Rules under
the Clement principle, that ís, by agreeing to be bound by the Rules. That is the contractual power
would have to be applied.

Recommendation

I

recommend that there be legislative change to require persons not licensed by Racing NSW
to be compelled to ¡ttend an inquiry, answ€r questions and/or produce documents or things.
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SHOULD THESE POWERS BE GIVENTO RACING NSW
There are two competing policy issues. The first is the public versus
private nature of Racing NSW
and the second is the publíc interest in the vesting the power.

Is Racing NSW A PLrblic or private Entity?
The relevance of this question goes to the issue whether it is appropriate
fbr parliament to vest the
powers sought in Racing NSW

It is the opinion of the Department of Attorney General and Justice expressed. to the
Minister in
respect of a request to comment on the proposal on 5 December 2013 tiat:
"Racing NSW is effectively a private organisation, responsible for the regulation
thoroughbred horse racing in NSW, itself a private industry.,'

of

¿\nd later:

"lt rvould therefo¡e be unusual for an organisation established to regulate private industry to
be given legislative powers to compel persons not directly connected with
the industry to

either produce tlocumenr-s to an inquiry, or attend an inquiry and give evidence.,'

Accordingly Racing NSW is distinguished fiom public entities such as ICAC, pfC and
the New
South Wales Crime Commission each of which have significant po,wers of the type sought.
It is said
to be distinguished from the botlies exercising powers under the Protection of the
Environment
Operations Acl 1997 because that body exercises public interest objects including the reduction
of
risk to human health and the protection of the environment w'hich go far beyond the purpose
of the
Act.
The Act makes Racing NSW a representative body to control thoroughbred racing
in NSVr' and does
so by establishing a body corporate by statute (s4). That borJy corporate is inrlependent
of
government and does not repr€sent the Crown and is not subject to direction or
control by or on
behalf of ths govemmenl. (s5)- There is a duty to act in the public interest and interests of
the horse
racing industry as a whole (s I I ). It is required to give an an¡ual report to Parliament (s29).

A body corporate established by statute does not become. without more,

a

public body. There

a¡e

many examples such as schools and university colleges created by statute. These are all
independent
of govemment and do not represent the Crown and are not subject to direction or control of the
government' The sole distinguishing fàcts are the dtrty to act in the public interest
and interests of
the horse racing industry and the making of an annual report to parliament.

I raise this issue as it is an important one to be considered by the Govemment. I do not have to
resolve the issue in making this recommendation. If it ¡s felt that there are other reasons
for vesting

the pow'er in Racing NSW then the fact that Racing NSW may be a private body wilt
not matter.
Reasons for Supporting the power

Racing NSW submit a number of reasons why it is essential for that body to have the powers
of
compulsion sought.
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In their letter to the Minister of l3 June 2013 they refèr to integrity of the industry as a critical
component of the board's obligations and the fundamental need tbr that power in a competitive and
increasingly complex wagering and gaming environment. Emphasis is given on the change from the
former era when the majority of wagering activity occt¡¡red on the racecourse to the present era
when at least 90% of all wagering is conducted offcourse. Accordingly it is increasingly difücult
[or stewards to monitor the activities of persons involved in betting hansactions.
In the submission
said:

ofApril 2008 to the Racing Regulatory Oversight Review, page7, Racing NSW

"the integrity of racing is critical to the overall welfare of the racing industry including
maintaining public confidence in racing, supporting or wagering on racing and accordingly
the economics of the industry which are dependent on that wagering."
And later at page 1l said:
"Howevsr the operations and integrity of rachg, and therefore the interests of the industry
and its participants, can be affected by the conduct ofpeople who are not licensed by Racing
NSW including people who may not have any direct relationship with Racing NSW
Such categories of people might include, for example:
. Owners ofracehorses and directors/ofücers ofthe body corporate registered under
the Rules as a "syndicate" the purpose of racehorse or;rnership;
People placing a bet with a bookmaker licensed by Racing NSW
. People attending a racecourse...
. Other people who may engage in conduct prejudicial to the integrity of racing,"

In their submission to the "Wood report" of 16 February 2O1l Racing NSW rcfcrred to the fact that
racing is a form of rccreation and entefainment and is a major activity on which people wager. For
the year 2009110 it stated that $4 billion was invested on thoroughbred racing through the totaliser
and bookmaking systems and other amounts invested by NSW residents in other states and
territories, [t emphasised that the maior source of income to the thoroughbred racing industry comes
tiom those wagering activitics. It emphasised the need for integrity. It emphasised the need for

control of drugs in racing but was concemed by the lack of power over unlicensed people, It
retèned to the advent of sports betting and concems that such sporting events may not be conducted
tiee ftorn manipulation. Accordingly legislation to prevent cheating in sport was supported.
The report of Access Economics Pty Ltd of 8 February 2005 on Financial Implications of Betting
Exchanges ca¡ried out at the request of the Australian Racing Board analysed financial implications
of Befting Hxchanges. That report set out nÌ¡merolrs facts and figures which clearly demonstrate the
size of the wagering market lor thoroughbred racing, its importance to the state through taxation
and flow through benefits to the industry a¡rd the public from wagering activities.

There is no doubt that thoroughbred racing is a major activity in NSV/. I understand some 50,000
people are employed and numerous others are afTected by its existence. Many people enjoy
membership of, racing clubs or attend or participate in racing without being members. A very great
numbe¡ of people wager on the races both frequently and infrequently. Everyone so affected is
entitled to have the best protections possible to ensure that the sport is conducted with the highest
integrilv.
Should the industry lose integrity, or it diminish to an unacceptable level, then the devastating flow
on effects throughout the communify and to G<¡vernment will be substantial.
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It is proper therefore that every proper step be taken lo onsure that the highest standards of integrity
prevail and that those charged with the regulation of the industry, Racing NSW, have the necessary
powers to ensure those high standards ofintegrity exrst.
Cheating at gambling and the associated crirninality is of substantial public prominence at the
moment' T'he cheating at gambling provisions introduced into the Crimes Act reflect parliament' s
concerns. It is a rare day in the media if issues relating to cheatíng, other improper conduct or the
like to do with sport and racing are not reported. The ease with which such cheating can be effected
is frightening. Its implications are widespread. Such activity undermines integrity in many fields.
The racing industry is not immune from these public concerns. Indeed the racing codes have been
the subject of actual and alleged wrongdoing for a very long period of time. The detailed rules of
racing in each ofthe codes and in each ofthe states and territories refìect the endeavours of
regulators to stamp out such matters.'lhose elïorts are ongoing.

The racing industry has attracted "colourful characters" or "prominent racing identities" for a longtime. Every endeavour must be macle to remove them from the industry where wrong conduct is
involved.
Those not "associated" with the racing industry but who are directly or indirectly involved with
thosc who are must also be embraced. That is, those who engag€ in conduct that is related to
cheating at gambling or the like but who are not directly involved should be subject to the
requirement that they assist an inquiry. Many examples could be givcn. Obscurely, for example, it
could be a taxi driver who drove a punter to the races. It could be a person who was involved Ín a
conversatjon or overheard a conversation and that conv€rsation related to matters the subject ofan

inquiry.
Because of the diftìculties of identifring wrong conduct the issue is whether the powers of the
racing regulator should be extended in the fashion sought in the sure knowledge that such powers
may override, or limit, civil liberties and long-standing tegal principles.

It is a matter

flor

Govemment to make that decision.

Recommendation

I recommend that appropriate powers rvith appropriate derivative protections be given to
Racing NSW by amendment to the Thoroughbred Racing Act.

WHAT POWERS ARE REQUIRED?
The letter of appointment to me of 23 July 201i, paragraph l, asked me to consider legislative

refbml to:
"1. Empower Racing NSW to cornpel unlicensed persons

Lo:

(i) produce documents, however created, and information to Racing NSW or other
designated bodies,
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(ii) attend hearings by stewards,

the Appeal Panel or the Racing Appeals Tribunal, and,

(iii) answer questions at such hearings;"
I recommend that the Act be amended to provide such power.
The Racing Appeals Tribunal already has ftese powcrs and they are found in section 16,{.

I understand it

is not my function to recommend the wording of any proposed and necessary
legislative amendment and that will be a matter for the Offrce of Líquor Gaming and Racing, the
Minister and Govemment.

I recomnend that consideration be given to incorporating the type of powers provided for in the
Aust¡alian SportsAnti-DopingAuthority Act2006 ("ASADA"). Other protectíons will be needed
and they a¡e refened to later.

In surnmary that act empowers the CEO to compel a person to attend an interview and answer
questions, girc information of the kind specified, and produce documents or things specified in a
written notice (sl3A). The CEO has to certiff in wliting a reasonable belief. Sanctions apply for
non-compliance with a civil penalty up to $3300 (s l3C) . Protections exist for a person who does
not have the information, documents or things (sl3C). Protections against self-incrimination o¡
exposure to a civil penalty are províded. Documents however must still be produced with certain
protections (s13D).

It is to be noted that there is a National Anti-Doping Scheme ("NAD") provided for in the ASADA
package and that requires an Anti-Doping Rule Violation Panel to be established and the membe¡s
of the panel have to agree in writing that the CEO' s believe is reasonable. Specific qualifications
are required to be on that Panel. This package is designed to ensure safèguards to prevent the
misuse of the compulsion powers.
As identified by the oÍIìcers of the Department ofAttorney Gene¡al and Justice in their submission
to the Minister it is appropriate that this be subject at least to judicialoversight. This is discussed
later.
See attachment 6 - ASADA legislation
Other legislative schemes could be considered as they have similar provisions requiring attendance
and answering questions ud producing documents or things and have derivative protections. For
example, Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997, hidependent Corumission against
Corruption Act 1988, Criminal Assets Recovery Act 1990 and the Aushalian Crime Commission
Act 2002 (cth).
Having regard to the decisions in X7, Lee and Bafl referred to earlier, it will be essential that the
drafting rnakes it abundantly clear that the power is being given regardless of existing or potential
criminal proceedings and that the protections against self-incrimination ct cetera, right to a fàir trial
and the like do not enable a refusal to answer a question, attend an inquiry or produce documents or
things-subject to thc dcrivative provisions which are díscussed later.

While the ASADA Act is suggested
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as a

model greater protections will be required.

Recommendation

I recommend that the Thoroughbred Racing Act be amended to empower Racing NSìù to
compel unlicensed persons to:
(i) produce documents, however created, and information to Racing NSW or other
designated bodies,

(ii) attend hearings by stewards or the Appeal panel and,
(iii) answer questions at such hearings;
I recommend thst the Government consider using the model contained in the Australian
Sporfs Anti-Doping Authority Act2006 or, adopt such other model from existing legislation
that the Government considers appropriate.
WHAT SAFE GUARDS ARE R.EQUIR-ED

If Racing NSW is to be empowered
in the legislation.

?

as recommended then appropriate safeguards must be includcd

Those safeguards must be incorporated in recognition of the fact that the privilege against selÊ
inorimination, the right to silence and non-interference with the principle of legality have been
reduced in the public interest.

Derivative Provisions
The power is sought to ensu'e the integrity of racíng cân be dealt with by the exe¡cise of an
investigative or inquiry power in the interests of racing and the pubtic. tt should not however enable
a person the subject of such compulsion to have the fact of attendance at an inquiry,
the answers
given under compulsion or the production of documents or things used in any way in an
adverse
fashion in criminal or civil proceedings or expose a person doing such things to criminal or civil
penalty. These protectiors are the derivative protections.
The various statutes refened to as possible precedents contain derivatìve provisions and must be
incorporated' Appropriately reworded the ASADA provisions provide such protections but so do the
other acts.

Judicial Oversight
To overçome recent case law it is necessary lo¡ a form ofjudiciat oversight to be incorporatecl.
This
is where lhe appropriate legislation will digress ÍÌom the ASADA scheme.
Because of the interference with criminal and civil protections and the importance placed upou
them by the community, the courts and Parliament, it is appropriate that thatjud¡ciaì oversilht be
undertaken by a Supreme Court judge.

Again it is not my function to suggest the precise wording of any legislative amendment.

I believe that
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the scheme should therefore require:

The CEO of Racing NSW to certiS in witing that in the CEO's opinion the pers<;n or
entity being required to comply has information or documents or things which are relevant
to the subject-matter of the inquiry and the answers or documents or things will have a
I.

probative valuc.
2. Racing NSW must then be required to make an ex parte application to the Supreme Court
of New South Wales for an order, in appropriate terms, authorising Racing NSW to compel
the person or entity to attend an inquiry, answer questions and produce documents or things,
Any evídence in support of such an application, including the CEO's certìfication, must be
required to be on affrdavit and the deponent subject to questioning by the court, if
considered necessary. The form and procedures for such an application could follow those in
existing legislation for the issue of warrants, listening devices and the like.
3. Racing NSW must be required to serve a sealed copy of the court order upon the person
or entity being required to comply.
4. The terms of any such order should, subject to the discretion of the court, be required to
contain warnings of the consequences of non-compliance.
5. Consideration should be given to empowering the court to decline to hear the matter on
an ex parte basis and to require Racing NSW to serve its application upon the person or
entity. Appropriate protections as to time for service and retum dates can be considered.
Power to order costs should be covered by existing provisions in the court.

The Presence ofa Legal Representative at an Inquiry

In view of the fact that any inquiry conducted by Racing NSW itself or its stewards will more likely
than not comprise a panel without legal expertise there may be concems that the inquiry may be
conducted in a way which will not afford appropriate protections to a person compelled to attend
and answer questions or produce documents, particularly if there a¡e criminal sanctions. For that
reason consideration might be given to mandating the presence of a legally qualified person as a
member of a panel conducting an inquiry which involves the exercise of the subject power. This
will only arise after a Supreme Court order, if that proposal is accepted, a¡rd it will be obvious thal a
need lor caution is required. It could be that such a legally qualified person may only be present as
an adviser or assessor to guide and assist the panel.
Tbe provision for assessors is well-known in many jurisdictions and relevantly here provided for in
the hearings of the Racing Appeals Tribunal (SBA).
Becausç of the nature of a stewards' inquiry, that is, it follows an investigative path then, if
appropriate, a charging, aplea a hearing and then penalty where the stewards act as investigator,
prosecutor, judge and jury it is appropriate, because of the possible impact on the civil liberties and
rights of a person or entity, that the stewards have legal advice.

A provision fbl a legally qualified person being present and involved in the decision-making
process or as an assessor may make the introduction olthese provisions more acccptable to those

tikely to be affected by them.
On balance I consider this is a proper safeguard
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In summary theretbre the safeguards should incorporate protection against self-incrimination,
derivative provisions, and the capacity in Racing NSW to exercise the powers only with a court
szurction and lcgal assistance.

Rccommendation

I

recomnrend that the legislative amendment contain derivafive provisions.

I recommend that there be judicial oversight of Racing NSW of the type set out earlier in this
reporf.
I recommend that Racing NSI# and the stewards in conducting an inquiry wbere a person
attends or produces documents or things after a Supreme Court order, be required to have the
prescnce of a legally qualified person.

SANCTIONS FOR NON.COMPLIANCE
Criminal o¡ civil sanctions should be considered

It is noted that in the ASADA legislation

a

civil penaþ

is provided f'or non-compliance in a sum

ol

$3300.

The Ptotection of the Environment Operations Act pr:ovides in section 2l I, with the offence
provision in 212 ofthe type under consideration, ofan offence provision with a corporation penal$
of $l millìon and lor an individual up to $250,000 although if dealt with in a Local Court the
maximum penalry is $110,000.
The lndependent Commission against CorruptionAct provides in Part 9 the penalty of $5500 o¡ l2
months imprisonment for not complying with a notice and a penalty of $2200 or 6 months
imprisorrment For not producing documents and a penaþ for failing to attend of $2200 or
imprisonment for 2 years.

The Criminal Assets Recovery Act provides a penalty ['or not producing documents of $550,000 for
body corporate or $ | 10.000 or 2 years imprisonment for an individual (s37) or if dealt with in a
Local Court then it is $ I10,000 (s53). The Local Court penalties would apply for non-attendance or
non-answering fai lure.

Allowing for the high-level commission type powers in these just mentioned statutes there is
nevertheless a powertìrl public interest necessity, if an order is made by a Supreme Court judge, f,or
a person to

comply. For that reason I am of the opinion that a criminal sanction should be provide¿

f'or non-compliance.

'l'he level of any
appropriate monetary criminal penalty must carry with it an element of deterrence.
The level of penalties is a matter for G<¡vemment on the advice of its officers but it would seem rhat
a penalty of less than $5500 would not carr'' that element of deterrence.
As a reason for the see king of and the making of a court order is based upon integrity of the
industry that integrity may remain at risk if an offender is prepared to conrinue to ignore an order
lor production. Consideration might be given to continuing daily penalties of a monetary nature
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while an order is not been complied with. The amount of any such daily penalry would need to be
considered in line with other legislation which provides for it and be fixed by Government in
consultation with its ollìcers. It should be noted however that the various commission bodies
referred to in this paper such as the [CAC, PIC and NSW Crime Commission do not have powers to
impose daily penalties.
The question whether the¡e should be an imprisonment sanction would seem to be resolved on the
same issue of deterrence and considering the public interest necessity tbr compliance. I consider an
imprisonment term to be an appropriate alternative and/or additional sanction. The level of any temr
of imprísonment is a matter for Govemment on the advice of its offrcers but it would seern that a
penalty of less than 6 months imprisonment would not carry an element of deterrence,

[fthese are considered to be the appropriate levels ofpenalty then the legislation should provide for
summary prosecution in the Local Court. [t would not be appropriate to vest Racing NSW or the
stewards with power 1o impose criminal sanctions which would tlow from non-compliance with a
Supreme Court order. Racing NSW and the stewards would otherwise retain the range of penalty
sanctions available to them under the Australian Rules of Racing fbr specific breaches of those
Rules.

Recommendation

I recommend that the legislative amendments include criminal sanctions for non-compliance
and that those sanctions provide for a monetary penaþ and a term of imprisonment.
I recommend that ,if criminal sanctions of a monetary nature are included, that consideration
be given to including a continuing daily monetary penalty until fhe order is complied with.
POST REPORT ISSUES

Statutory revicw
The statutory review of the Act has commenced and is being conducted by Mr Foggo
The Govemment may consider it appropriate to incorporate the recommendations in this report for
consideration in that revie'w. If the Government does not consider the recommendations in this
report to be urgent then that would be an appropriate corrse as it would enable the review to embark
upon a consultation process w'hich has not been undertaken in the preparation of this report. It will
particularly enable Racing NSV/ to make comtnent upon the recommendations.

Appeal or current

cases

The Department of Attorney General and Justice will be able to advise the Goverrunent of any
prospective cases be.ing dealt with at tirst instance or on appeal which might have some impact
upon the recommendations in this report. 'fhe resources available to me do not enable me to
undcrtake this exercise.
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In particular the Pedrana case may provide tindings which are relevant to the recommendafions
in
this report,

Department of Attorney General and Justice

ft is noted that in the submissions to you by that Depafment it was suggested that there be liaison
between Racing NSW and the Police to establish procedures to ensue that the police are noti{ied of
circumstances where Racing NSW suspects criminal behaviour, thereby allowing the police an
opportunity to investigate prior to any Racing NSW inquiry taking place.
That recommendation arose as a result of concems fro¡n case law and generally that the powers
sought might not be snforceable because of possible prejudice to a fair criminal trial. Accordingly
that Department is of the view, particularly because of the cheating at gambling provisions, that if

criminal activity is suspected it should be investigated by the police and not Racing NSW.

If the Government adopts

the recommendations in this report then it would seem that it has done so
in the knowledge of the issues raised by the Department. Nevertheless the recommendation for that
liaison is supported and it should corrmence.

Recommendation

I recommend that' if the Government is not to act urgently on these recommendations, that
they be referred to the statutory review of the Thoroughbred Racing Act.
I recommend that the Government have regard to any pending caSes that might impact upon
the recommendations in this report.
I recommend that the Minister write to Racing NSIV suggesting that it should lÍaise with the
Police to establish protocols for the notific¡tion by Racing NSW to the Police of any activity
coming to the notice of Racing NSW which might involve criminal activity.
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ATTACHMENT I

->

13 June 2013

The Hon George Souris MP
Minister for Tourism Major Events Hospitality and Racing,
and Minister for the Arts

Level 30
Governor Macquarie Tower
1 Farrer Place
Sydney NSW 2000

Dear Minister,
I noted an article by Lisa Davies and Sean Nicholls in the Sydney Morning Herald of I May
2013 in which you were quoted as saying that any request from Racing NSW to extend its
powers to conrpel nonlicensed persons to attend stewards inquiries would be gÍven due
consideration.

Racing NSW was heartened by your comm€nts because. as you know, this rnatter has long
been an issue of considerable concern. ln fact a subm¡ss¡on was made to you on 20 July
2011 seeking the necessary legislative act¡on to address ûre problem,

The integrity of the thoroughbred racing industry is a crilical component of the Board's
obl¡galions and is fundamental to industry prospects in a competitive and increaslngly
complex wagering and gaming environment.
Recenl occurrences relating to the "More Joyous' lnquiry, where several non-licensed
persons lnitially declined invitations to attend the lnquiry and non-licensed person Mr Eddie
Hayson has now refused to provide lo the Racing NSW Stewards the details of the persons
that provided him with inside information, have again highlighted shorlcomings in Racing
NSW's powers and procedures The issues involved are legally complex, involve civil rights
considerations, and can only be resolved by the enactment of appropriate legislation.
Licensed persons are expressly bound by the Rules of Rac¡ng and subject to the proceduros
and finoings of the stewards arrd the assoc¡ated Appeals Panel and Racing Appeals Tribunal
ln some circumstances, certain unlicensed persons may be held by implication to have
subjected themselves to the same regime. Howevêr, the issue is not well defined and
clarification would be important, for example, in relation to the behavior of racecourse
attendees or the behavior of unlicensed persons in relation to the "conduct prejudicial"
provrstons

RACING NSW (ABN 86 281 604 41 7)
Level 7, 51 Oruitt Slreet. Sydney NSW 2000
Telephone, (021 S551 7500
Facsimile: (02) 9551 7501
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The

pote
and

rles can severely harnper the ability of Racing NSW

recourse available to Racing NSW in such inslances is to .warn-ofÈ p"rroni
who have
refused to attend inquiries. rn sorne cases this may not represent
any penarty àiail.

'.lF?,"j,i::ffj;#:J?j:ñiflîiffilii3'"'l;

This is particularly relevant in the modem era, Whereas historically the majority
of wagering

act¡v¡ty occurred on the racecourse, the situation has now evolved where

wagering is conducted off the course making it increasingly diffìcult
the activilies of persons involved in betting tiansactions,

For

,i l".rtgo% oi

stewarJs io monitor"il

ln its submission to the independent re_view into lhe provisions oÍ lhe Thoroughbred
Racing
.4cl in 2006, Racing NS$i identifÌed difficulties it waj having in respect
oi tÀeÌacrtr power tne
Board and its stewards had over nonjicensed persons whã may n"u"
o"ån i*äved wfth
licensed persons ¡n questionable activilies or may have been in
þossession of information
relating to such matters
ln al/ the circumstances Racing NSW believed that lt was imperative that
this matter be
addressed either by the introduction of legislation to enhance the powers ài
irre ãðntrotring
authorit¡es by, at the very least, enabllng ihem to seek court orders competting-non-licensed
persons to appear and g¡ve evídence before Stewards inquiries.
The report of lhe ¡eview acknowledged the difficulties being experienced by
the rac¡ng
industry and recommended that the offìce of Liquor, Gamiñg and Racing
òåoiJ¡nãt" tt"
¡mplementation of an appropriate review into the powers anã procedureõ of
conirolting uooi".
in respect of the regulatory oversight ofthe racing índustry acioss the three
codes.
ln response to this recommendation the then Minister appoinfed a sydney barrister,
Mr
Malcolm scott, to undertake a review into the regulatory oversight oithe iacing
inãu.try in
New souih wales. Mr scott was gíven wide terms of referencãcovering man!
åspects of me
aclivitìes of stewards and the operation of the current appeals proceduräs.
ln hls final repoñ, Mr scott recommended that the Racing Appeals Trlbunal
should have its
role extended so as to enable it to deal with allegations.relaìing to unlicenseO jeisons
acting
in a manner wh¡ch is contrary to the interests of the racing indùstry or new
sãutl-¡ wares.
Although lVlr' Scott's recommendations went sonre way towards overcominj itri o¡mcutties
cunently being experienced by the Stewards ít did not fully address att ot tnË issues.
ln any
event lhe recommendailons were not acted upon.
ln the circumstances it is now proposed that the Minister revÌsit the above issues with
a view
to introducing legíslation to overcome the difficulties identified by Racing NSW,
Such legislation should provide:

.
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for Racing Nisw to compel non-lícensed persons to attend ând g¡vê evidence
before properly constituted inquiries.and hearings being conducteo by ÃaciÀg ñsw,
its
Stewards and the Appeal Panel; and
Po_wer

comply wlth a direction to attend and g¡ve evidencê before
priate sanctlon being equivalent lo those imposed in

so as to give added weight io the legislation any amendments to the Act should also

íng

Act 1900 of Part 4ACA - cheating at Gambling, persons charged under the Rules of Racing
wílh cheating offences, such as use of prohibited substances, may well refuse to answer a
question before a Steward's inquiry, Appeal Panel hearlng or Racing Appeals Tribunal
hearing on the basis that it would incriminate that person in any criminal proceedings under
Part 4ACA.
¡st within

empowers
respect, sect¡on 212 provides that a person cannol refuse to furnish records or infonnation or
to answer a question on the grounds of self-incrinrination but that any information is nol
admissible in evidence againsl that person in any criminal proceedings. lntroduction of a
similar provision in respect of hearings held by Racing NSW, ils stewards, the Appeal panel
and the Racing Appeals fribunal would mean that those bodies are not hampered ín their
ability io deal fully and expeditiously with matters arising under lhe Rules of Racing so as to
preservê the integrity of thoroughbred råcing.
Racing NSW considers ihe introductíon of the above powers will ensure that thoroughbred
racíng in New South Wales will continue to lead the way on integrity issues.
I would be happy to meet

Yours Sincerely
RACING NSW

eúL\,,
P N V'LANDYS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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with you to discuss these issue in more detail.

NSw
5 August 2013

The Hon. George Souris MP
Minister for Tourism Major Events Hospitality and Racing,
and Minister for the Afts
Level 30
Govemor Macquarie Tower
1 Farrer Place
Sydney NSW 2000

Dear Minister,
I refer to my letter of 1 3 June 201 3 ín which I requested that you give consideration

to the enactment of legisfation to extend the powers of Racíng NSW and its
stewards to compel non-licensed persons to attend properly constituted ínquiries
being conducted by Racing NSW and its Stewards.
I note that you have appointed Mr. David Amarti to revíew our submission and to
favour you with A recommendation on the most appropriate means of addressing
this issue.

We have now had the opportunity of discussing the matter with Mr Amafti.
However during those discussions it became obvious that it would also be of
assistance to Racing NSW and the stewards if they were empowered to demand
the production of documents or things of a specified kind where those documents
or things mey be relevant to the matter under investigation or inquiry.
Accordingly, it would be appreciated if you would agree to Mr. Amarti also beíng
requesled to include this issue in his review.
Yours Sincerely
RACING NSW

e\L\^
P N V'LANDYS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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RACTNG NSW (AEN 86 281 604 417)
Level 7, 5l Oruit Street, Sydney NSW 2000
Telephone: (02) 9551 7500
Facsimile: (02) 9551 7501

ATTACHMENT3

New South Wales Thoroughbred Racing Board Appeals Panel

Panel:

Mf
MI
Mr
Mr
Mr

Jn thê matter

P, Hely, Qc
W. Haylen,

(Prf

ncipal Member)

QC

o. Leo
J. Vandenberg
R. Wicks

ot the appeals of Dr Tim

Floberts

Heard at the off¡ces of the New South Wales Thoroughbred Raclng Board on
Wednesday, 22 APr¡l ls08'

ÊEASONS FOR DECIS'ON

"Spend" is a two yêar old getding lrainâd by Mr G. Rogerson from stables al FÌoyal

Randwick Racecourse- On 12th February 1998 Spend won the $100,000 Car'lton

Sliiper at Gosford by 31/2 lengths. lt started in the race as thê €ven money
favourite, Th€ fkst þriza was S68,000. Had the placlngs stood, lhe price money
would have been suffícfent to quallfy Spand as

a

runn€r ln'the Golden Slipper;

,¡rithout that priza money, Spend would faif to qualiþ, ånd ln fact failad.to qualify.

2

lvlelhandrfol îs a synthsllo anabofic steroíd.

terms oF-AR1 1788(2). lt is also

a

lt

ie thus a prohibited substalce ln

pcohibitet-s$bstenee-r'n-tarnts-eF-r4

1788(1) becâuse lt aots on the cenlral nervQus systam and on the musclosk"Jetal system.

I
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Ausl¡alian Rules of Raclng

pos¡tive
on 24lh March 1998, the Stewards opened an enquiry into rhê

swàb

ol Mathandriol
(iaksn âfter äre running oí the race) flowÌng from the Presence

in

¡t êmelged lhat on
the uflne sample of Spend' During the course of that enquiry
adminlslered
1sth Jänuary 1998 the 6table veterinary surgeon' Dr Foberts'

5mm of Protabol to

SPend.

Prolabol is

a therap6utlc drug whích

csnfains

Methandrlol.

up and his
At lhe tlme ol its admlnistration, spend was tífed, tucked

body

by the vet as a cond¡tíoner ¡n the
condíiion was down. Protabol was administersd
for a spell- -fhe spell was for a short
belief that the horse was about to be ssnt out
horsê waô sent to sPell at
perlod as lhe horse was to race agaín iri four weeks' Tha

and was rstumed to the stables on
Oakbfidge Park on Friday, 6th January 199Íl'
ThursdaY, 22rd January 1998'

from thê manulaclursr was
Or Roberts'told lha St€wards that his ¡nformatlon
in 21 days" The label on the
that Prolabol would cleâr from the hors€'s systêm
least 28 dBys ôelore
product [Ex 35] rêfers to a withhold¡ng perlod of ât
lssued by the AÉVA2 [Ex 25]
slaughter for human consumpt¡on. A publicalíon
period of detgctlon was 38 dâys fn ons
described a etudy ôf 2 horses fn which the

åt) refarred lo e detectlon timÊ ol
horse and 42 days in lhe other. Dr Sykes ¡fp
lhE AJc raclng calendat (see Ex 2ô and
around 6G70 days. slnce october 1993

27t has contalned lhs follow¡ng entry'
I

ttstùg for aø6 o úi sød íls'
Írain¿rsry¿r¿mí¡lú¡Ã¡tøø60ûctaroÎis'tntl'Åtngwtanlrto['te
Detect¡on of Therapeutic
Auslrallan Équine VeterinärT Assoôiat¡on'
Substanoes ìn Racing Horses-
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a

¡r¡ X¡1-1 aal a-r sutfr. uc scruulfor in
abc 6¿ dwue ol du. pro[nngcl anl.

ff

E ttúin [otq-øLi-ìn¿ wuÊofic steroí&

As earlíer ,ndlcaled, a period of 2B days elapsed bÈtween the adminlstrellon of the

drug and lhe ho¡se being broughl to Gosford raceDoursa for the purpose of
running

6.

in the Cariton

3l¡PPer.

At lhe conclusion of the Slewards' enqulry:

the tralner,

lù'lr Rogerson,

was found gu¡lty of a châtge under AR 178, and

pursuant to AR 196, fined

SS,óOO:

Ìhe horsê was disqualífied pursuant to AR 177' and the placlngs altered
aCcúrdíngly;

the veterinary surgeon, Or Roberls. was found guilty of a chargè under AR

17s(h[il), and f¡ned $8,000.

Appeals to the Panel wgre lodgÊd with rsspect to lhosB conviolions, as wall as lo

lhs penaltieg

¡mposecl end the dÎsquatilicalon of ¡he

horse. The appeals ol

lvlr

Rogerson and the owners of lhe horBe wer€ dlsmíssed by rhÉ Panel, and rsasons

for that declsion were Publfshed on I April 1998' Dr Robêrts sought
adiourqmenl oi ths hear¡ng of hls aPpeal, and il was heard on 22Aprll 1988:
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an

4

The cifcumstânces surrounding the sdmfnÍstration of the

7

drug'

ln octobsr of 1g97 Mr Rogêfson was found gu¡lty by the Stewards of a braach of

AR i78 in rslation to the administratläri of an anabolic s(eroid "Teslostsrone'
.,New Spec". A fine of $5,000 was ímposed. An appêal to the
inlo a gelding named

panel was dìsmissed in December'1s97. and we

ìr'yere lnfO¡med

that an appgal to

the Bacing ApPeals Tribunal from the decisfon is pending'

I-

The relêvance of thât mattsr is that I'lr Rogerson told the

'fiíu sèøit¿ pofbt sínc¿ ú¿ Natt'Spc¿

tÁrng, of

Ste'rverds:

øÉiti

iot

øt¿ a[I

u'If
I

aríø+ k {^t iur"'t * aø6oÊc kioits usú on ag ro¿úors¿ úzt
rø¡i- xt øtry sø6{d (lP 1Ol
That was a policy of whlch Dr Roberts was aware ffP 1l)

I

The Stewards had beforô them a slatemenl [Ex 34] signed by Dr Robørts'

in

f998- ln that âccount

he

whlch he gavè an aocounl of.the evsnts of lsth January

sêld that hä examinéd the horss ånd suggested to the stable foreman (Scott
durlng h¡8
Hammersley) that the horse should be tleatgd with an anabollc atêfold

spell, Mr Hammersley.s fesþonse was that the

hofse Would be rac¡ng in four

weakstíme,aodheremindedDrRob6rtsthatMrRogersond¡dnotwantany
was
e'abol(c sièrolds glgen to any ol his horses - a Po¡cy of which Dr Roberts
a¡ready aware. Dr Roberts told Hammefsley 'lo leave

it wlth nte, l'll glve il

some

lhought."DrFobÐrtscompletedhlsroundsatothêrslebles,andlatefthat
momingretufngdtoMrRog.arson,sstablaaodtrèâtedSpendwithPfotâbó|.
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Before tha stÉwafds Dr Foberts soughl lo resile from lhat account ln a number of
respects, of ùntcn thg two most ímÞortant ara;

lhere rvas a fulher conversation betw€en Dr Robarts and Mr Hammersley
¡n'the Vêts car parked at the back gats of the slables, ¡n whÎch Dr Roberts
persuaCed Mr Hammersley

to agÍes to lhe administratíon of an anabolio

steroid (Tp 15);

Or Foberts administerêd the drug immedialely, rathêr lhan re[urn¡ng to
the slables latar in the mornlng' (tp 22)

11

Mr Hamm'ersley den¡ed ths6e matters. ¡n that denlal, he was supPortèd by

h¡s

wife, who told the siewards ol the convefsat¡on.belwsen scott Hammersley and Dr
Roberts whlch took place

in the off¡ce, ín her presence, (TP 23-?4)' She

also

sald that scon Hammêrsrey dld not leavg lhe oflice, when according to Dr RobeÊs,

the funher conversatlon took place at Df Boberts' car'

(

12.

other'laotors which tend to support the account given by MrHammersley are:

it ¡s conslstent with thê'account $lven by Dr Roberts in Ex 34;

on 27th Februdry Mr Kally, Steward, attended Mr Rogerson's Eteblas and
ínfcrmed før framãerstey

of the Írregularlty found ln the uríne

semple'

By Mr Kelly's observatlon the Hammeisleys wBre surpalsed end a littlê
shocked by ìhe news which he gav€ thom, ànd shocked that lhe stablê
accounts rev€aled lhe adminislratíon of a clndltloner Clp 25-26);
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on 27th Fêbruâry Mr Hammerslsy tefephonâd Dr Robels in his car and
of lhe itregularity with Methandriol' Dr Roberts' initial

informed hlm

rasponse was that "it may have þeen

in

the vilamîns' (Tp

26), and ¡t wâs

not untìl he got back to hÍs oifÍce and consulted his records thal he realised
(he horse had had an anabol¡ö stero¡d (Tp 26);

Dr Roberts had numerous convBrsations with Mr Rogerson between the
dale of Ex 34 and the Stew3rds' Ênquiry- lt was not until the moming of

the enquiry, when Ml Rogerson rang Dr Robefts to conlÎrm

hÍs

ava¡iabil¡ty to aPpear, that Or Floberts told Mr Rogerson:

"Çrtaru,
sdnetáhg

1S

fuae ø tct you tct tfut
tcrc tcts tøÈ gttte Úk^

I

ltz,Þt t¿ltt, tß¿t¿'s

t

6ttt¿

.

The Stewards did not accept thþ eccount qiven by Dr Boberts lhat Mr Hammersley

was a party to the administrêtfon of Methandriql to Spend ffp 4S)- The matter
was conduoted bafore us

'on lhe

?fenscilpl', henoe we ar¿ not ln

a

posit¡on to

us
form a vìsw as to the cr6dibllity of lhosE ¡nvolved. Dr Foberts' ease before
gurroundlng the
was that it did not måtier whlch of the two versiono ol the events
admin¡stration

of the drug was aco€pted, rather than that the Stewards

were

so
wrong ln the conclusion to whlch they came. whilsl lhat is a Gofr€ct statement

far as liabllily. is concerned, in our opinlon lhe ciraumstanoes ln \^;hich the dtug
was admlnlstèred

14

¿rr-e

relevant on the ìssue ot panalty'

Having regard lo the matters refelrÊd io ln

1

l,

12 and 19' and ln the absence of

I

it ls appropriaLe
any swom evidenoe belore us from tDr Roberts. in our opin(on
ttìatweshouldproceedupoflthebasisthatMrRogerson,sdsclaredpolícywas

40

7

against the use of anabolic sleroíds in his stables, lhal

or Roberts knew of lhât

policy, that Mì Hammersley remlnded Dr iobarts ol that pollcy in responsa to Dr
Roberts' suggeslfon on the mornlng ol 15th January lggg thst lhe horse should
be treated wilh an anabolfc stêroid, and that Mr Hammersley dld not authorisei he
adminisiration of the drug.

t5

Mr Rogerson was overôeas (New Zealand) on 15th January 1998. He had no
knowledge that Spend had raced tìtilh a drug in his sfstem unlll told of thal fact by

a Steward on 27 Feb¡uary'1994. (But c/f LR 524). Further:

there was a wh¡tê board kept in thê stables on wh¡ch treatments
adm¡nlstered to horses were recorded (Tp 16) as weil a$ wlthholdîng

times (Tp 39);

no enlry was made on thê whlte boar( in reletion lo Spend. Two other
horses were tf6eted on the same mornfng. No entry was made on lhe
whíleboard in relation to them, apparently because all S horses vrere to

be spelled

ffp

21,

al):

there was a stable polloy, communlcated to Dr Roberts, agalnst the
admfnlslration of

penlclllln. "Acouple of limes" Dr

Roberts admlnlslerad

peniclllin aÍler talklng Mr Hamrnersley into agreeing to that course, and
oniy afienruards was Mr Rogerson inforrnad

41

ffp

42).

I

Tha applicatÌon of the Rules of fìac¡ng to Or Roberts

'1

6.

AR

175(h)(f

¡)

pcovides:

"AK-i75:

Ifu

C.onnitttz of øny Cfu6 or

lfrt

te Struørls

Dersot uÃ¡ øf,minisurs,
fø'rså o*1 yoßíhtul suósþttt¿

L¡u!

(íL)

noy puaìsú;

oÍ cttts¿t

Èo 6¿ a&ntuit¿r$c. to a

ztÍbÍ is f,¿tc¡tcl ¡n dng sømpb tofrat ftoø
ftr¿^
prior ø orþ[owÚtg ttrc runútg oJ

sucfr' ßorse

^try

Dr Roberts eccepted lhat h8 adrnln¡stered a pfohibíted substance to a horse, whích

17.

was delecled ¡n a sample laken f¡om thê horse following the ßrnnlng of a race.
Nonelheless he contendêd thal he was not guilty of the charge prelerred agalnst
him, on the gtounds that he was not shown tÛ bê a person who had agreed lo be
bound by the rules of iacing, nor was he e licensed person, ancl thus was not a

'petson" lo whom the rufes appliêd. The TBBS's power to disqualily persons

(sla(e)(b)), and lts power to penalise pârsons (s1+(2)(l)) are conflned

to

owners of horsas; or licensed Pgrsons- The powers purportedly þívêfl by AR to
the TRB must be conflned to thÊ pelsons wíthln the slatulory disclplinary regime

oltheTRB.namelyownersand|lcensedpergons.AnoÛtllneofDrRoberls,
subm¡ssion

is Ex 39; and lhls Ís necessarily a brlef suminary ol tti€ contentlons

thêfe put and later developed, both orally, and in written submiss'þns 6tyled
'Appellant's submÎssions

18.

s.

42

in Reply', which åre on flle'

Ths Austral¡an Rules of Racíng were lormulaled and adopted by the prlnoipal

NSW Thoroughbred Raclng Soard

clubs in êach stat€ in the 1920s4 Each state

co.ufd adopl local cules provided

lhsy are not inconsistenf w¡th the Austral¡an RulesS'

1S- AB 2 Provides:'nrv øerson wfiø talu pltt ¡tL oflq nztter øming øithín tfr¿se rul¿s
ú;eiy agrrrsuítï caú inl dten¡ Ñnay{cfu6 ø 6c iounl Sg {øtt'

AR 7(d) Provides:

(¿)

Ío Ywrstu-

(i)
llll

AF 8(d)

ary person untrgvcnfuU,,,{.\úes or [ø06øytng atg
PmPt [bcc'tion

PJ

tn! Wõí+

oou ßæt*¿d Pcttofl ør offlcfu[ ytfro¡¿ cpnduct or
,rriíøt tu h tt¿ pafottøíí¿ of ñÈ tutÍzs Âas f¿t' or
coiítú tan¿ frl, ø å tíeotrt o¡ øz 4utzt:

provldes:

Pannam, The Horse and the Law (znd Edn) p 297

AR6
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or

10

AR I96

Provides:'

'ltxrl

F':ísoi
u,,,Lt i," '
uuí ,;r:y ru
,,'[4 r t'i:e

2A

fu K"ry

þ y:risÁ on! ltrson Îtc!'

so 69 [kqø[ifct;iorç ot suspetsîon
ntt 4ceelíng l50,8û' ot rnay impose

Âf, 75 provides fof a Fodeìl List to be kePt at ihe ofrice ol the Princjpal club,
the names of the p¿rsons
wh¡ch is lo include all unPaid fines and a sPecification of
any person is ln tha
lrom whom they are due- AR 76(a) providas thal 50 long as

person' and
Forfeil L¡st. he is, in etfect, to be treated as if he werè a disqual¡lÌed
subiect to the disabìlities referred to in AFI 182'

?1

take Pâft ìn any
The scheme of the Rules is thus that they apply lo pelsons who

malter coming ì{ilhín their purview, whether a racehorse owner' licensed
sanct¡on
person oa ôthee+risê, that punishments may include a line' end that the

lfealed as if he v/ere
Íor non-payment of the tine ls ìhat the person fined ís lo be
a disqualified Person-

22

ln our opinion thê submlssiorìs put on behall ot

Dr Roberts fail, and essentiâlly

fof lwo reasonsi
first, they are inconsistent with the d.ecision ol lhe Pri''iy Council

Steöhen.-v- Nay,lor (1937) SR (NSW)

ìn

127ì

second, lhey pay Ínsufficient regard lo the provisions of the ThoroughÞred
Racing Board Act 1996 ('TFlBAl'
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-

¿,l

As to lhe tirst, th6 Privy

l1

Council acceFted lhal dísquallfication may be

appropriate for brsach of the Rules, nol because lhe oflender submftted to the
jurisd¡ct¡on of lhe club, bul bêcause his actions w6rê ralated to fâc¡ng and w¡lhln

the purvlew of the rules. ln our víew Dr Robefts' actions wefe relaled lo or
connected wilh råcing ln as much as he was adminlsl€rlng a prohlbited substance

lo a racehorsê under the control of a licensed trainer on licensed premises in the
knowl€dge thet the horse was soon to race, and knowfng that lhs tralne/s policy

was opposed to thal form ol trealment. Whilst lhere have been cases [eg

I 'v'

Jockey Club: Ex p6rte Aoa Khan (1S93) 1 WLR S0Sl which reler to

'vi Grloo

consensual nature ol the Flules, oth8r cases [eg, Gadd¡dan

lhe

['10581

NZLB 7Og at 7141 have €ndors€d lhe statement of Lord Roctre ln SleEbE¡-*'
Nayfor fhat the person affected suffêrs not because he oonsented to be bound by
lhe Rules, but beceuse he brought himself within their purview. The decielon ol
the New Zealand Raolng Gonlerence

and M.J,

Eellor¡{6 Proyldes

re Velerlnary Surgeons D'W'

a practical illustratlon of the

Lawrence

aPPlÍcêtion

of these

princ{ples. There, a defence ol wanl ol Jurisdlction over vat€rlnary surg€on8 and
a cofilêntion thst the N€w zealand Rulgs ol Hacr'ng wefe not framêd so as to lnclude

veter¡nâry surgèons
and

ln pllvate

practice wilhln their 6cope were both rê¡ected,

Ngylerþ case applled.

As to the second, TRBA recognises the existerloe of the "Ausffslian Eules of
Racíng" and

the ,Êu/es ol Racíng'(being an amalgamation of lhe Auslrallan Rules

arrd Locat Rules) TRBA,

s3

schedule

continulty ol the rules of Fac;ing is

lol

I

Part 4, clause 14 provides thal the

1llÉcted Þy the

Act-

The function ol the

TBB lnclude:

"(u)
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nt tc t'utu:¡Ð'r ol L\' ¡'a¡n',,r '!lí þr'Àþtt'

io'th'14'ni:-' ttnf

=-12

Ømm¡tte¿

.

of tiz príncipaî cfuî unler

tÂ¿

Austra[iar

ry("t of

R-ørh1,

(6)

m contro[ superuíse

(")

sueifunctions øs may 6e confcned or impsed on dle lBorrl 69 or
unl¿r øÇ¿ Austrúîan rylzs of ?¡øcîng or.any otfvr A.ct,"

anl rgulate 6orsc rodn¡ ùt tfr¿ 5t4g

s13(1) IFBA

25

The importance ol the Australían Rules of Racing ls underlined by the fact thåt
wh¡lst TRBA contemplales that TRB w¡ll make Local Rules of racing, it does not

€xplfeltly confer

a power lo make Local Bules. Ïhe source of lhe power

apparently AB 6 fuelled by slS('lxa), (b) and (e) and sf 4(1)(a)

26

ís

oi ÎFB,q.

ln our opinlon the scheme of the TRB Acl is that the TRB (amongst other lunc*lons
and powers) has bolh the function of givlng effecl lo AR 7(d), 175, 196 and 76

in relation to Dr Roberts, and the powÉr lo do th€ lhlngs wh¡ch lhosê

fules

contemplate w¡ll or may be done ln order lo carry lho Rules into effect. The lacl

that TRB hâs Â statutory power Ín terms ol s14(2xb) to disqualffy part¡cular
persons, and ln terms of s14(2)(l) to hnpose penalli€s on owners and licensed
pefsons, does not produce lhe rêsult lh¿t an Acl whích declares an lntention not lo

'affect the cont¡nutty of the Bules of Raclng, in soms way results in lhe TRB
having lesser pgwers tn felation lo oth€r persons than those formerly enioyed by
thg

AJC. The powers

onumerated in s14(2) do nol llmlt the generalfly of lhe

sl4(1) power. The appellant's subñ¡ss¡ons g¡ve lnsufflcient weÍght to
lntroductory' words'of

27

s1

ths

4(2).

Shortly put, T|IEA ccnlains a statutory tecognìlion

o1

the Êules ci fiacing, and

arrhnrisês arrd empowers the fFlB (and rts Sles1âídsÌ (o gíve eff¿,jt lc lhose Rrrles,
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ll

a

Whllsl fl may be (and we express no opín¡on on this) lh8t TRB could not sue to
recover a linã excepl from persons referred to ín sla(2)(l), ít does not follow

that TRB canhol implement the prov¡sions ol the Australian hules by whlch
persons who come w¡lhin the purview of the Fules are 'fined' for noncocnpliance, wílh the consequence that they are trêaled as disqualified

if

lhey

choose not to pay th€ linê.

Accord¡ngly. we thlnk lhal Dr Roberls was properly convfcted of the olfênce
against AR 175(h)(il) with whlch he was charged.

29

TRBA followed the Temby Fepoh8, although not all ol the

Report's

recommendatlons were adoptêd. The Temby Report (6.9) app8ars to assumê thet

vetêr¡narÍans would need to be l¡censÊd

lf they were to be brought wlthln the

discipl¡nary reglrne of TRg, and lhe Report did not racommend in levour of

licensing. Thsre is no a¡alysis in the Feporl of potential applfcallon of AR to
persons who a¡e of happen to bà veterinary surgeons and we do not th¡nk thal

there ¡s any ¡ustif¡cat¡on for trealing lh€ Report ae lndlcatlng or requlring a
conclusion dlfferent from the ona ws have reeched-

M

ltlg a tlo

30

n

Dr Roberts has p.act¡sed as a velerlnary surgeon both in Australla and South
Africâ slnce about 1975. We assume lhat ho is. ln general, a reepectable and
responslble velerinary surgeon. We accept lhat hiB mot¡ve ln sdmlnlsteríng the

Review of Thoroughbred Raclng ln i,lSW - Ffnal Report - October t99S
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.14

drug to lhe horse was thefapeuile trsalmEnt.

31.

But,

Dr Boberts kne$i that the trainer was opposêd to thaì lorrn of treatment;

Dr Roberts has not satísfied us that.the

foreman consented

to

its

adminlslration, à^d "on the lranscript', wE are satÍsffed thet he dld not;

DÍ Robels did not telf Mr Rogerson what had oocurred until the morning
of the Stewa¡ds' lnquir¡

Dr Roberts did not record the treatmènt whrch he has ådminístered on
the
stablê "wh¡te Boardr.

32

ln our opfnion thera is really nothrng whích can be said by way or mrugation of
the o[fence proved. No doubt ín some ci¡cumstances a vet who âdminÌsters a
prohibitecf substance

ln

circumstances whlch enllven the operation of AR

175(h)(lf) may be completery brâmeress. For exampre, a drug adm¿nfstered for
rherapeutìc reasons -coupled with a wain¡ng as to lhô p6riod in whlch rhe hors.
should not race, which warnfng ls lgnorad by lhe trainer.

33

But that ís not the oass here. Dr Roberts t(new of Mr Rogerson's policy and chose

to lgnore

[,

presumabfy on rhe basís rhat hs rhought he knew what was best
tor

rhe hors€, and beoause he (wrongly) assumed that the prohlbited wbstance would

have dissipated from the horse,s system prlor

48

ao the race.

r5

34

on the trainel was
oi
The Panel lfjought that the Stewards' penâlty $5'000
appr'oprÌat6.

,t/" h"ua no "comparatrles"

(he pos¡tion of
¡n rÐlat¡on to a person in

grealer than thal
fesponsibility
Dr Roberts. Bu( we think that Dr Robert'5
"vas
penatty irirposød by the Slswards
of Mr Rogerson, and we agcee v¡ilh the

3s

torfeited
Trre appeal is disrnissed, the dePosil

,-^J-
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Victorir¡n Premier Press Release
Tuesday 29 October 2103

Coalition acts to strengthen racing integrity
The Victorian racing industry, a critical part of the state's econom¡ will be further strengthened with
the introcluction of legislation implementing key recommendations of the Racing Intogrity
Commissioner.

Premiet'and Minister for Racing Denis Napthine today announced that legislation introduced into
State Parliament this week would amend the Racing Act 1958 to:

'
provide the Racing lntegrity Commissioner with the power to compel witnesses to appear
before inquiries and hand over evidence;
' make it clear that Racing Victoria has the power to apply the Rules of Racing to non-licenced
persons; and

'

require that the Rules of Racing Victoria inclr.rde specitìc provisions to ensure that persons
appearing before the Racing Victoria Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board are afforded
procedural fairness.
Dr Napthine said the legislative enhancements mea¡ the Racing Integrity Commissioner can now
require racing controlling bodies, registered clubs and licensed persons ín the racing industry to
cooperate with investigations and inqi.riries.
"Victoria has the best racing in Australia but there is always a need to keep ahead of the game and
maintain strong safeguards against corruption," Dr Napthine said.

"Racing is a vital economic contributor to the state of Victoria, especially in rural and regional
areas. and ensuring it remains comrption-free is essential to the $2 billion industry's ongoing

strength.

"These refbrms signitìcantly strengthen the Racing Integrity Commissioner's powers and will
ensure the integrity of Victoria's racing industry as a whole.
"These changes, which were recommended in the Own Motion lnquiry into Race Fixing in Victoria
a¡d the Final Report on the Investigation of the 'Damien Oliver Inquiry' by Racing Victoria
LÍmited. mean the Racing Integrity Commissioner has the necessary tools to conduct his
investigations and provide effective oversight of the sector'."
The statutory offtce of Racing fntegrity Commissìoner was established to provide independent
oversight ofintegrity issues across Victoria's three racing codes - thoroughbreds, harness and
greyhounds. The current commissioner is Sal Perna.
Dr Napthine said the legislative changes will also remove any doubt that Racing Victoria has the
power to apply the rules of racing to non-licensed persons similar to the powers exercised by other

Victorian racing controlling bodies.

"All people participating in racing whether

licensed or non-licensed will now need to adhere to
rules of racing or otherwise be subject to penalties such as exclusion from racing," Dr Napthine

said.

"Thesc new legislative amendments will also ensrue that people appearing beforc the Racing
Victoria Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board are aftbrded procedural tàimess and natural

justice."
Dr Napth.ine said fr.rrther reforms relating to the three racing codes bodies' governance of integriry
services were expected to be finalised within coming months. These reforms also originate from
recommendations of the Racing Integrity Commissioner.
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ÄT-Iä,CHMENT 5

RACTNG AC'r 2002- QUEENSLAND
Part 3 Audits and investigations
I l3AI Commissioner's powers for audits and investigations
( 1) In conducting an audit or investigation, the commissioner may(a) act in the absence of a person who has been given reasonable notice of the audit or investigation;
and

(b) receive evidence on oath or affirmation or by statutory declaration; and
(c) disregard a defect, error or insufficiency in a clocument.
(2) The commissioner may admínister an oath or affrrmation to a person appearing as a witness
betbre the commissioner.
I l3AU Power to require attendance and giving of evidence
(l ) If the commissioner has reason to believe a person has information relevant to an audit or
investigation. the commissioner may give the person a written notice requiring the person to attend
before the commissioncr to answer questions relevant to the audit or investigation.
(2) The notice must state(a) the place at which the person must aftend; an
(b) a reasonable time at which, or a reasonable period for which, the person must aftend.
(3) The notice may require the person to give evidence on oath or altrmation,
I l3AV Power to require information, document or thing
( I ) If the commissioner has reason to believe a person has information or a document or thing
relevant to an audit or investigation, the commissioner may give the person a written notice

requiring the person
s ll3AW

tr-

(t)
A person lvho is given a notice under section I l3AU or 1 13AV must not, without reasonable excuse
(a) fail to attend as required by the notice; or
(b) fhil to continue to attend as required by the commissioner untii excused l'rom further attendance;
or
(c) fail to produce a document or thing the person is requíred to produce by the notice.
Maximum penalty-l 00 penalty units-

A person appearing as a witness at the audit or investigation must not, without reasonable excuse(a) täil to take an oath or make an affirmation when required by the commissioner; or
(b) fail to answer a question the person is required to answer by the commissioner,
Maxi¡num penalty-l 00 penalty units.
A person appearing as a witness at the audit or investigation must not give the commissioner
information the person k¡ows is false or misleading in a material particular.
Maximum penalty-l00 penalty units.
(2)
(3)
(a) give the information to the commissioner in writing sìgned by the person or, in the case of a
corporation, by an of-fìcer of the corporation; or
(b) produce the documcnt or thing to the commissioner. (2) The notice must state51

(a) the place at which the information, document or thing must be given or produced to the
commissioner; and
(b) a reasonable time at which, or a reasonable period within which, the information, document or
thing must be given or produced.
I 13AW Offlenccs by witnesses
(4) A person who is given a notiqe under section I l3AV must not give the commissioner
infbrmation, or a document containing information, the person knows is false or misleading in a
material particular.
Maximum penalty- I 00 penalty units.
(5) Subsection (3) or (4) does not apply to a person who, when giving a document(a) tetls the commissioner, to the best of the person's ability, how the information is false or
misleading;and
(b) if the person has, or can reasonably get, the correct information-gives the correct information
to the commissioner.
(6) In this sectiongiving, int-ormation to a person, includes stating infbrmation to the person.
I 13AX Power to refuse to investigate complaint
(l) The commissioner may refuse to investigate a complaint about an integrity process of a control
body or, having started to investigate a complaint, may refuse to continue the investigation, if:(a) the matter is being investigated by another entity; or
(b) the commissioner is reasonably satisfied it is appropriate for another entity to investigate the
matter.
(2) If the commissioncr refuses to investigate, or continue to investigate, a complaint under
subsection (1), the commissioner must prepare a report stating(a) the reasons the commissioner refused to investigate, or to continue to investigate, the complaint;
and

(b) rvhether the commissioner is likely to investigate, or continue to investigate. the complaint in the
future; and

(l)
This section applies to(a) an audit; or
(b) an investigation other than(i) an investigation that the commissioner has refused to investigate or to continue to investigate
under section I l3AX; or
(ii) an investigation about a complaint if the complaint has been withdrawn.
After hnishing the audit or investigation, the commissioner must prepare a report that includes(a) the commissioner's findings; and
(b) the commissioner's recommendations, if any, based on the tìndings; and
(c) any other matter the commissioner considers reasonable to include in the report.
The conlmissioner must give a copy of the report to the MinisterThe conrmissioner may also give a copy of the report to ¿¡nother petson approved by the Minister.
(2)
(3) (4)
(c) any other matter the commissioner considers reasonable to include in the repoft.
(3) The commissioner must give a copy of the report to the Minister.
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ATTACHMENT 6
Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority Act 2fi)6

I3A Power to require information or documents to

be given

( 1) The NAD scheme must authorise the CEO to give a person a written notice (a
disclosure notice) requiring the person to do one or more of the following within the period
specified in the notice:

(a) attend an interview to answer questions;

(b) give information of the kind specified in the notice;
(c) produce documents or things of the kind specified in the notice

(14)

The NAD scheme must provide that the CEO must not give a disclosure notice to a
person unless:

(a) the CEO declares in writing that the CEO reasonably believes that the person has
information, documents or things that may be relevant to the administration of the NAD scheme;
and

(b) if:

(i)
(ii)

the person is a registered meclical practitioner; and

the notice is given to the person in his or her capacity as a registererl medical

practitioner;
the CEO decla¡es in wliting that the CEO reasonably believes that the person has
been invoived, in that capacity, in the commission, or attempted commission, of a possible violation
of the anti-doping rules; and

(c) 3 ADRVP

members agree in writing that the belief referred to in paragraph (a)

(and, ifapplicable, paragraph (b)) is reasonable.

(2)

The NAD scheme may make provision in relation to

(a) disclosure notices; and

(b) the form

and conduct of interviews; and

(c) the form in which information, documents, things and answers to questions must
or may be given.
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(3) Without limiting

subsection (2), the NAD scheme must provide that a person who is
given a disclosr¡re notice has the right to be notified in writing of the possible consequences of a
failure to comply with the disclosu¡e notice.

l38

CEO may retain and copy documents etc.

Inspecting and making copies of documents

(l)

The CEO may:

(a) inspect

(b)

a document produced in response to a disclosu¡e notice; and

make and retain copies of, or take and retain extracts ftom, such a dosument.

Retaining documents and things

(2) The CEO may take, and retain for as long as is necessary, possession of a document or
thing produced in response to a disclosure notice.

(3) While the CEO retains

the document or thing, he or she must allow a person who would
entitled
to inspect the document or view the thing to do so at the times that the person
otherwise be

would ordinarily be able to do so.
13C Failure to comply with disclosure notice
Failure to give informati<.¡n or produce documents in time
(

l)

A person confavenes tùris subsection if:

(a) the person is given

(b)

a disclosure notice; and

the notice requires the person to

(i)
(ii)

give information; or
produce documents or things;

of a kind specified in the notice; and

(c) the person fails to comply with the notice within
Civil

peoalfy:
(2)

the period specifìed in the notice.

30 penalt-v units.

Subsection

(I

) does not apply if the person gives the CEO a statutory declaration

stating thal:

(a) the person does not
54

possess the information, document or thing; and

I

(b) the persôn

has taken all reasonable steps available to the person to obtain the
information, document or thing and has been unable to obtain it.

Note:

A person bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in this subsection: see

section 73R.
Failure to attend interview

(3) A person contravenes this subsection if:

(a) the person is given a disclosure notice; and
(b) the notice requires the person to attend

(c)
Civil

an interviewto answ€r questions; and

the person fails to comply with the notice.

penally:

30 penalry units.

Failure to answer questions

(4) Aperson conEavenes this subsection if:
(a) the person is given a disclosure notice; and

(b) the notice requires the person to attend
(c) the person refuses or fails to answer
Civil

penalty:

an interview to answer questions; and

a question.

30 penalty units.

l3D Self-incrimination
(l ) An individual is excused tiom complying with a requirement to answer a question or to
give information if the answer to the question or the infonnation might tend to incriminate the
individual or expose the individual to a penalty.

(14) A person is not excused from producing a documenl or thing as required by a disclosure
notice given to the person on the ground that the document or thing might tend to incriminate the
person or expose the person to a penalty.

(2)

However, in the case of an individual, none of the following:

(a) the document or thing produced;

(b)

the producing of the document or thing;

(c) any information, document or thing obtained as a direct or indirect consequence
producing the document or thing;
55

of

is admissible in evidence against the individual in:

(e) criminal proceedings, other than proceedings for an offence against section 137. t
(false or misleading informatíon) or 737.2 (false or misleading documents) of the Criminal Code
that relates to this Act; or
(Ð any proceedings that would expose the individual to a penalty, other than
proceedings in connection with this Act orthe regulations.

(3) To avoicl doubt, proceedings (however described) before a sportÍng administration body
or the Court ofArbifatíon for Sport or other sporting tribunal that relate to sports doping and safety
matters are proceedings in connection with this Act or the regulations.
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